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Stephen Sondheim. Cardmember since 1959- 

Membership 
Has Its Privileges' 

Don’t leave home without it . 
Call I-800-TffE CARD to apply. 
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Great Expectations 

Naked City 
O 

*H<w to celebrate a World Series win: go overturn a bus. Ronald Reagans early career as 

an apron-wearing vaudevillian in Vegas, andjerry Brown's current career as a bourbon- 
n 
b 
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T f*A ,? 

drinking pickup artist in airports, Charting Ron Darlings mood swings. And just who is the man behind 

%he movie of the decade?.*... ...., ........«. ................. 
The SPY Map 

*BOti MACK traipses through Harry and Leona Helms ley's house in Greenwich, Connecticut, and, room by room, dis¬ 

covers that the rich are very different. Illustrated by CHRISTOPH Abbrederis ■ ■ - ^ 
Party Poop ......^ 

New, Improved New York 

+The best skateboarding in town is in PhilipJohnsons sky pipeline —nothing beats hanging ten 600feet 

up. Rawabunga! Illustrated by STEVE CARVER. * —... 
THE COVCR 

Photograph* by 
Walker, Go mine Lion on. • Buih|; 
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The SPY 100 

*-Qur annual highly objective, coldly scientific ranking of people and things annoying, alarming 

and appalling . .... .«,... * * * *.. ....«..* * * * *„.. * *__........ 

Looker Lit 101 

►/w the past, becoming a successful writer required talent and years of work. Now difficulties with plot and dialogue 

can be overcome with a pretty face, cool hair, a good table side manner at M K. And vice versar sort of PAUL RUDN1CK 

captures the author-model controversy..... 

On the Blubber Beat 

* Whales trapped in ice are about as unusual as commuters trapped in traffic. But last year, when 

three gray whales got stuck off Barrow, Alaska, news organizations around the planet competed to waste 

money covering the story. Tom Rose was there and — with Bruce Handy's help—recounts why the networks 

hit at this particular dog-hites-man, whales-bite-dust story ... © 

The Color of Monet 

►4 client about to hire a big-time decorator makes a standard approach: Could you impose your 

taste on me? And may I pay you lots of money? Or so it seems. MICHAEL WALKER (with Mario 

Buatta as his on-the-record guide) describes what happens when multimillionaire social climbers turn over 

their homes to millionaire social climbers with swatches....... 

LUMIXJ S 

■i 

* Henry “Dutch' Holland looks at the creative writer lurking within every critic tn Review 

of Reviewers; John BRODIE studies weird fraternal Politics. MACAULAY CONNOR audits Time 

War fieri chiefs at the Mini shy of I itfof motion, EDDIE STERN and WILLIAM SMITH tell you about 

the stupidity of The Street Jf most famous touts; CELIA Brady explains how The Industry; big wheels 

take care of their own: and EiUS WEINER reveals what charged-up hormones get you in How 

to Be q Grown-upbib..... . +. ■ ...... 

Our Un-British Crossword Puzzle 

By Roy Blount Jr. ■ ■ r r 
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Something White. For Colorful Moments. 

& 
CUVSE MARGHERITA. SOMETHING NEW SOMETHING WHITE. A WINE THAT 

REFLECTS ALL THE COLORS OF YOUR LIFE UGHT MOODS BRIGHT MOMENTS. 

CLTVfiB MAROHERITA INTIMATE. INCOMPARABLE. LIKE EVERY ONE OF THE 

LUXURY SANTA MARCHE RITA WINES YET TRULY ONE OF A KIND. 

C U V E'E M A R G H E R I 7 A 
FROM SANTA MARGHERITA PAPER NO IMPORTS, LTD, 
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jULJAN LENNON 
Singer B Songwriter, London, England 
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“He’s flying in on the red-eye 
just for my party 

And he drinks Johnnie Walker’’ 

I Good taste is always an asset. 

© ISilel SenilPl'IVh in £ Sens#rsnl Co No* fork MY. 6i&nM)0d SciJlCri Wfiirty 4'j. AId'VW ; U Jl¥ ■ 



our favorite 

quasi 

INDIAN SUMMER, OUR FAVOR’ 
ITE QUASI-SEASON BY FAR, MAY 
BE THE ONLY ENTIRELY PLEAS- 
ant contemporary experience we 
associate with American Indians; 
all the other residual Native Ameri¬ 
cana— eating beef jerky, fastening ears 
of colored corn to the front door, 
bow hunting, taking peyote, scalp¬ 
ing groups of white settlers— is hokey 
or illegal or not worth the trouble. 
Sunny days and cool nights, the throb 
of activity with a spirit of leisure, 
no parkas but no bare-midriff Batman 

T-shirts either, Indian summer is 
perfect, and perfectly American — the 
free bonus gift in every package, the 
automatic deadline extension, the 
obligatory encore of “My Way” or “Satis¬ 
faction." Even in New \brk City, where 
nature is reduced to real estate amenity 
(the park view, the 90 minutes of sun¬ 
light each afternoon, the terrace bonsai 

garden) or ominous abstraction (the 
rain forests, the ozone layer), Indian 
summer can provide the fleering sense 
that life is simply swell ^ But life 
is simple and swell only fleedngly, of 
course, and on a single day this month 

(mark October 23 on your calendar) the leaves disintegrate, 
the skies turn British and the social whirl goes haywire. The 

benchmark for the current party sea¬ 
son was set very early on, when obese 
conglomerateur Saul Steinbergs 50th 
birthday became the pretext for a 
staggering spectacle. Steinbergs wife, 
Gayfryd, hired actors, ordered some 

to undress and arranged most of them in tableaux depicting 
Old Master paintings (Rembrandt's Danae, Vermeer's The 

Kitchen Maid); 
had too wom¬ 
en, identical 
twins, outfitted 
as mermaids 
and installed 

in the swimming pool; then served 
dinner to 250 people (including Ron 
Perelman, Henry Kravis, Abe Rosen¬ 
thal, various Trumps and virtually all 
Tisches); and, of course, solicited cov- 

summer, 
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erage by an invited gossip columnist. 

"Honey" Steinberg said in a toast to his 

wife, 'if this moment were a stock. I’d 

short it/'That’s tight—like so much of life 

today it was the opening scene of yet 

another colorful, compelling chapter in 

our ongoing novelizatiort of the fin de 

siecle, 1999: Casinos of the Third Reich. 

So, despite some widely influential 

preliminary findings issued in this space 

three years ago, the 1980s have not yet ended, 

and the nineties are looking to be just 

like the eighties, only more so. The Dow 

Jones Industrial Average pulsates toward 

3,000, the highest its been since the be¬ 

ginning of time, and the 1990s wiU open 

with the trials of 

dozens of Chicago 

commodities trad¬ 

ers, 46 of whom have 

been charged with 

fraud; a third of 

those indicted have 

already agreed to 

snitch, eighties-style, 

on the rest. Have the indictments provoked 

a chastened new consensus at Wall Street's 

highest levels that fundamental reforms 

are in order? The nasty part," says the 

man in charge of futures trading at Grim- 

tal & Company, a major brokerage house, 

“will be the public-relations impact." 

Bushian compassion {Busk-style} Bush- 

esque? Bushy?) has turned our to consist 

mainly of an earnest frown and the phrase 

Barbara and I.,,, and now all sorts of peo¬ 

ple have adopted a disingenuous kinder- 

gentler tack, and it is unsettling. Greg 

Johnson, the man wrhose Supreme Court 

case established every American's right to 

destroy patriotic icons, finds he has a 

Strong sense of flag-burning etiquette. 

There is a time and a place for every¬ 

thing,'’Johnson says. “People should stop 

baiting me and daring me about the next 

time I am going to burn the flag." Even the 

Marine Corps hast under Bush, given 

into Barbaraism: all sergeants must nowr 

read a minimum of two books (ideally 

four) annually." The nasty part (“Okay, 

maggot — Reflections in a Golden Eye, now'!" 

“Carson McCullers, 1941, sirD could be 

rhe public-relations impact. 

Not just the Marines, but now Syl¬ 

vester Stallone is indulging in introspec¬ 

tion, He is avoiding sexual entanglements, 

Stallone told USA Today, because he’s just 

"not fit for human consumption right 

now. Botulism.... Bad meat in a can/' 

A quarter of a century ago, as the de¬ 

cade of free love and the Peace Corps was 

really getting under way, John E Kennedy 

blithely had sex with an average of 2.4 

women a week other than his wife. Today 

a Peace Corps volunteer in Zaire accuses 

a visiting Democratic congressman of 

fondling her just once and the House 

launches an investigation. The alleged 

fondler, Representative Gus Savage —mice 

name—claims he was framed. '1 did 

nothing," says Savage. 'That's what 1 did. 

They tried to destroy Dn Martin Luther 

King with a lie. I’m in good company/' 

(Memo to Congressman Savage re nasty 

public-relations impacts; when denying 

charges of sexual misadventure, do not refer 

to Martin Luther King.) 

Because especially when it comes to 

sex, public-relations impact is all. Walter 

Annenberg, the bookie’s son and billion¬ 

aire art collector, was asked about the 

exhibit of Robert Mapplethorpes photo¬ 

graphs that prompted Congress to cut 

arts funding. “I hate to see a constraining 

hand in relation to art/' Annenberg said. 

And yet, he added, Tm sick of people ex¬ 

pressing their artistic attitudes and 

talents in an unappetizing manner” 

Senator Jesse Helms, by contrast, likes 

to see a constraining hand in relation to 

art, especially art involving Negroes with¬ 

out any clothes on. "There's a big differ¬ 

ence between The Merchant of 

Venice/’ Helms explained, 'and a 

photograph of two males of 

different races..,on a marble- 

top table. I'm embarrassed to 

even talk to you about this," he 

confided to a reporter "I'm em¬ 

barrassed to talk to my wife/' 

And who wouldn't be: when the 

senator showed the Mapplethorpe cata¬ 

log to Doc Helms, she became so giddy 

she lapsed into the present progressive 

tense. ' Lord have mercy, Jesse/ Dot cried, 

"Tm not believing thisl' 

In the Soviet Union, where the con¬ 

straining hand in relation to art has just 

been lifted, perhaps they are not believing 

that after all the struggle, what they get is 

American B-movies+ The 1976 remake of 

King Kong was the biggest-grossing foreign 

film in the Soviet Union last year; and in 

second and third place were Short Circuit 

and Bedroom Window, films starring Steve 

Gutfenberg and Steve Guttenberg, re¬ 

spectively. Is it any wonder that Cuba has 

just banned two Soviet magazines, accus¬ 

ing them of'justifying bourgeois democ¬ 

racy as the highest form of popular par¬ 

ticipation and [having] a fascination for 

the American way of life ’? 

The American way of life: Steve Rubell's 

funeral was broadcast out onto the street 

by loudspeakers, and Donald Trump was 

there, climbing into his stretch limo (the 

one with gold exterior trim), when he in¬ 

sisted on speaking to a Post reporter 

“Studio 54,” Trump said, "had tremendous 

impact on the city —it made New York 

hot/1 Days later, Rubell’s stylish Hotel 

Royalton finally got its liquor license 

("Now, finally,' Rubell’s partner, Ian 

Schrager, said movingly, "Steve's vision of 

the hotel lobby as the social meeting place 

of the nineties can be realized'), and a 

Trump Shuttle flight was forced to make 

an emergency landing. The nasty part, 

just possibly, will be the public-relations 

impact. 

A faulty Trump Shuttle, a fab Studio 54 

funeral, a bittersweetly timed liquor li¬ 

cense. the simultaneous deaths of Diana 

Vrecland and Huey Newton —that's right, 

we're nearing the suspenseful, sensational 

conclusion of yet another chapter of 1999: 

Casinos of the Third Reich. The most excit¬ 

ing plot twists are still to come, as the 

nineties begin officially; next March in 

London, Sotheby's will auction off 13,000 

bottles of wine from the cellars of Czar 

Nicholas II, and wreeks later, 

back in New \brk, Robert Goulet 

will open on Broadway in After 

You, Mr. Hyde, a $4.5 million 

musical that concerns, Goulet 

explained helpfully from his 

home in Las Vegas, “a shy, almost 

but not quite absentminded- 

professor type who swallows a 

little vial ol something and becomes a gec- 

ouoof-the-way, flamboyant character." Im¬ 

agine the spectacle! Imagine the public- 

relations impact! Imagine the chanting 

roar of the crowd: Gou-Ze/I Gou-Zffj Gou- 

ht\ “I can't wait," Goulet says, and, as 

caught up as we are in 1999: Casinos of the 

Third Reich, neither can we. } 
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"A first-class 
tour de farce” 

Richard Lcderer, author of Crazy English 
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No longer the only thing from Mexico 
that's fun to open at parties. 

Show your party animal instincts. 
Open a bottle of Monte Teca, and surprise the crowd. 
This unique tequila based liqueur adds just the right punch to 

party punch. 
Mix It with orange juice, cranberry juice-and that cute guy or 

gal standing by the guacamoie dip in the comer. 
Buy a few bottles! Buy a case! After all, our case es su casa— 

or something like that 
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From the SPY mailroom: If fewer night 

crawlers mode personal stationery of 

their cocktail napkins —which, after all, 

are meant to be crumpled and thrown at 

people one momentarily mistakes far 

friends —there would be less pain and 

embarrassment and 

v misunderstanding in « the world. J ay Me Iner- 

ney's note to ''Brett1' 

Easton Ellis, written 

on o cocktail napkin 

but salvaged and reprinted as part of 

spy's Celebrity Pro-Am Ironmon Night¬ 

life Decathlon Championship II results 

(July), has, predictably, brought grief to 

all involved. 

Briefly, what happened is this: by 

misreading "WCW" (as in the saloon- 

serviette signature "J. 'WCW' Mclner- 

ney") os "WOW" and failing to detect 

an allusion to William Carlos Williams, 

spy awarded Mclnemey ten Ironmon 

points he did not deserve, In so doing, 

we, as one reader put it, "fucked up." 

The "entire Ironman contest is now 

blemished/1 he added. Some things 

other readers had to say: "Don't make us 

wince again by making Mclnerney look 

clever/' "Tell me you're kidding,,,*Tell 

me you knew that already." And "Hey, 

you bucketheads." So much for our grief 

and our readers'—considerable. 

Curiously, Mclnerney and even Ellis — 

the latter an innocent bystander —also 

got it: "Yet another example of Mdner* 

ney's huge overestimation of his place in 

the American literary scene/' "I hope 

you will deduct 15 points from Mclner¬ 

ney's score for having paid attention in 

his freshman English class." "You needn't 

apologise? Anyone who styles himself 

after Williams needs a new role model." 

"Williams was a serious and thoughtful 

writer, which is a hell of o lot more than 

can be said about his frivolous would-be 

successor/' "It seems more significant 

to me that Jay can't spell his great friend 

and co4uminary Bret Easton Ellis's first 

name." "I do wonder whether Mclnerney 

is ordinarily a bod speller or if he mis¬ 

spelled 'Brett' as an actively hostile 

gesture/' "Considering his anticipated 

homage to Ford Madox Ford's Parade's 

Endf is J.M* founding a second career 

alluding to writers who are not only far 

better than he, but whose first names ore 

identical to their last?" ► 

Dear Editors I don't live in New York, 
J and I know who Joe 

Franklin is ['The Irony Epidemic/ by 

PaulRudnick and Kurt Andersen, March], 

Does this make me "hip? 

Peter Bianchi Jr 

Miami, Florida 

We don't know; check your decoder. 

Dear Editors Vince Jess energy is 

U used in reading Nancy 

than in not reading it, one becomes a 

member of the Ernie Bushmiller Society 

almost by default. Count me in [The Un- 

British Crossword Puzzle, by Roy Blount 

jr., April]. 

Brad Bon ha ll 

Laguna Niguel, California 

Dear Editors I n his fascinating ac- 
V count “Doing Deals 

With the Devil: A SPY Audit of Faustian 

Bargains, Mephistophelian Transactions 

and the Current Bull Market for Selling 

One’s Soul" (June), Ned Zeman failed ro 

mention the most puzzling of the 1980s’ 

sellouts. 

I am, of course, referring to the deal 

Gregory Peck struck with those anti-Bork 

Devils. Or has Zeman himself sold out in 

his possibly biased decision to exclude 

Peck's classic Faustian outrage from his 

otherwise clever article? 

Jack Hughes 

River Forest, Illinois 

Dear Editors I congratulate Mr, Ze- 

I man on his keen per¬ 

ception in revealing the supposed media 

genius Christopher Whittle as the Faust- 

ian character, pouncing on the media 

stage, that he is, Mr Whittle has con¬ 

vinced himself, along with a few others, 

that he is a true entrepreneur worthy of a 

political office bankrupt of any ideologi¬ 

cal preference. 

I do hope you pursue his annoying 

meddling in the media industry New 

York and California have caught on to 

him; 1 have faith that spy will bring him 

to justice. 
Paul van de Kamp 

Old Greenwich. Connecticut 

See page 70. 

Dear Editors III ed Zeman's piece 

I ■ was pretty good, but 

it did leave out some rather choice exam¬ 

ples of Faustian deals, mainly in todays 

music business. 

Rotund composer Andrew Lloyd Web¬ 

ber is a perfect Faust, selling off his musi- 

cals for a lot of money while Losing what¬ 

ever minimal credibility he once had. 

George Harrison is the benefactor of a 

major deal with Mr. Lucifer. For almost 

two decades Harrison's post-Beatles career 

consisted of coasting on his former band's 

popularity, in other words, Harrison 

played Faust to himself, until 1988, when 

he tried for some kind of demonic equiv¬ 

alent of a Tupperware party by dragging 

Bob Dylan, Tom Petty and Roy Orbison 

into a scheme whereby as The Traveling 

Wilburys, they all played Faust toex-Elec- 

trie Light Orchestra guitarist Jeff Lynne's 

Mephistopheles, Lynne, in turn, played 

Faust to himself, for the whole Wilbury 

mess gave him the greatest recognition of 

his career. 

However, the most glaring omission 

was Jann Wenner, who allowed Rolling 

Stone ro participate in the film Perfect and 

devoted its 1985 Summer Double Issue to 

two cover stories on the movie's stars, 

John Travolta and Jamie Lee Curtis — 

actions that made the magazine took 

rather silly when Perfect came out and 

completely bombed. 

Dave Platt 

Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada 

Dear Editors ' I I oing Deals With the 

U Devil" was terrific, 

but 'Hellcat of the Turkish Army" [by 

Melik Kaylan,June} may explain why you 

get so many unsolicited sonnets and bios. 

Those readers must figure, 'Who the 

hell knows u hat those wild and crazy guys 

at SPY are going to print?" 

Jim Tynen 

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 

Dear Editors I n your exposition of 

1 the ten most litigious 

New Yorkers {Those Who Can, Sue/ by 

George Kalogerakis, June], you gave An¬ 

thony It. Martin-Trigona short shrift, Mr, 

MT not only pursues his own legal con¬ 

cerns but also has the public weal at 
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An unpleasant episode that could hm 

been avoided had Mdnerney bothered to 

use Hie telephone Of some basic letter¬ 

head to communicate with his chum. But 

note: the ten points he was awarded did 

not in any way affect the final ironman 

standings. Mdbemay would still hove 

placed second to the extroordi nary, never- 

beaten, retired-whi le»sts 11-on-top Anthony 

Hoden-Guest, the Florence GriffrHtJoyner 

of Manhattan's demimonde. 

Speaking of night crawling, when 

Stuyvesant High School's prom was held 

in the Puck Building last June, Hillary 

Anger of Brooklyn found that the build¬ 

ing-spy's first home—"didn't look like 

it does In the ad In the magazine; none¬ 

theless I was inspired/' To? 

We're often asked to explain the elu¬ 

sive appeal of "Separated at Birth?" (on 

occasion we've tried fa explain it without 

actually having been asked, but now wo 

just drink ciub soda). We confess we 

never really understood it ourselves until 

a letter arrived from Tim Hillson asking 

permission to use spy's Separated at 

Birth? book in a Department of Psych oh 

agy. University of Western Ontario, re¬ 

search protect on "Hie perceived humour 

value of stimuli/' Sounds interesting* 

Sounds Canadian* Now, fust why do the 

researchers think the photos ore funny? 

"A close physical similarity in the per¬ 

sons in a pair juxtaposo^ with o largo 

difference between their backgrounds 

are what we hypothesize would be re¬ 

sponsible far at feast same of the humor¬ 

ous effect of Hie pairing/' Plausible. But 

will our participation help mankind? 

"The research itself will help establish a 

cognitive-emotional model of humour, 

which would be of benefit to people in 

general, as humour has been shown to 
i 

be a healthy stress mediator/' Uncanny! 

A fmost the exact wording used in the 

original plan for this magazine. 

"The rvAHARAMAi issue [May] had just 

arrived and was lying on the ottoman 

waiting to be read," writes David 

Schaclow from Holland, Michigan. 

"Alex, my 31£-year-old son, walked by 

the stool* dancing at the cover, he 

stopped and shrieked, 'Daddy, Daddy, 

where's my Ghostblister gun? I have to 

blast this scary lady/" Maybe* Your 

son's subsequent remark ("That chick is 

toast!") makes us wonder, though. Is 

that really haw preschoolers, albeit pee- 

ZOSfY OCTOBER m9 
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heart. Shortly after the accused (now con¬ 

victed) cocaine kingpin Carlos Lehder 

found him$etf the guest of the Justice 

Department, M-T filed papers in the case, 

attempting to intervene as the attorney 
for Me Lehder. As Senor Lehder had ap¬ 

parently never heard of his supposed 

mouthpiece and the court clerk did not 

recognize him as admitted to practice 

before the Florida Court, the selfless M-T 

was denied another opportunity to dis¬ 

play his legal prowess. 

Ronald Bergwtrk 
Jacksonville, Florida 

Dear Editors I use a question regard- 
3 ifig the June article on 

Norman and Frances Lear ["Desperately 

Seeking Seriousness;1 by Leah Bozen]. 
Three times you say that Normans new 

wife, Lyn Davis Lear; is a psychotherapist. 

This ts a pretty general term for those of 

us who are students of the science. Is she 

simply some recovering addict who mud¬ 
dled her way through a two-year master's 

program, or is she actually legitimate (an 

M.D. or Fh.D,)? Maybe she even did some 

work at the Los Angeles Psychoanalytic 

Society and Institute, although from the 

tone of your article I wouldn't bet on it. 

CJbrit Sega! 
Chicago, Illinois 

What you're asking ist has she simply put up a 
shingle and started mailing hills? According to 

papers filed with the FEC, she is both a psy¬ 

chiatrist (therefore an Af. D.) and a Ph-D. 

Dear Editors m ranees Lear sounds like 

1 a bored, rich divorcee 

who’s trying to outsucceed one of her 

earlier husbands—with HIS money. Fur¬ 
thermore, where does she get the effrontery 

to openly declare a type of person—the 

“Lears Woman"? If Frances Lear is in fact 

the definitive “Lear’s Woman," why on 

earth would anyone want to be like that? 

My advice to her is to get out of publish¬ 

ing and hone up on her motherly skills — 
they could apparently use some work, 

Jim Fuhrman 

Los Angeles, California 

Dear Editors I htee European nu¬ 

ll meric irritants [“The 

Ugly European," by George Kalogerakis, 

July]; they cross their sevens, decimal the 

recording of time (8.30) and transpose 

the order of day and month (22/10/63). 
Elan Fkisber 

New >&fj& 

Dear Editors I liked your article on 

I Twinkles ["Twinkle, 

Twinkle, Little Suet-Filled Sponge-Cake 

Crisco Log, Now I Know Just What You 

Are: Baking America’s Favorite Processed 

Snack Cake at Home," by jane and 
Michael Stern, July], However, Eve always 

been more interested in those rubbery 
phosphorescent spheres known as Sno 

Balls (also made by Hostess), Tve never 

eaten one, but a few years ago 1 flung a 

number of them off the 35th Avenue 

overpass of the Gearview Expressway in 

Queens, Contrary to your free-fall experi¬ 
ments with the Twinkie (in which the 

junk food merely bounced onto its back 

following a 120-foot plummet), Sno Balls 

rebounded a good three feet when hurled 

from a height of only two or three stories. 

Further analysis of these resilient des¬ 

sert food samples was often halted by the 
radials of oncoming cars. Even then, a few 

MARY JANE SHADY HAS A SECRET.. 
A secret so friohtening she has not gone home for twenty years. Rs Uncertain, Texas, where Aunt Lottie and 

Jane’s mother Irene run the Uncertain Chapel of 
ories Funeral Parlor. Where Siamese twins Verona 
Morona are running for homecoming queen. Where 
i Rowers, an Ava Gardner look-alike, fakes her daily 
kouf on Highway 458—ou natural 

}P$Y DINGO WILD DOG is mad and moving; fearless 
id frolicking. Ms. Carr has a passionate, original mind 
tnd a wild heart that burns with the truth" 

"The two major exports of the Permian Basin area 
of West Texas are natural gas and Camilla Carr, 
Both ore programmed to ignite!" — Steve Shogon 

Birch Lane Press 
Coral Publishing Group 

At bookstores, Or order directly from the publisher by sending $17.95 plus 
$2 postage ond bond ting to: Birch Lone Press, Order DepiL 120 Enterprise 
Ave„ Secaucus, New Jersey 07094. 
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Instructions: 

2. Ask tor a subscription to SPY 
one year, 12 issues. $19,95. 

3. 

SAKE 43% OFF THE NE 

cocious ones, in Holland, Michigan, talk? 

Same follow-ups to articles and letters 

appearing in SPY: 

1. Fleming Meeks's seminal "Elvis's 

Weight an the Planets" (September 198?) 

has infiltrated not only downtown music- 

shop business cards and the thinking of 

members of ZZ Tap (see this space last 

month) but also, now, the work of dl rec¬ 

tor Jim Jarmusch, Writing from Cannes 

about Jarmusch's new movie. Mystery 

Train, Vincent Can by of The Mew York 

Times said, "[Jarmusch] also has a 

knack far the oddball detail,,,,Sample 

line: 'When he died, Elvis Presley would 

have weighed 648 pounds on Jupiter/" 

Precisely the Elvis-on-Jupiter figure cal¬ 

culated by Meeks, 

2, Additional proof that 007's influ¬ 

ence (see "Bondmania—James Band- 

mania/' fay Bruce Handy, October 1988) 

is as far-reaching as, oh, Fleming Meeks's, 

Here is Trump hotel designer Alan 

Lapidus in Newsweek: "You know where 

I get my inspiration from? The movies,,,. 

And what were the glamorous movies 

when I was young? James Bond/' 

3. At least one support group was 

missing front Mary Schafer's "People 

Who Really, Really Need POopId" (Naked 

City, August). The fallowing is ham a let* 

ter written to the Dai/y News: 'The 

300-plus patients who are members of 

the New Jersey Chronic Fatigue Associa¬ 

tion have a debilitating and disabling 

condition. Nine out of 10 people in our 

support group have never been to a 

meeting because they are too sick to 

leave the house/' 

4. More blood an your hands ("Slaugh¬ 

terhouse America/' by Peter Heffeman, 

July), and if it looks like tomato sauce, 

well,,,Domino's Piito Inc, admitted to 

20 fatal traffic accidents involving fren¬ 

zied deliveries in 1988-,000000083 

dead delivery kids or bystander* for every 

pizza eater. Think about that next time 

you're idly choosing between mushroom 

and peppcfoni. 

5, Days after our August issue, with its 

story on Dino DeLaurentiis's Hollywood 

shenanigans ("The Little Producer That 

CoukfnTt/' by Mark Frankel), appeared on 

Las Angeles newsstands, Dina was sued 
for $50 million by the DeLaurentiis Enter¬ 

tainment Group, bis former company, 

DEG charge* that Dino defrauded them, 

6, And Susin Nielsen of Toronto has 

cited yet another use of the ward nubbin 

(see this space last month, and olso 

Eating, May), this one on page 54 of 

Anne Tyler's Earthly Possessions, 

More intrareadership squabbling, the 

worst since July, Kimberly Epstein of 

Monroe, New York, "must disagree" 

with David Gartner, who was himself 

agreeing with Michael Gates (see Letter* 

to SPY, May—the one pining far spy's 

pre-bar-code days), "If SPY was as exclu¬ 

sive as Gartner remembers," writes Ep¬ 

stein, "I never would hove been solicited 

through the mail and would probably 

have never heard of $mr, A shame, no?'* 

A shame, yes, Kimberly, As is the fact 

that Gartner, if he ever made good on his 

promise to go "back to reading Inter¬ 

view," may never see this. In a (so far, 

but who knows) nanrelafed skirmish, the 

wise, acute and probably beautiful 

Kathleen Thompson of Seattle felt com¬ 

pelled to respond to William B, AzoraH's 

"scathing missile" (see Letters to SPY, 

July — the one about biting the hand that 

feeds us): "I would just remind him that 

those who can laugh at them selves prob¬ 

ably are not such great targets as those 

who are not willing or able to be part of 

(or appreciate) the joke. In light of this, if 

I were Mr. Azareff, I would be looking 

over my shoulder...." Now we'll just step 

back and see what happens. 

Finally, in a special third-anniversary, 

hands-ocross-America public-relations 

gesture, this: "I first learned of your mag- 

azine from seeing your Separated at Birth? 

book," writes Josan Steltz of Essington, 

Pennsylvania, alluding to our 1988 at¬ 

tempt to juxtapose persons with close 

physical similarity yet large differences 

in background to humorous effect, 

thereby adding to the planet's supply of 

healthy stress mediators, Steltz has 

since become a regular SPY reader and 

has a few questions (veteran readers, 

please bear with us). The answers: (1) 

Well, it's really just a completely random 

list, (2) Because The New Yorker doesn't; 

we try to get them to answer; we really 

doO't know whether they mind. (3) The 

Naked City design, which uses strips of 

different drawings or photos every month, 

is there so that some other magazine can 

eventually imitate it. (4) Three years this 

month! (5) Yes you are and yes it is. (6) He 

is one great (albeit trademarked) guy, and 

no, he's actually much smarter. 9 
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In 1799, the brothers Rusty and Dusty Nail 
had a difference of opinion over who actually invented 

the new drink with Drambuie and scotch. 
Guess who won? 

vi-a 

Legend has it that the Rusty Nail inspired brotherly hate. But that was some time ago. 
I low long has it been since you’ve experienced a Rusty Nail, that legendary 

% cocktail that raises ordinary scotch to m\thic proportions.1 Of course, Drambuie is 
also pretty spectacular as a solo. It's the one drink that simply has no twin. 

B Drambuie. Scottish in origin, distinctive in taste, unchanged since 1715, 

Drambuie.The stuff legends are made of. 
To send a gift of Drambuie anywhere in Ihe l '.S , where legaUail l-KOO-238-4373 
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hardy Sno Balls were good for at least 50 

or 60 feet of highway crave! before splat¬ 

tering into goopy pavement fricassee 

John Dmvlany 

Hoboken, New Jersey 

Dear Editors I ti your review of R 

1 Quint Smith's Twinkie 

variant {“Every Which Way but Good: 

Six Chefs in Search of the Ultimate Twin¬ 

kle*” by Rachel Urquhart, July], one of 

your gentlemen implied that American 

Twinkles ate superior to Canadian Twin- 

kies* As to this I reply only, “You have 

eaten them, then?1 Tis strange, is it not, 

that 532 miles, for fis absolutely no far¬ 

ther, should give a man such rights. 
Dominic Farrell 

Toronto, Ontario, Canada 

Dear Editors II % a spy-reading Rand- 
floid who is neither a 

too-rich self-made tycoon nor a pi eked-on 

computer nerd, I took exception to Bob 

Mack's snipe at Ayn Rand {"Meanwhile, 

the Most Influential Conservative in 

Ybuug America Is**.Dead — and She Has 

a Hard-to-Prenounce Name," July], Al¬ 

though Rand's philosophy has its flaws 

and her fiction tends to fall into the cate¬ 

gory of sledgehammer-over-rhe-head prose, 

I am tired of people assessing her work 

without understanding (or reading) her 

books. How else to explain the Inclusion 

of Rand (an atheist and anti racist who 

was as disenchanted with the conser¬ 

vative right as she was with the liberal left) 

in an article about Bible-thumping big¬ 

oted pig-dogs? 

spy, Vanity Fair and other recent Rand- 

bashers seem comfortable tagging her as a 

fascist cheerleader. As any Objectivist will 
tell you, Rands ideas were much more 

complex (and humane) chan people (i*e.* 

jaded journalists) think, 

Larry La Foret 

Toronto, Ontario, Canada 

Dear Editors I oocerning The Boys 
U Who Would Be Buck- 

ley" [by Bob Mack, July}, lets all join die 

campaign to make E ]. G'Rourke the con¬ 

servative "writer'' of the nineties* The payoff 

for our efforcs will be watching President 

Quayle earnestly discussing one of PJ.s in¬ 

fluential early works, such as "How to 

Drive Fast on Drugs While Getting Your 

Wing-Wang Squeezed and Not Spill Your 

Drink* (National Lampoon, March 1979), 
Roy Donald Raush 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Dear Editors I write to protest Bob 
I Macks vile calumny 

that 1 am now on the wagon. 

Because of this smear, 14 bartenders 

and several former friends are no longer 

speaking to me. In addition, Mortimer's 

has dosed [editors' note: only for two 

weeks in August]* 
Jeffrey Hart 

Dartmouth College 

Hanover, New Hampshire 

Dear Editors I hose of more char- 
I kable disposition may 

prefer to interpret William F. Buckley's 

assertion that he takes 20 minutes to 

write a column and 12 days to write a 

novel as excuses, rather than boasts. 
Simon Roberts 

PhUadeiphtat Pennsylvania 

CELEBRATE CIHCO DE MAYO... 
HOffl AMD FOREVER. 

We invite you to come celebrate 
with us in the spirit of the great¬ 

est Mexican tradition ■ Cinco De 
Mayo (the Fifth of May) is the anni¬ 
versary of winning a great Mexican 
battle ■ In its honor comes our name 
and the fine Mexican dining that New 
Yorkers have known through the 
years ■ At Cinco De Mayo the celeb¬ 
ration never ends! 

f lNCO IIB MAYO’ 

CmCORP CENTER ■ 34th Street at 3rd Avenue » New York. NY 10022 « 212-755-5033 
SOHO • 349 West Broadway m New York. NY 10013 » 212-226-5255 
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The founder of Saint Laurie, Samuel Kozinsky, always said 

there’s more than just looking smart, there's thinking smart. 

Which is why we offer handsome, hand-tailored 

suits ax prices that won't insult your intelligence. 

The secret is, we manufacture all our clothing 

SAflTT 
LAURIE 

on the premises, which enables us to give you that rare 

combination of high quality and fair value 

So walk into Saint Laurie today You can actually 

walk out looking like an English country gentleman, 

without feeling like a 

Classic Clothing Without The Classic Hype. 
saint uuftiE ltd* m e roadway at zoth street, hew york* new yor* mm (Zizj 473-0100 hours: mohoay-saturoay 9jo to « oo (Thursday til tio) Sunday imo to sm 
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"If is wretched to be gratified 

with mediocrity when the excellent 

lies before us!" 

Anooyuwvs 

LOS ANGELES HU) 208-8765 



Dear Editors I was somewhat be- 
I mused by The Boys 

Who Would Be Buckley/ which prattled 

on {/re] Bill Buckley —positioning him, 

as it were, for a kick into the dustbin of 

rhetorical has-beens. 

My husband and I wcre among a gang 

of 98 who recently voyaged 23 days on a 

continent'hurdling circumnavigation of 

the globe via the Concorde, 

Our regimen was one of journeys on 

sight-seeing coaches, train trips, helicop¬ 

ter dashes over a smoldering volcano, 

whirling over New Zealand alps, gazing 

spellbound at a primeval canvas of ele¬ 

phants, lions, zebras in Kenya, 

Since Bill Buckley was the celebrity 

presence aboard, he was an object of per- 

funetory curiosity on our aerial excur¬ 

sion. I recall him ensconced pencil in 

hand before sheafs of paper perusing and 

researching for his commentaries. Among 

our 93 empyrean sojourners, we sawr no 

ink-stained wretch or tedious raconteur, 

caricatured as a 'toothless cat in winter" 

in your imaginative yarn. 

HI remember Bill Buckley as one ah 

ways amiable, given to civility; an infec¬ 

tious smile and piquant wit. 

Take heart, Bill baby, there was once 

another “intellectual lion" who in his six¬ 

ties rallied the world to a triumph of the 

human spirit, 1 allude to W.S.C, 

Mrs. Susan Scon Gladwin 

Bloomfield Hills, Michigan 

Did you calk this way before your continent- 

hurdling circumnavigation t Mrs. Gladwin? 

Dear Editors flyn Rand and Ger- 

^■mide Stein would 

love spy— if not for the consummate frag¬ 

ging of public icons, then for the phe¬ 

nomenal biting style that saturated the 

July issue. Some very Louisville Slugger- 

worthy personages were hospitalized for 

shattered egos. I'm sure. Good old boy 

Billy Buckley will hopefully be seen in 

light of the remarks made in the “Boys 

Who Would Be Buckley'1 article and 

maybe most of his tight-sphinctered ide¬ 

ology w ill be dismissed as the slimethought 

it is. So when will we get news on the 

retired Cowboy of the Deregulation Apoca¬ 

lypse, Ronald Me Reagan? Would that take 

up a wrhole issue? 

One point of interest, though. In the 

July issue of Esquire jay Mclnerney said, 

“If there's a general problem with my 

AT LAST, 
THE SECRET 

TO A 
GREAT 
BODY? 

99% perspiration 
100% location 

NO OTHER CLUB IN MANHATTAN Cuf CLUBS. A 7V YACHT, AN OUT 
OFFERS YOU SIX FULL-SERVICE S I 1^ S STANDING OL'TTXVR RESORT 
FITNESS CENTERS, TWO TENNIS > AND A PRIVATE CLUBHOUSE 

NEW YORK HEALTH AND RACQUET CLUB 

EXERCISING YOU ALL OVER 

MIDTOWN UPTOWN VILLAGE DOWNTOWN 

110W.56THST. 
541-7200 

1433 YORK AVE. 
737-6666 

24 E. 13TH ST. 
924-4600 

39 WHITEHALL ST. 
269-9800 ■ 

20 E, 50TH ST. 
593-1500 

150W.68THST. 
(NEXT LOCATION) 

HRC YACHT 
777-8000 

HRC TENNIS 
422-9300 

132 E.45THST. 
986-3100 

OUTDOOR FACILITIES 
777-8000 

VILLAGE COURTS 
989-Z3GO 

HRC RIVER CLUB 
777-8000 
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And feel great doing it. 

Before — ih ese aria 11 ntctiv# 
teeth mere painlessly 

transformed ffllfl the 

beautiful smite in the 
snap'-ihot above. 

Sntile! In most oases a beautiful., healthy 

smile can he yours, thanks to innovative 

procedures performed by our creative 

smile specialists. Painlessly transform 

unattractive teeth into a sparkling, eye¬ 

catching smile in as few as two visits. 

Cull for a free consultation. You'll learn how easily 

porcelain laminate veneers can turn dull, stained or crooked 

teeth into a dazzling and winning smile. We also have the 

latest in rpiality esthetic fillings and permanent implant tooth 

replacements. 

Smile again! You can have a bright, attractive smile and the 

confidence that goes with it. 

Marc Lowcnberg, D.D.S., P.C, 
Gregg Lituchy, D.D,S. 

230 Central Park South, NX, NY 10019 
(212) 586-2890 

g-gg-generation.. ,it is coo fucking polite, 

coo focused on the psychology of indi¬ 

viduals, when we live in a time of extreme 

social pathology." Despite all your Jay- 

bashing, you've proved him right...on 

two counts. Primarily in that SPY is fo¬ 

cused on the behavior of marble-shitting 

deities in NYC and how many times Sir 

Trump picks his nose, Secondly; the stance 

you take by creating shock and thrills is 

by being brutally /wpolite. Both spy and 

Mdnerney deserve ro be canonized for 

the honesty and pictures of society you 

relate. 

James Flynn 

Toronto, Ontarior Canada 

Dear Editors II pparendy the Amen- 
ricamzacioh' of Natalya 

Negoda also involved a name change [Sell¬ 

ing: Cheesecake Gone Sour,* by Anne 

Williamson, July}. Why else would you 

refer ro her as "Natalya'' in the first 

paragraph and "Natasha" throughout the 

rest of the piece? 

1 assume that Natalya is her correct 

name, as chat is the name used in the ads 

for Little Vera, On the other hand, maybe 

this is just another cruel joke in the 

capitalist plot to ruin the young woman's 

career and reputation, 

Marla Matzer 

Los Angeles, California 

Natasha is the diminutive of Natalya, just as 

Marla is of I Clearly Have Too Much Time 

on My Hands and Stamps to Burn. 

Dear Editors I n “Peter Cottontail 

I Died for Your Vanity, 

Flipper for Your Tuna Melt" [July], Elissa 

Schappell lists the ways in which all of us 

are guilty of using animals for food, test¬ 

ing and other purposes. Yes, the "smug" 

vegetarians I have encountered are usually 

those who believe their bodies to be tem¬ 

ples, own crystals and say things like "1 

only eat fish once in a while," 

I'd like to point out that there are many 

cruelty-free products out there, never 

tested on animals and thac do not contain 

any animal products, Plastics are an un¬ 

fortunate addition to our wrorld, but there 

are biodegradable substitutes that are 

made from vegetable protein (sandwich 

bags, garbage bags and other items are 

now available). 

We vegetarians look forward to the day 

50 Sr* OCTOBER 



Passion. With no reservations. 

THE MUSICAL 

by LUTHER DAVIS, ROBERT WRIGHT and GEORGE FORREST 
Based on VICKI BAUM'S "CRAND HOTEL' 

Directed and Choreographed by 
TOMMY TUNE 

Performances begin Tuesday the 17th of October 
For ticket reservations please call TICKETRON (212) 246-0102 (jdvrsiASam) 

On Broadway At The Martin Beck Theatre 
302 West 45th Street, New York 10036 
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“There may he one pltice that pampers you 
more than the Beverlv Hills Hotel. 

/ 

But do you really 
want to live with your mother again?" 

A V 

Hie Beverly Hills Hotel .mJ Bungilrfvws 
9641 Sunset Boulevard, Overly Hills, CA 90210 QO) 276-225] 

Direct Hesejvarkms (800) 283-3885 - Cable: BEVHILL; Telex: 188586 *tm 910^90^580 
Represented nanonally by U ua J,800} R-WARNHR 

Wc • 

when restaurant menus will no longer in¬ 

clude meat, chicken, fish or any other 

animal products (including dairy, eggs, 

honey), and carnivores who cannot con¬ 

trol their urge for animal flesh will have to 

seek out the back rooms of delis! 

The issue is not who’s guilty of what, 

and all kinds of niggly nit-picking. We 

should all be recycling everything; and cry 

to save our planet every way we can. One, 

1 find, can live relatively cruelty-free and 

animal-free if one makes the effort and 

asks questions. 

A lex Rheanlt 

New York 

The writer— who by signing her missive HFlip¬ 

per Cottontail" forced us to dispatch an opera¬ 

tive to determine her identity — is a painter as 

well as an animal-rights activist. She was 

spotted carrying a nonbiodegradable plastic 

shopping bag. 

Dear Editors I came across a rather 

1 peculiar coincidence in 

the July issue of spy. Two of the six men 

listed in George Mannes s Celestial Hind¬ 

sight column share a birthday: Bryant 

Gumbel and John Tower were both born on 

September 29- The odds of exactly two of 

six people having the same birthday are 

about 1 in 25. On the same page (the odds 

of which are roughly 1 in 120), September 

29 appears again — as die doomsday of spy 

magazine, as predicted by Donald Trump. 

The odds of all this happening are about 

1 in 1,095,000. Just a coincidence? 

James Rosen 

New York 

(k 9/29/70) 

You certainly caught us, Mr Rosen! In addition. 

Tower and Trump have the same number of let¬ 

ters; Trump once chaired an NAACP conven¬ 

tion. and Gumbel is black; the booze hound 

Tower ts both a Mason and a Shriner. whereas 

Gumbel was born in New Orleans, a city re¬ 

nowned for its creepy voodoolike religious cults 

(and where one of our editors, as a child, spent 

a weekend during a boozy Shriner s’ conven¬ 

tion,f. And thats not all; all three have been 

seen on the Today show\ 

Tor more on SFYjf imminent demise, turn to 

page 42 * 

SPY welcomes letters from its readers. Address 

correspondence to SPY, The 5FY Building, 5 

Union Square West, New York, NY. 10003. 

Please include your daytime telephone number. 

Letters may be edited for length or clarity. 1 
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A lesson in 
teamwork and trust. 

Happier than ever, 
i tungncr than ever. 

i brow me a 
challenge. 
[ can do it. 

What can you s. iy 
about rapids named 
Upper Disaster and 
Lower Disaster? ^ 

Cumpanii inship- 

Remote ? 
Try ends of 
the earth. 

New muscle?'. 
New attitude. 

I didn’t have a vacation. 
I had an adventure. 

Until this summer, my only experience with the 
wilderness was demanding to go home early from 
summer camp. Outward Bound* changed all that. I 
had more than a great time— I had fun. 

There were 8 in my group. Strangers from all 
over the country who turned out to be as uncertain 
as 1 was. We became a team, and then we became 
friends. 

The experience wras physically challenging and 
mental!y stretching. I developed a relationship with 
the environment that I1 II never lose. And 1 found out 
that a vacation can be an adventure, and that a 
challenge is a terrific new experience. 

Outward Bound runs 500 compelling, exhilarate 

ing courses for small groups of men and women, ages 
14 and up, year round. You don’t have to be an athlete 
to plunge right into white water rafting, rock climb¬ 
ing, canoeing, backpacking or sailing, and you can get 

course credit at many high schools and colleges. 
The catalog w ill tell you even more. Just write to 

Outward Bound, 384 Field Point Road, Greenwich, 
CT 06830. Or call 800-243-8520. In Connecticut 
call (203) 661-0797. Outward Bound is a nonprofit, 
non-discnminatoiy organization. 

OUTWARD BOUND' 
25 years of excellence in education 

.* ri 
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J BROWN D Sawyer M. Gartner 

by Jamie Malamwski 

GIFTS TO THE GOVERN¬ 
MENT I: FROM GUILT- 
RACKED MISCREANTS 
In th«e day* when alleged 

malefactors in Wedcech scan¬ 

dals and Pentagon procure¬ 

ment scandals and HUD 

scandals are pleading their 

innocence, when billionaires 

like Si Newhouse and Leona 

Helmslcy art swearing to the 

IRS ibat they are not tax 
etudti. i[f iwcet id hear 

about some people wtio will¬ 

ingly admit they've done 

something wrong, rdl the 

government and freely pay 

their debt to society. The fact 

that most do so anonymously 

shouldn't sour our apprecia¬ 

tion completely. 

Every year, about 100 peo¬ 

ple write ro the Treasury 

Department in Washington 

and, confessing to be guilr- 

5 me ken a hour defrauding the 

government, send payment 

for their crimes. The money 

is deposited in the so-called 

Conscience Fund, and is used, 

to the best of its modest abil¬ 

ity, ro Eowcr the federal 

deficit. The first time con¬ 

science money was paid was in 

18II; the government received 

15, on die way to a *2 50 

coral for that year The largest 

single contribution, f 153,000, 

came sometime during the 

fifties, though someone sent 

in *50,000 in 1985 (Mih 
Dtavtr? Ivan Beetly? Fd Mftse? 
Ab, %I cf,uU bare been anybody). 
The current record for total 

annual contributions was set 

the next year, 1986, when *" 

Jerry Brown, the onetime GOVERNOR of Califor¬ 

nia and presidential candidate who is now the 

scare's Democratic Party chairman (don't ask us — 

its apparently some kind of Zen career-in-reverse 

thing), seemed eagerly on the campaign trail one 

night last summer. At the Los Angeles airport, 

about to board a flight for San Francisco, Brown 

fell into a conversation with a young woman who 

(1) was pretty, (2) was politically inclined, (3) had 

heard of Jerry Brown and (4) told him she was 

seeking a job in public service, Td like something 

more substantive," she said, to which the semi¬ 

narian turned Linda Ronstadt playmate leeringly 

replied, *77/ give you something substantive? Later, 

during the flight. Brown left his seat and, bourbon 

in hand, strode up the aisle, seeking his compan¬ 

ion from the queue. Availing himself of the empty 

seat next to her, he began talking of this and that, 

speaking rather more loudly than anyone else in 

the cabin. It was during the course of this rather 

one-sided discussion that Brown let it slip that he 

was hankering to run for the Senate next year—a 

confidence that came just after he spilled his drink 

on his pants, 

ii 

The fabulous thing about VIP dinner parties on 

the Upper East Side is that people don't go just to eat 

and drink —they go to deliver invigorating bons mots 

and wry aper^us and singular insights. Putative jour¬ 

nalist and former society boy toy Barbara Howar, 

for example, demonstrated her exceptional powers 

of observation at a recent Fifth Avenue gathering 

of swells. While other guests talked current events 

over postprandial brandy and cigars Howar, who was 

preparing to leave, directed her attention to Carol 

Dinkins, the wife of the tax-evading former Manhat¬ 

tan borough president and mayoral candidate. "I just 

want to tell you’’ Howar announced, “that you have 

the nicest set of tics I have ever seen on a woman ' 

Mrs. Dinkins, evidently overcome by Howar’s compli 

ment, managed to stammer her thanks, only co be ad¬ 

monished: “Don't be embarrassed — keep your back 

straight and hold them out there for the wrorld ro see" 

II! 

60 Minutes execuguy Don Hewitt has been 

around for a long, long time, but Hewitt is 66 

years young — excessively tan, excessively fit, ex¬ 

cessively man-musky, excessively vainglorious. So 

it was not surprising that his thoughts on CBS 

defector Diane Sawyer’s new professional incarna¬ 

tion were obsessed with her physical appearance. 

What the hell did she do to her eyes?, Hewitt cried 

when he saw his ex-employee’s new, improved look 

last summer. Then he added the charming punch 

line: The plaitk surgeon overdid it — she looks like an 

Oriental or something. 

mi 

But at least the bosses at CBS News aren't 

overtly cruel to current employees — that is the spe¬ 

cialty of Michacl Gartner, the angry little tyrant 

who's run NBC News for the past year. Last sum¬ 

mer {around the time Gartner was hiring profes¬ 

sional-wrestling impresario Dick Ebersol ro be vice 

president in charge of Bryant Gumbel) Today show/ 

contributor Nancy Coluns introduced herself to 

Gartner at a social event. Tve been a big fan of 

your op-ed columns in The Wall StreetJournal” Col¬ 

li ns said. Thanks— Im glad you liked them wasn't 

good enough for Gartner. Well, Tve enjoyed doing 

them wasn't good enough for Gartner. Instead, he 

told Collins, ""You wouldn't be saying that if I 

weren't your boss’’ and left her standing there, 

morti fied. 

JHI 

New YfeRK publisher and society stooge Ed 

Kosher evidently can't get enough of himself. Even 

while on vacation. In London the week after attend - 

ing Malcolm Forbes's birthday party in Morocco, 

Kosner was so desperate to see himself in the Post 

or on Live at Five that he had his assistant fax him 

ah the newspaper gossip columns and get hold of 

videotapes of any TV shows on wrhich he might 

have appeared, however briefly, among the other 

groveling swells at the party. 
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The Sayings of John Goiti 
Overhearing the Boss of Bosses on Mulberry Street, 1987-89 

John Gotti, Wry Existentialist: "I don’t enjoy fairs, 

and I don't enjoy wakes, of course/' 

"Because I don’t know why/' 

John Gotti, Skeptic: uYa see the shit he gives ya?' 

"Well, we gocta watch everything," 

"Don't ever fuckin' trust nobody' 

John Gotti, Visionary* A rocker ro Brooklyn! Now, there's an idea!' Hank Rpsenfeld 

ftTlfiffi r t t m '■ rH’ 1 t f *■ p ■ f I f f i # I 

Insane or Inariicuiate? You Make the Cali! 

o look at them, you’d think wc have rhe edge: our 

presidenr is an amiable, Ivy League father and 

businessman who's given years of faithful service to 

his country, while theirs is a raggedy■ facedt fanati¬ 

cal mullah who wears caftans and doles out death 

sentences as if they were passes to Palladium* But 

when they open their mouths, who’s the better 

spokesman for his country? 

we then will help you to solve the problems there so 

that the people of the region may live in peace and 

tranquillity" 

— Hashemi Rafsanjani of Iran, as quoted in 

The New York Times on August 5, 1989 

IWT £ O M T J * U I B 

$580,929.49 was com 

tributed, Last year* the gov¬ 

ernments Conscience Fund got 

$161,700.89* pushing the 177- 

year total to S6J09.B26.75. 

Here are some of the letters 

that accompanied Conscience 

Fund pit* m 1988 

“[The hostage problems in Lebanon] have intel¬ 

ligent and manageable solutions, One cannot solve 

the issue with such bullying ways, with arrogant 

confrontations, and tyranny. Come along wisely; 

'We have engaged in a very—a very —an extraor¬ 

dinarily broad exercise of diplomacy here in the 

last couple of days. And let me say l am — 1 would 

be — l am pleased about that. I don't know what — 

what it means fully, bur I think the world is 

familiar with our policy/' 

— George Bush, same paper, same day 

iffM M'Vf ffffTTin ¥ # *■ * • f * ‘ 'fYfi 

Private Lives of Public Figures 
The SPY List 

“Many yean ago J damaged 

a bracket that held a (ire ex¬ 

tinguisher or a fi re truck at 

the temporary Army Engineers 

Depot at Timonium MD. I 

did not report the accident 

and have thought of taking 

care of the damage many 

times. I am happy, as a fol¬ 

lower of Christ, to send this 

check to make restitution.- 

($100 enclosed) 

'Attached as $200 for the 

time when 1 was a govern¬ 

ment employee and. took 

sick leave when I was not 

sick.'r 

"My friend died and hts 

wife told me to send you $25, 

She does not know the reason 

for this and neither do I, She 

does not want to reveal ha* 

name — she only knows he 

owes you this money/ 

On a search for new musical inspiration, David Byrne unexpectedly runs into Paul Simon. 

Illustration by Drew Friedman 

"Fat Emily" Bates 

"Princess Little me at" 

Clift 

Enid Geffen 

Mary Hoover 

Nancy Spellman 

Beryl Stewart 

“I still have in my posses¬ 

sion some Air Force manuals, 

and I gave away a dictionary, 

which I also kept when I was 

discharged. Both of these 

really are,fwere AF properry. 

Please forgive the theft " ($50 

enclosed) 

“Forty-one years ago ... I 

sent several (3-4) army- 

blankets home in a duffle 

bag. * +, I realize now how 

wrong that was_I am send 
ing $50 to the government as 

pay for the blankets 

“On a crip to Europe I pur¬ 

chased some jewelry which I 

wore home and did nut de¬ 
clare aE customs. The enclosed 

will cover it.'($1,075 
enclosed) 

"Back in 1966 I worked for 

the Gov't. And Retired that 

yr. My Conscience Hims!' 

BefdMJt I staid Govt. property: 

Two metal panne Is office 

(room) dividers w ith plastic 

upper portion. 1 ask your 
Forgiveness and say 1 am Ex¬ 

tremely Sorry for this Rotten 

Act. Enclosed $50 00 bill to 
cover cost (This material was 

Stroud hand.)" * 
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“About 12-15 ^cirs ago l 
was working at a Government 

rnstalJanon and I used a 

duplicating machine for 

my own personal use which 

was wrong. I ran off about 

100-250 sheets of different 

pages.... I believe it had on 

the machine that each copy 

cost the Gov't 2 cents a 

copy .,. Of course I paid 

nothing for rhe sheets I dupli¬ 

cated. At 250 sheets 2 Cents a 

copy would be $ 5... -1 am 

sending $20 since the Bible 

says the thief has to pay back 

4 fold; 

"Yout Federal Welfare 

Offiice helped me and my fam¬ 

ily when 1 was a kid, and 1 am 

trying to pay you back. En¬ 

closed is $1000... I would 

have been able to send this 

years ago. if the world had 

given me only half a chance 

to get a job ro work and sup¬ 

port myselft much less be able 

to get ahead. Just because I 

happened to be born a woman 

instead of a man. Too bad." 

1 am enclosing a check 

for $80.00 dollars. This pay¬ 

ment is for a connection box 

that I damaged back in 1974 
while on board the U.S.&. 

Midway CVA-41. In following 

Jesus Christ of Naiartth men¬ 
tioned in the New Testament 

of the Holy Biblet 1 am con¬ 

victed t«fj that God wants 

me to do something about 

this issue/ 

T arrived at Houston Hob¬ 

by Airport,,, on June 16, 

1986, l used a metered cab ,,, 

to go from Hobby Airport 

to the Downtown Holiday 

Inn.. . .The meter in rhe cab 

read $14,95, 1 gave the cab 

driver $17.00 and requested a 

receipt for $15.00, figuring 

the government wouldn't be 

grudge me 5 cents since I 

didn't intend to claim the tip 

in my expense report. On 

June 18 ... 1 left the Federal 

Courthouse in Houston bound 

for Hobby Airport-The 

merer read $16.01 when [ 

reached rhe airport. I gave the 

driver $18.00 and requested a 

receipt for $16.00, . .! am en¬ 

closing the 4 (titis and please 

before 1 am sent off again 

send me a copy of rhe rules 

and regulations you use to 

decide allowable expenses. ► 

bar-bid1' The phrase has a certain ring to it, and its author, Joel Siegel, deserves to be miffed, 

Siegel must have figured that his measured critical response to that modestly entertaining summer diver¬ 

sion, Batman^ was a shoo-in winner of the Batman promotion sweepstakes* But Siegel never had a 

chance. Not, for that mattet, did Gene "{Batman is] Walloping Fun* Shall t, ordinarily Siegels main 

nemesis* Neither of them counted on dark horse critic Erik Lee Preminger of San Francisco's dinky 

KGO-TV. It was Preminger who dared to utter five words so audaciously fulsome thar Warner Bros* 

didn’t even bother to slap on its usual entirely invented exclamation point when it tan the blurb as a 

banner headline atop virtually every Batman ad. Preminger called Batman "the movie of the decade," 

thereby forever raising the stakes among froth-at-the-mouth, just-spell-my-name-right blurb die at ion con¬ 

tenders, We had a chat w ith Preminger. He says he meant every word of it. 

On whether he noticed that hardly- a day went by all 

summer long without every newspaper in America 

printing his blurb: "1 am aware of it. I am surprised. 

And, in fact, if you go back to one of the earlier 

ads, you will see that it was more in context: It 

may even be the movie of the decade,’ or something 

like chat.” 
* 

Second-best blurb he could think of; ’Another thing 

I've said about this movie which sums it up for 

me is, ‘It's brilliantly conceived and perfectly 

executed." 

Why Batmon is the best movie of the post ten years; 

’For me this movie totally transcended the genre 

unlike any other fantasy movie I've ever seen. You 

know whats motivating the characters in this 

movie. No one knows what motivates Superman, 

right? These are the things that make this a great 
movie" 

On being asked to name some other movie-of-the- 

decade contenders: “Oh, I would hate to do thar 

off the top of my head, Can I call you back in 20 

minutes?'1 

Twenty minutes later; “Hi, it’s Erik Preminger, Let 

me give you a list of the movies that certainly 

qualify for me as among the greatest movies of the 

decade," 

Some of Erik Lee Preminger's other movie-of-the- 

decode contenders: 

Zelig 

The Killing Fields 

Prizz/'s Honor 

Something Wild 

One last thing; "If you are going to quote me, could 

I give you the correct spelling of my name to make 

sure you have it right?” —Adam Liptak 

The Ontology of Pornography 
Ten Valuable Lessons About Life Learned Watching X-Rated Videotapes 

1. A couple can always rejuve¬ 

nate a troubled marriage by hav¬ 

ing sex with friends, business 

associates and strangers. 

2, The first thing any woman is 

inclined to do upon awakening 

from a night's sleep is have sex 

with the person sleeping next to 

her. If she has slept alone, she 

will have sex by herself, 

1. Whenever one calls a friend, 

spouse, employer, politician or 

clergyman on the telephone, it 

is probable that he or she is hav¬ 

ing sex with someone during the 

conversation. 

4. A womans bath is not com¬ 

plete until she either mastur¬ 

bates or has sex with the people 

who unexpectedly join her, 

5. The sale of a house or condo¬ 

minium is traditionally dosed 

by the purchasers having sex 

with the broker* 

6. When a burglar surprises 

someone at home, the intruder 

and the homeowner have plea¬ 

surable sexf 

7. All maids, chauffeurs, cooks 

and buffers are willing, skillful 

sexual partners. 

8. It is considered standard oper¬ 

ating procedure for law-enforce¬ 

ment officials to have sexual 

relations with witnesses and sus¬ 

pects during quesrioning and 

interrogation. 

9* When one discovers a spouse 

engaged in a homosexual affair, 

the appropriate response is not 

to file for divorce but to join in. 

10. Grocery, pizza and news¬ 

paper delivery men routinely 

accept sexual favors instead of 

money as payment for their 

goods and services. 

— Charles Kadoo 
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Own a bottle. 

Its worth the price 
to have at least one thing in your life 

that’s simply perfect. 
Tanqueray. A singular experience. 

SPECIAL DRY 

3 f 

£ CHARLES TANQUERAY & C? 
LONDON- ENGLAND. 
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THI r i w! Hint continued 

It ffliEghl SfrVc ms both some 

GIFTS TO TH£ GOVERN¬ 
MENT II: FROM RITUAUY 

UNCTUOUS POTENTATES 
George Washington warned 

us ibmit this. Avoidfimpi mt- 

tan&Itmtnrs, he ad/non ished 

as he waj leaving office, He 

was probably thinking that 

they led to wars and police 

actions and the sort of 

illegal and extraconstitution- 

al though not really punish¬ 

able shenanigans in which 

Oliver North engaged. But 

Washington might have been 

thinking about the insincere 

ceremonious gift-giving that 

attends official visits by 

heads of State, Every time 

some foreign nabob drops 

by—and for rhar matter, every 

ttcrae one of our nabobs 

goes on the toad — protocol 

requires an exchange of gifts. 

Maybe we're too naive, 

or too American, but it’s 

a pretty empty exercise, If a 

porcelain figurine of a horse 

(estimated value: S500) was 

the extent last year of Helmut 

Kohl's gratitude to President 

Reagan for keeping 247,255 

American soldiers sitting in 

his country, ready to die if 

Warsaw Pact tanks, trundle 

westward, welt, let's let him 

defend the Bundesrepubhk 

on his own. What makes 

these trinker exchanges even 

more meaningless it that U.S, 

Jaw prohibits our officials 

from keeping and enjoying 

any memento worth more 

than $180 (unless the official 

wants to buy if from the 

federal government, which hr 

or she can do after a bureau 

era tit Lilly regulated period 

has elapsed). Most of the ob¬ 

jects end up in the National 

Archives or in General Ser¬ 

vices Administration store¬ 

rooms, where a lucky few get 

distributed to b&ckwarer ar¬ 

my bases and remote Social 

Security check-processing cen¬ 

ters and other official build¬ 

ings in the empire. Here are 

some of Ehe host gifts Presi¬ 

dent and Mrs. Reagan collected 

during 1988, along with their 

officially estimated value. 

"Art": An embroidered 

Tapestry of a village scene, 

from the president of ► 

October 

Datebook 
Enchanting and 

Alarming Events 

Upcoming 

1 William Rrhnqujst 

turns 65, ordinarily 

retirement age. 

2 William Rchnquist 

leads the firsr session 

of the new term of che 

Supreme Courr. 

4 Ten-Four-Day. What 

radio operators and 

their admirers call the 

fourth day of the renrh 

mooch. Other people, 

content that rhe vogue 

for CB slang has 

passed, simply 

remember it as the 

24th anniversary of 

Pope Paul VTs Mass at 

Yankee Stadium. 

6 Fred Travalena turns 

47; if he were a native 

of the Republic of Togo, 

he would probably 

be dead, 

7 As good a day as 

any to visit the Hall of 

Oceanic Birds at the 

Museum of Natural 

History, where, 

periodically this 

month, museum 

employees will open 

the diorama cases 

and explain how the 

displays are prepared. 

The ideal event for 

anyone who finds 

himself with a surplus 

of dead birds and blue 

felt. 

13 A good day to 

ride the Haunted 

Train in Indianapolis, 

"It’ll scare your 

wazeenie off!” they 

say. Subsequent 

procurement of a 

prosthetic wazeenie 

is up to you, 

13-14 The Brooklyn 

Academy of Musics 

NEXT WAVE Festival 

presents the German 

rod* group Pdhl 

Musik, PohJ Musik 

incorporates sounds 

of heavy machinery 

in music that is 

“informed by the Ruhr 

Valleys unique cultural 

landscape, which 

contrasts the gritty 

romanticism of 

industrial scenery 

with the automated 

eight-hour dance of... 

'human machines.111 

Sounds of heavy 

machinery? Industrial 

scenery? People acting 

in a heavy-handedly 

alienated fashion? 

Count us in! 

14 The Surrealist 

Masquerade Ball is 

held in St* Petersburg, 

Florida, to help 

support the Salvador 

Dali Museum* Perhaps 

the only chance to 

wear your mekitig- 

crutch costume and 

not seem inscrutable. 

16 National Boss Day. 

Celebrate by using the 

word boss as a form of 

address throughout the 

day. " Hey, boss. How 

ya doih, boss? Gonna 

Xerox some letters 

now, boss. Going to 

lunch now, boss," 

20 The Museum of 

Natural History, 

having disclosed the 

secrets of dioramas 

and their production* 

goes one step further 

with "Birds Fact* Birds 

Fiction," wherein it 

will screen Alfred 

Hitchcock's The Birds 

"to explore the 

perceptions and the 

reality of birds.” For 

those who live with the 

misconception that 

birds exist only to fill 

up the attic* squawk 

thunderously and then 

gouge out humans' 

corneas* this lecture is 

a must, 

24 International 

Forgiveness Day on 

which all nations are 

encouraged to "join in 

mutual forgiveness and 

urge their citizens to 

do likewise.'1 2 * 4 * 6 7 Iran: let's 

have coffee. 

31 Halloween, Okay 

not the Village; where* 

then? © 

Tek Years Abo in SPY 

"Koch hasn't been a terrible mayor so far, but there's something about 

the guy that makes me nervous. 1 can picture him throwing himself 

into the arms of the Republicans o few years down the road, And I can 

picture him running for governor (although I do think that Cuomo has 

his number now, and would come out ahead in any contest between 

the two of them}, I also have the feeling that Koch is going to fill City 

Hall with exactly the sort of corrupt old hacks he claims to despise. 

One thing's for certain, though: this guy is going to be with u$ for a 

long, long time, certainly the rest of the decade." 

— from "Koch's First Year: A Report Card/' 

by David Owen, spy, October 1979 

■ rt I Aerkind ©r 
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VODKA6 

At last, 
perfection in a vodka* 

HARt^fTANQUERAY & C° LT?. 
E.QNDON. ENGLAND- 
'Mfil lie ao> BV VOL 'SO WOOf 

■ 100% G*AlW NfUTSAiv 

Tanqueray Sterling. 

imported Vodka, 40% and 50% Alc/Vol 160“ a id 100* >, IOO"b Grain Neutral Spirit*, c 1989 Schieffclin C Somerset Co„ New York, NX 
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Bleeding Heart on Board 
A Census of Cars and Causes in Cambridge 

I«l »1Wl M»M( CONTINUES 

Bsngltdtih (5125); j green 
stone carving entitled Fish 

and Bird, from Canadian 

prime minister Brim Mill- 

ff>ney ($750)' an SO-square- 

foot acrylic carpet depicting 

the Reagms ($2,000) and a 

smaller, wool rug showing "a 

charming scene of a town with 

nairve style people {jir] and 

animal figures" (1200), from 

President Hosoi Mubarak of 
Egypt; a bronze sculpture, 

Arab Matt and Stailion, from 

Francois Mitterrand ($5,500); 

a porcelain figurine of a rider 

on a st al Li on with two hunt¬ 

ing dogs, from the premier ol 

Bavaria (J 1,000): an ivory 

statuette of a man wearing a 

Leaf costume and headdress, 

from the president of Guinea 

($1,500); a brasj map depict- 

ingjerusakm as the center of 

the world, from Mayor Teddy 

KolJek pf Jerusalem ($750); a 

sterling silver model of a 

traditional Kuwaiti boat, 

from the prime minister of 

Kuwait ($1,500); two hand- 

carved gazelle masks from the 

president of Mali ($600); an 

oil painting of rwo women 

and a child, and a brass 
figure of a man, from the 

president of Zaire ($1,650). 

Photos: A leather bound 

album of 38 photos of the 
Reagans'visit to Finland, 

from the prime minister 

($391); a leather album of 22 

photo* of the participants in 
the economic summit, from 

the Canadian government 

($321); a leather-framed 

autographed photo of the 

king and queen of Sweden, 

from them ($5t5); an ivory- 

framed and autographed 

photo of President Ralaguer 

of the Dominican Republic, 

from him ($500); a com- 

purer-generated photo of the 

Reagans on fabric from 

Prime Minister Takeshira of 

Japan ($S00); a photographic 

compilation called Mexico 

Undo ($3Oh plus a Leather 

album of S4 color photos of 

Reagan and the president of 

Mexico, from him ($940); 

and an autographed photo of 

Prime Minister and Mr*. 

Silva of Portugal, from them 

($65). (0A, honey, took, that 

photo of the Silt at! Weren't they 

fxn!) 
Tehtitehkflt: A crystal * 

Key say girls in southern California refer to a date 

not by his name but by his make of Car, We suppose 

car choice does reveal a lor about a person, but 

what does it mean if an entire city seems to drive the 

same sort of car? And what if that sort of car comes 

from a neutral, quasi--socialistf environmentally 

conscious country with no nuclear weapons and 

lots of government-provided child care? Does it 

mean that the city wants to be like that country? 

\bs, we're talking about Cambridge, Massachu¬ 

setts, Sweden on the Charles. Saab reckons that 

2,240 of its cars are running around Cambridge, 

accounting for nearly 6 percent of the towns vehi¬ 

cles— 16 times the national average, Volvo's main 

Cambridge dealership is among the busiest in the 

country, disgorging nine more Volvos every week, 

Naturally, here in Causevilk IXS.A,, the bumper 

sticker has not gone out of vogue. Even a casual 

stroll, from the Nature Food Center on Massa¬ 

chusetts Avenue, through Harvard Square and 

down Brattle Street, epicenter of the Cambridge 

gentry proves it. This is Neighborhood 10t in the 

parlance of the 1980 census, 93,4 percent white, 

mean family income 85 percent higher than the 

city’s as a whole. There are lots of Saabs and 21 

Volvos on our three-mile walk, and on them and 

other vehicles the following bumper stickers: 

Peaces SAVE THE HUMANS/PLANETARY PEACE 

ALLIANCE; PEACE IS OUR ONLY SECURITY; BREAD, 

not bombs; childcare, not warfare; give 

PEACE A CHANCE; VISUALIZE 'WORLD PEACE; IF YOU 

WANT PEACE, WORK FOR JUSTICE; KICK THE BOMB 

habit; FREEZE now OR BURN LATER 

Central America: your taxes pay for torture, 

RAPE, AND MURDER IN CENTRAL AMERICA; STOP 

U.S. AID TO EL SALVADOR (3); STOP U.S. WAR ON 

NICARAGUA; NO VIETNAM WAR IN CENTRAL AMER¬ 

ICA; EL SALVADOR IS SPANISH FOR VIETNAM; NO U,S, 

$$ FOR DEATH SQUAD GOVERNMENT IN EL SALVADOR 

U.S, politics: george bush couldn't run a 

LAUNDROMAT; BU5H-NORIEGA '88; BUSH-KHOMEINI 

88; jackson ‘88; mondale/ee rraro 

Music GRATEFUL DEAD (6) 

Miscellaneous world issues and exhortations; 

abolish apartheid (3); i support greenpeace 

(3); THINK globally, act locally (2); boycott 

SOUTH AFRICA, NOT NICARAGUA <2); IMAGINE: A 

WORLD WITHOUT HUNGERl; ONCE IS NOT 

ENOUGH: RECYCLE; MEN ARE NOT SUCCESS OB¬ 

JECTS; SEXISM HURTS, EQUALITY HEALS; LET GO, 

LET GOD 

The tally was 45 stickers in 45 minutes. Only 

two did not express left-of-t enter or countercultural 

sentiments. One was on a taxicab {SO MANY PEDES¬ 

TRIANS, so little time) and the other — i ^ la— 

was on a car with New York plates, — Bruce Irving 
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Nobody 
has the Carlton 
combination. 

1. 
Lowest 

tar. 
(ling.) 

2. 
nicotine. 
(0.1 mg.) 

A % 
Jrf' „ 3. 

I he taste 
that’s right 

forme!’ 

King Si* Safi Pack: 1 mg. lar", 0.1 mg. nicotine air, per cigarene by FTC method 
SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING; Quitting Smoking 

Greatly Reduces Serious Risks Health. 

© Ths.American Tobacco Co 19B9. 



Separated at Birth? 

T HI r I H ( fllKT C0NTIM0I6 

bow] from the king of the 

Belgians ($5,OOQ); a Crystal 

bowl from the Swedish am¬ 

bassador ($450); a crystal 

bowl and sis gold-plated 

corns from the Irish am¬ 

bassador ($3,110); a stiver 

bowl and a pair of silver 

candlesticks from the king of 

Sweden ($290); a black lac¬ 
quered box from the Soviet 
ambassador (1375); a lac¬ 

quered box from Eduard 

Shevardnadze (1400); a silver 

box from the deputy director 

of rhe Thai police depart¬ 

ment (122 5); a silver plate 

from Margaret Thatcher 

(1600); and a sec of sterling 

silver pieces {Whatdc we tali 

then? Vh — psttti, l guess) used 

for crushing and storing berel 

nuts, from the Thai foreign 

minister (f40t!) Plus a plaque 

from rhe Angolans, a diploma 

from Brazil, a vase from the 

Chinese* a vase from the Hun¬ 

garians, a jug from Cyprus, 

a rug from the Turks, more 

rugs from the Egyptians, 

a wine decanter from rhe 

Portuguese, a replica of the 

Olympic torch from the 

Koreans and a bronze model 
of the Kremlin from Mikhail 

Gorbachev. 

Other The Rjeagans 
also received a 125 box of 

chocolates* 20 ounces of 

caviar and 3 bottles of vodka, 

worth $540, from Gorba¬ 

chev; flower arrangements on 

rwo occasions from King 

Hassan 11 of Morocco ($500 

total) and two arrangements 

on one occasion from King 

Hussein of Jordan, wrorch $190; 

a hand-tooled leather saddle 

from the governor of the state 

of Sinaloa, Mexico, worth 

$400; and a black harness, 

black whip and black felt hat 

from the evidently somewhat 

raHish president of the Coun¬ 

cil of Ministers of Hungary, 

worth $250, 

President Reagan was by 

no means the only official to 

get sucked into this mad, gift- 

giving and -gettingmaelstrom. 

Vice President Bush received 

nine gifts in 190S. Two of 

these presents were from the 

gracious Shevardnadze, who 

sent Bu&h eleven botrles of 
vodka, three botrles of wine 

and eight tins of caviar. 

Crown Prince Saad and ► 

Drew Barrymore.,. end Leo Gorcey? 

Colvin Klein,,, and George Chaltirirf 

Chronicle of Our 

Death Foretold 

A SPY Public - Service Countdown 

“My pal Donald Tramp.., said that spy magazine is 

in trouble financially and will not be around much 

longer. 1 chided the handsome mogul, of whom I 

am very fond, ..that he should not indulge in wish¬ 

ful thinking. He said, 'No, you'll find this is true 

if you just investigate. I predict they won't wren be 

around in a year, " —Liz Smith in the Daily News, 

September 29, 1988 

The New, Improved 

Liz Smith 

Tote Board 
A Monthly Tally 

Clients of press agent 

Jeffrey Richards..mentioned every 2.63 days 

Robert De bfiro........................once every 5.25 days 

Roseanne Barr.....once every 7 davs 

Mikhail Baryshnikov. 

Marlon Brando..,.,...,.... 

Dustin Hoffman........... 

S witty Lazar. . 

Le Cirque...................... 

Sue Mongers,........... ................once every 7 days 

Billy Norwich.... 

Scaasi........................... .........once every 7 days 

Frank Sinatra.. 

Dawn Steel........ 

Meryl Streep,.,.,.....,..,,,. 

Joseph Rapp....... 

Mart Zuckemton.......... 

Death Be Not 

Short-Fingered 

Another SPY Public - Service Countdown 

The Department of Health and Human Services 

says that Donald Tramp is in trouble statistically 

and will not be around much longer. We chided the 

large, impersonal government agency that it should 

not indulge in wishful thinking* But it said, in 

effect, “No, you'll find this is true if you just inves¬ 

tigate — as indeed we have. A white male of Trump’s 

current age* 43* has an avetage total life expectancy 

of 74.7 years. We predict ha won't oven be around in 

another 31.7 years 
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SPY Salutes the Stars or Tomorrow 

T 0 IT AY 

tHI fIMI IMHT CO K T I N U [ 1 

the prime minister of Hun¬ 

gary each sent Bush a cande¬ 

labra (If is nice, GtQrgr, bus 

ue have the ■orrr Saadgatt ki 

and the one from year Uncle 

Prescott). Astonishingly, given 

the enormous number of jun* 

keting congressmen Wishtng- 

ton annually disgorges, ap¬ 

parently only three senators 

(Bill Bradley, Robert Byrd 

and Terry Sanlord) and two 

representatives (Alan 

Mulluhan of West Virginia 

and Bernard Dwyer of New 

Jersey) were presented with 

gifts. Or, at least, only those 

five declared anything. 

Farmer secretary of Defense 

Frank Carlueti received 51 

presents in 1983, more than 

the president. Caflucci, who 

got his job late in Reagan's 

tenure and thus had to cram 

all his junketing into a scant 

year or so. was given a lot of 

weapons by the Third World: 

an automatic rifle from (he 

minister of defense and avia¬ 

tion of Saudi Arabia, an 

automatic rifle from a Pakis¬ 

tani general, a replica of a 

freedom fighter's gun from 

Jonas Savimbi, ^ flintlock 
pistol from the president of 

Tunisia, a flintlock pistol 

from the Egyptian minister of 

defense, a sword in a gold- 

plated sheath from the Ku¬ 

waiti minister of defense, 

a sward from the Chinese 

minister of defense, a sword 
with a gold and bone handle 

from the governor of the 

eastern province of Saudi 
Arabia, a knife with a gold- 

inland sheath from the Argen¬ 

tine defense minister and a 

knife with a gold handle from 

the crown prince of Bahrain, 

Eleven gifts were presented 

to former CIA director Wib 

liam Webster and two to for¬ 

mer CIA deputy director 

Robert Gates, but under the 

provisions of Public Law 

95-105, the identities of the 

presenters can be, and have 

been, kept secret. Gates got 
real secret-agent things — a 

dagger and an automatic 

pistol-while Webster, his 

boss, got one gun but mostly 

a bunch of girl stuff; three 

rugs, t run net, a screen, 

a pair of candlesticks and 

a Middle Eastern bridal 

mirror. J 
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SFrt Why do you like being an actress? 

Sheila Kaye, Star of Tomorrow: la my act I sing There's No 

Business Like Show Business," which I believe. That is my 
guiding thought. Whenever Lm down or sad, I think of chat 

song. What it says is true. ) 

Logrolling in Our Time 

"Richard Ford's vportswfitor i* a bird rare in life and nearly ex¬ 

tinct in fiction —□ decent man." 

—Tobias Wolff an Richard Ford's The Sportswriter 

"This is a wonderful book...[by] one of this country's very 

finest writers, working at the top of his talent/' 

- Faid on Wolffs This Boy's Life 

"A deep and lovely booh/' 

—Josef Skvorotky on Eva Hoffman's Lost in Translation 

"A nourishing, serious and wonderfully entertaining novel." 

— Hoffman on Skvoiecky's The Engineer of Hvnton Souls 

"One of the dozen best navels to have been written in my 

lifetime/' — David SlavStt on George Garrett's Death of the Fox 

"Highly skilled.,.brilliantly written...wonderfully original " 

— Garrett on Slavitt's The Hussar — Howard Kaplan 

Celestial Hindsight 
Special Courtroom Bonanza! 

Subject: William Hurt 

Sign: Pisces (b. 3/20/50) 

Dote: June 19, 1989 

Notable Activity: On first day of trial to 

determine whether had common-law 

marriage with Sandra Jennings, denied 

char they were ever married 

Horoscope: “You need to forget about 

being mild-mannered and self-effacing. 

When dealing with home, family or 

career issues, prove how indepen¬ 

dent, ,,you can be/— Paine Walker, New 

York Post 

Subject: REV. AL ShaAPTON 

Sign: Libra {b. 10/3/54) 
Data; June 29, 1989 

Notable Activity: Was charged with 67 

counts of grand larceny falsifying 

business records and scheming to 

defraud; in courtroom, announced chat 

State Attorney General Robert Abrams, 

who had brought indictment, was 
■i- «* 

insane 

Horoscope: “Finances become an issue 

midweek and arguments develop over 

extravagant spending/—Laurie Brady 

Star Magazine 

Subject: Leona Helmsley 

Sign: Cancer (b. 7/4/20) 

Date: July 5S 1989 

Notable Activity: Went on trial for income 

tax evasion and extortion; allegedly had 

disguised renovations on house as busi¬ 

ness expenses 

Horoscope: "Lunar emphasis on per¬ 

sonal possessions, investments, financial 

obligations/— Sydney Oman; Newsday 

Subject: Roseanne Barr 

Sign: Scorpio Cb, 11/3/52) 

Date: July 13, 1989 

Notable Activity: Filed for 

husband of 15 years after 

half-month separation 

Horoscopes: "Now is the time when you 

should stress your independence.. ..Be 

direct, get to the heart of matters* 

— Sydney Omarr, Newsday; “An ideal 

time to make long-term plans"'—Wendy 

Hawks, National Examiner 

— George Marines 

divorce from 

three-and-a- 



Secret Love 

For eveiy man there rs a secret 
love. For that man there is 
Guinness. The only drink 
deep enough, dark enough 
to hold all your secrets. 
Guinness,,. full, rich mys¬ 
terious flavor enjoyed by men 
rn over T20 countries; 

Deep. 



Bauer Up, Pitcher Depressed 
Correlating Ron Dari mgs Emotional and Athletic Highs and Lows 

hen asked on June 25 if his off-rhedreld travails affected 

his pitching, Ron Darling, the Mers‘ right-hander, told the R?jf, 

"A professional should have the ability to separate those kind of 

problems,11 Exactly! Unfortunately, going by his own high stan~ 

dards, Darling, the Yale-educated glamourpuss whom Cosmo¬ 

politan proclaimed "baseball's sexiest star," betrays himself as an 

amateur, The statistics tell the sorry story. 

— David Kamp 
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What's in 

a Name? 
Our Monthly Anagram 

Analysis 

TIME MAGAZINE 

MIT NAZI IMAGE 

Capsule Movie Reviews by Walter "Dateline: The Copa' Monbeit™, 

the Movie Publicist's Friend 

Next OF Kin, starring Patrick Swayze (Warner Bros.) 

Walter Mon he it says, "Out-dirties Dancing with a hunko hunka huntin' 

Swayze! Oscar, dan1! be o wollflower!" 

TIME-LIFE BOOKS 

IITl Of SLIME, OK? 

STEALTH BOMBERS 

HOT BLAST EMBERS 

AARON SPELLING 

RAH GENIAL SLOP 

GENERAL MOTORS 

„,OR ETERNAL SMOG 

LOSER Takes All, starring Molly Ringwald, Robert Lindsay (Miramax) 

Walter Monbeit says, "Good golly. Miss Molly? You're oil grown up and 

oof!— what o woman!" 

Old Gringo, starring Jane Fonda, Jimmy Smits, Gregory Peck (Columbia) 

Walter Monbeit says, "Gregory Peck's Golden Pond—end don't be surprised 

if Oscar takes a dip?" 

Breaking In, starring Burt Reynolds (Samuel Goldwyn) 

Walter Monbeit saysf "America, here's the Burt you've been waiting for! 

The thinking mail's Ernest! The drinking man's Alan Alda?" 

THE VISION THING 

HINTING; “SHOVE HP* 

—Andy Aaron 

Fat Man and Little Boy, starring Paul Newman, Dwight Schultz (Paramount) 

Walter Monbeit says, 'The lint great film of the '90s! Come April, Oscor is 

sure to be— you guessed it—Newmon's own!" 9 
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It 15 now socially acceptable to eat HaagcrrJ 3az s ice cream witli your fingers. 
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7 “Fast Free Delivery (Minimum $5.00},“ 

Says Bryan Miller 
First They Lie About the Tiananmen Square Massacre—Now This 

he front page of the take-out menu for 

Downtown Szechuan Hunan Cottage, on 

Warren Street, features blurbs from two 

restaurant reviews, one from the Times 

and the other from The Christian Science 

Aionitor. You didn't know that the Times re¬ 

views unknown, holedn-the-wall Chinese 

restaurants? The Times didn't, either. 

According to the menu, the following 

appeared on July 20, 1983, under Fred 

Feretti's byliner "Szechuan Hunan Cottage 

is the most delicious, service and the 

fastest delivery in Manhattan area. All of 

the customers remarked —it’s a best res¬ 

taurant." Where did this Feretti guy learn 

to write? Well, there is a Fred Ferretti, and 

the paper did publish an article of his on 

that date, compellingly tided 'Chinese 

Food Places Vying on Delivery.1' The prob¬ 

lem is that Downtown Szechuan Hunan 

Cottage wasn't mentioned anywhere in 

the piece —and the piece wasn't even a 

restaurant review 

In his arride, Ferretti pined, bizarrely, 

for the good old days when Chinese places 

“would find restaurant reviewers, often 

quite obscure, to say lyrical things about 

their menus?1 Today these restaurants cut 

out the middleman: they simply make up 

quotes and attribute them to obscure 

reviewers like Fred Ferretti. 

The Christian Science Monitor blurb re¬ 

lies less on fiction; it s more of a cut-and- 

pasce job. 'New York City is overwhelm¬ 

ing when it comes to eating out. With 

nearly 16,000 places to choose from. The 

Best One is..." Le Cirque? Chanterelle? 

Lutece? Nah —the best restaurant in 

town, according to the Monitor, is Szechuan 

Hunan Cottage, a storefront a few doors 

down from the Raccoon Lodge, 

The teal article, by Phyllis Hanes, car¬ 

ried the unintentionally ironic title “NX 

Restaurants the Reviewers Don’t Mention" 

and began, 'With over 16,000 places to 

choose from, it would take over 20 years 

at rhe rate of two a day to sample them 

all " Farther down: "Good Chinese food is 

often synonymous with good value, and 

one of the best is Szechuan Cottage, 53 

Christopher Street,11 A different restau¬ 

rant at a different address, yes, but both 

are Chinese restaurants! it turns out there 

are a number of affiliated Cottage restau¬ 

rants in New York, and at least four of 

them quote the Monitor review. 

We ran these discrepancies past Rich¬ 

ard at Hunan Cottage 18th Street, who 

said, Ah —that's interesting to know" 

John at the Szechuan Hunan Cottage on 

York Avenue was more truculent: "So? 

What's your point?" 

The Cottage restaurants are nothing 

compared with the Empire Szechuan 

group, one outpost of which was described 

in a New Yhrk magazine news article (not 

a review) by a "bewildered downtown resi¬ 

dent" as “the restaurant that ate the West 

Side," Weirdly, all of the Empire Szechuan 

restaurants feature this nor-precisely- 

flattering quote on their delivery menus. 

They also share two ten-year-old quotes 

from then Times reviewer Mimi Sheraton: 

'Good Chinese food at amazing low price" 

and "Low price for food that is freshly 

prepared. At dinner fresh fruit is served 

gratis' (Sheraton actually wrote amaz¬ 

ingly low prices" and "typically low prices 

for food that is freshly prepared and de¬ 

cently serviceable"). Above these quotes 

are four large red stars reminiscent of the 

Times's highest-rating symbol; in fact, 

Sheraton had awarded the Empire Sze¬ 

chuan Gourmet, at Broadway and 94th 

Street, just one star. 

There is also a more recent (1985) 

quote attributed to the Timesi “It is like 

designer Chinese food_It is healthy and 

nonfattening,,, and it is fast." But, once 

again, the 1985 article was not a review; 

this time it was an About New York col¬ 

umn. The 'designer Chinese food" remark 

came from "a self described young urban 

professional" who was at Empire Szechuan 

Gourmet to pick up an order; the "healthy 

and nonfattening'’ and "fast" quotes came 

from another customer; who characterized 

her husband and herself by saying, uWe 

are Yuppies_I don't like to cook." 

Is there any way to stop this rampant 

Chinese restaurant blurb abuse? No. Even 

this article could serve as grist for the Cot¬ 

tage and Empire mills. So lets make it 

easy on everyone: "The best restaurant in 

New York — spy magazine" — Kevin Cobb 

To P^ov-g VuS vn3v"^o°c| , 
rid-es -th-e vn-ec-ln^n i ca I cab. 
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1-8QO-REAO-THS 
An Exclusive User-Friendly Telephone Guide to Government Services 

Letters to the Editor 
of 7m H nt Yemeni 

ast, patron age-be sotted, nite-guy-crushing, brain-dead — the ungenerous epithets 
for government bureaucracy in New York City abound. But we know better. Just Look 

in your NYNEX phone book's Blue Pages for Government Listings: there, afloat like 

an ebony fleet of dinghies upon an aquamarine sea, are invaluable numbers for city, 
state and federal agencies where eager civil servants would like nothing better than to 

detoxify your child, seize your assets or plug your pothole. 

Bur there's a problem. \bu need help now. So, to help make your wanderings through 

the government labyrinth every bit as fun and easy as we know they can be, we've taken 

a cue from superfriendly corporations, such as the worldwide floral deliverers 

1-800-FLOWERS, and created this acronymic mnemonic phone directory. 

Buildings— Unsafe and KOOL ITT Noise Complaints YOE MR! 500 
Illegal Use Heal Estate Sales™ TOO V.LP 0 

Correction Business CON-1000 Residential 
Information Secret Service —U.S. GO MIG! 00 

Correction Inmate ait RATS-OOO Sidewalk Repair KOMA 0-OW! 
Visit Information 

Corruption — NYC. TALK, YOG! 
Social Security— 

Medicare & 
Federal Information 2; OH! HI! OH! Supplemental 

Center 
Federal job Information BOG O' GAB 

Security Income 
Manhattan 1 DA DA DA 

Center Bronx RX? HA! 000 
Hospitals, Municipal — LOOT OK? 0 Stock & Bond AM I IN CO> 

Information 
Income Tax™ Federal 1-800-GAG- F ORM 

Complaints 
Tax Matters —NY.S.— 1-800-HIDE; BOO! 

Forms Only (24 brs.) 
Liquor Authority —N.Y.S, LUSH-002 

Income Tax Refunds 
Taxis-NYC - TOXIC DRtiver] 

Marriage License Bureau BGY-A-WG0 Complaints 
Mayors Office KOOKS-00 — Martin Kibn 

If You Knew Sun Like Sneed Knows Sun 
It 's Not Plagiarism — It s Homage 

ugh Hefner's pre-marital agreement with his bride-co-be Kimberly Conrod is said 

to be a couple of inches thick. Let's hope she settled for more than his old pajamas 
and char dumb pipe"—Suzy, New York Post, May 18 

‘‘Hugh Hefner's premarital agreement with bride-to-be Kimberly Conrod is said to be a 

couple of inches thick, Let's hope she settled for more than his old pajamas and that 

dumb pipe,"—Michael Sneed, Chicago Sun-Timest May 29 

SPY periodically publishes Letters to the Editor 
c/The New Yorker because The New Yorker 

doesn’t Still Address correspondence to “Dear 

Bob,” do SPY The SPY Building, 5 Union 

Square West, New York, NY 10003. 

Dear Bob, 

Just got through running the numbers 

on one of Elizabeth Drew’s Letters from 

Washington from earlier this year. 

The letter has 6,912 words, figuring 6 

words to a line. It contains 256 sentences; 
an average sentence is 27 words and change. 

Drew's shortest sentence: “Kemp is a 

gamble. " The longest: 'And then last week 
brought the surprising news, in The Wash¬ 

ington Post, that Treasury Secretary Baker 

held considerable stock in Chemical Bank 

and also in oil-and-gas ventures —at 

the same time that he was arguing that 

banks should nor be asked to write off 

some of their Third World loans, and that 

he was pushing (successfully) for retention 

of tax breaks for the oil-and-gas industry 

in the tax-reform bill Reagan proposed to 

Congress, and lobbying Congress (also 

successfully) to protect those breaks/' 
Drew delivers just 27 paragraphs. 

Thoughts are expressed in parentheses 76 

times — 2.8 parenthetical thoughts per 
paragraph. 

All but two quotes are either from the 

public record or attributed to unnamed 

sources, including “a Republican strategist ” 

"a Republican congressional leader," “a 

Democratic Senate aide.* *a prominent Dem¬ 

ocratic senator," Ja foreign-policy official" 

and one key Democrat,” Other Insights 

come from "a high official," "one 

former Reagan Administration official," 

"a number of people," “some people," 

'one Presidential adviser," "some Bush ad¬ 
visers/' "a number of politicians" and “a great 

many Democratic politicians,” 
Conclusion; when contract talks come 

up again, Drew would do well co continue 

being paid by the word (or line, paren¬ 

thesis or unnamed source), not by the 

paragraph, sentence or named source. 

That's what the numbers tell me, 
anyway. 

Name withheld on request 

Chevy Chase, Maryland 1 
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"Standing there.,, 

sipping that macho drink... 

you think you re so superior. 

Be nice 

Lighten up with the 

Origin#/ Aguardiente 

Imported from Colombia 

“How; can I be anything but — 

with someone brilliant, arrogant 

and obviously bigger than I am? 

100% Colombian: 

CR1STAL (neat) 

■ 100% Neu: York: 
CRISTAL, soda 

& lime slice. 

100% Chicago: 

CRISTAL & Coke® Tm mo brilliant 

to be arrogant." 
100% Miami: 

CRISTAL, QJ 
& orange slice. 'Persuade me 

m% l.a. 

CRISTAL & a slice 

,,.of anything! 

‘You're going to have 

to do more than that! 

ny CRISTAL... 

and then beg for 

my forgiveness,’ 

Tlimit your CRISTAL 

you can beg to get it back. 

I 
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Mr Firsi Book of Satyrs, War Criminals and 
Grade-2 Nightclub Aus 

magine, if you will, an alternate world, 

parallel to our own yet strangely different. 

Imagine a world where every president is 

a hero, and every hero chasrc and true. A 

world where poets and painters are the 

soberest of citizens, and rock stars merely 

exuberant. A world where John F Ken¬ 

nedy didn’t continually shoot ampheta¬ 

mines or smoke por in the White House, 

a world where Lyndon B. Johnson didn't 

force underlings into the toilet with him. 

The best thing about this parallel world 

is chat it actually exists —in the pages 

of biographies written for children. Of 

course, bad things do happen in this 

world, but always to nice, well-intentioned 

people. Its a nice Richard Nixon, for in¬ 

stance (in the pages of the Encyclopedia of 

Presidents)^ who "learns" that one of the 

Watergate burglars worked for his reflec¬ 

tion committee and who "[can't] under¬ 

stand why anyone on the committee would 

do this" Sometimes years and years of a 

biographee’s life vanish altogether: Picasso 

(as portrayed in Pablo Picasso: An Introduc¬ 

tion) virtually forfeits adulthood, his per¬ 

sonal life ending abruptly after art school, 

when he is apparently imprisoned in a 

studio and allowed only to produce mod¬ 

ern art —never once battering a mistress 

or even, so it seems, dating. 

Thanks to this parallel world, publish¬ 

ers uphold the venerable tradition of will¬ 

fully teaching children that which will 

later have to be unlearned. As the follow¬ 

ing examples prove, modern youth will 

not be cheated of its rightful share of 

future disillusionment, 

Parallel World John Kennedy: 

"One evening, at a dinner 

party, Senator Kennedy sat 

opposite a young woman, 

Jacqueline Bouvier. 

"He was attracted by her shy, quiet 

manner and by her great beauty. They saw 

each other often, and before long they 

were married* 

’Theirs was a happy life together.. .." 

— Patricia Miles Martin, 

John Fitzgerald Kennedy, 

G.P Putnam's Sons, 1964 

John Kennedy on Earth: 

"Jackie thought she 

had known what 

she was getting into. 

Shortly after the 

marriage she had talked of Jacks violent 

independence and had said, "I don’t think 

there are any men who are faithful to their 

wives_’ She wasn’t prepared for how 

flagrant his womanizing would be. She 

found herself stranded ar parties while he 

sneaked out with someone whod caught 

his eye; she found herself the object of the 

barbed pity of other women in her cir¬ 

cle_[Jack] hunted1 with ... colleague 

George Smathers [and met] young women 

at...an apartment 'hideout' on the 

Potomac*** Jackie heard about it all" 

— Peter Collier and David Horowitz, 

The Kennedys: An American Drama* 

Summit Books, 1984 

Parallel World Lyndon Johnson: 

WFWhen I finished high school 

C*' 7 in 1924 there wasn't anything 

t Jk. going,’Johnson said in a speech 
after he had left the presidency. 

No work at all in Johnson City, 

nowhere around here* My father finally got 

me kind of a job — not that I wasn’t grate¬ 

ful for it —down in Robs town, Texas_'" 

—Jim Hargrove, 

Encyclopedia of Presidents: Lyndon ft Johnson y 

Chicago Children's Press, 1987 

Lyndon Johnson on Earth: 

I 
Tie continued to sneak the 

car our at night..,.Then, 

I one night, while driving a 

1 group of older boys to a 

bootleggers still, he ran the car into a 

ditch and wrecked it, and, standing there 

on the lonely country road, said: i just 

can’t face my father/, * . He slept in the 

wrecked car* in the morning hitchhiked to 

Austin, and from there took a bus 160 

miles south to Robstown /' 

— Robert A. Cato, 

The Years of LyndonJohnson: The Path to Power, 

Alfred A, Knopf, 1983 

Parallel World Richard Nixon: 

“The attention and 

affection [of Nixon 

iJ-for his daughters] 

% * was constant* He ar¬ 

ranged weekend surprises and parties for 

his youngsters and their friends* When it 

rained, he just spread a picnic rug on the 

floor of his office; all enjoyed the lunch 

and games which followed.' 

— Ann Campbell, 

The Picture Life of Richard Milhous Nixon* 

Franklin Watts, 1969 

Richard Nixon on Earth: 

^ “For Pat and the girls, Nix- 

* on's total preoccupation 

with politics was some¬ 

thing they just had to bear. 

He seemed never to be home_Nixon 

frequently worked so late that he spent 

the night in his Senate office_His of¬ 

fice was like a magnet to him, as Pat 

revealed when she told the story of the 

time he promised to take the family 

an a picnic The appointed Sunday was 

hot and humid. Nevertheless, Nixon 

kept his promise in his own way, 'We 

packed a basket and got on our holiday 

clothes,' Pat related, and Dick drove us 

down to the Senate Office Building. We 

marched into his big air-conditioned 

office, spread a blanket on the floor in 

front of has desk and sat on it to eat our 

lunch/" 

— Stephen E. Ambrose, Nixonf Vol. h 

The Education of a Politician 1913-19623 

Simon & Schuster, 1987 

Parallel World Wall Disney: 

“During these years Wait 

Disney made many cartoon 

shorts. He made Donald 

Duck picrures, Silly Sym¬ 

phonies, The Tortoise and the 

Hare, and The Three Little Pigs. These were 

all very popular/1 
— Elizabeth Rider Montgomery, 

Walt Disney: Master of Make-Believe* 

Garrard Publishing Company 1971 
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Walt Disney on Earth: 

?? ^me and again, mem- 

bers Disney’s staff 

^ y" came up with new 

> ^ * ■ characters who would 

.J soon win international 

fame —Donald Duck, Pluto, 

the Big Bad Wolf, the Wicked Witch... 

but he aggressively refused to allow them 

to take credit for their inventions. Nor 

would he share it with them.... [He told a 

new employee,} 'What were selling here is 

the name Walt Disney. If you can swallow 

that and always remember it, you'll be 

happy here. But if you've got any ideas 

about seeing iyour name] up thete, its 

best for you to leave right away"1 

— Leonard Mosley, 

Disney s World, 

Stein and Day Publishers, 1985 

had any idea of refusing the medal It 

came from the head of a government he 

respected and a people he admired, and 

he was pleased with the gesture." 

— Leonard Mosley, 

Lindbergh: A Biography, 

Doubleday, 1976 

Parallel World Pablo Picasso: 

'He was no longer a child, and 

his freedom began when, refus¬ 

ing to live at the home of his 

parents, he found his lodgings 

and studios wherever he could, 

generally sharing them with other artists.1 

— Howard Greenfeld, 

Pablo Picasso: An Introduction, 

Follett Publishing Company, 1971 

Pablo Picaifo on Earth: 

woman. What in H do you mean by "Do- 

mg what I like best to do —reading.'1 I 

would rather a damned sight look at some 

thing else than [a] book and you know 

what it is COO. It looks like a skunk/" 

— Martin Blumenson, Patton: 

The Man Behind the Legend 1885-1945, 

William Morrow & Company, 1987 

Parallel World Ranald Reagan: 

"[Reagans Las Vegas 

nightclub act] was a 

sellout every night. 

Other offers came in, 

but Nancy and Ron 

decided that two weeks of that kind of life 

away from their baby daughter was 

enough.1 

“Mary Virginia Fox, 

Mister President: The Story of Ronald Reagan, 

Fnslow Publishers Inc., 1986 

Ranald Reagan an Earth: 

"[The act included a] 

beer-garden skit. , .in 

which Reagan spoke in 

a guttural German ac¬ 

cent and wore an apron 

advertising Pabst Blue Ribbon beer, with 

’Vols vils du haben?’ incorrectly written 

across it. From this low he descended inco 

an old-time baggy-pants vaudeville routine 

where [Reagan and his four costars] raced 

around the stage beaning each other on 

the head with rolled-up newspapers,.., 

'The act did not take Vegas by storm. 

The nightclub critics found him personally 

ingratiating but the material third rate’ 

and wondered in print if Las Vegas was 
now going Jto have to suffer a recreating 

army of fading Hollywood stars; 

“The desert heat had begun to beat 

down for the day as the Reagans headed 

homeward the morning after the last 

night of the engagement. Reagan had hit 

rock bottom." 

— Anne Edwards, 

Early Reagan: The Rise to Power; 

William Morrow & Company, 1987 

— Cate Plys and Robert Leighton 

Pom 11 el World Charles Lindbergh: 

"Lindbergh was award¬ 

ed the Service Cross of 

the German Eagle by 

Goering himself.... The 

Cross was presented 

for his ‘service to aviation 

and for his 1927 solo flight/ 

"Outwardly it seemed a natural thing to 

do. ...He had received so many other 

decorations and now he wras being given 

one by Germany/' 

— Adele deLeeuw, 

Lindbergh: Lone Eagle, 

Westminster Press, 1969 

Charles Lindbergh on Earth: 

Even if {the Cross} 

was a belated recogni¬ 

tion of his transatlantic 

flight (most nations 

had decorated him ten 

years earlier), it could only 

be confirmation that the Nazis 

regarded him as their friend.... [The 

American ambassador] was sufficiently 

aware of the tainted nature of the decora¬ 

tion to wronder whether Lindbergh would 

refuse it.,., in fact, Charles Lindbergh never 

^ 'Pablo left home for a few 

wreeks and moved into fa) 

* & / ' brothel..There was, of 

v course, no electricity or run- 

L_b> ning water, and rancid odors 

of garbage, urine, semen and sweat filled 

the air. The curtains were threadbare, the 

bedcovers mangy.-.the crumbling walls 

covered with obscene drawings/1 

— Arianna Stassinopoulos Buffington, 

Picasso: Creator and Destroyer, 

Simon & Schuster, 1988 

Parallel World George Patton: 

MAc summer's end Beatrice 

and George promised to 

write to each ocher —a 

promise they kept for 

more than 40 years." 

—John Devaney, 
Blood and Gats, 

Julian Messner, 1982 

George Patton on Earth: 

"A letter from Bea incensed 

him., ^Chagrined to have 

his manliness apparently 

challenged, he replied, Dar¬ 

ling One: are one fierce 
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Nostalgic for the Days When Catsup Was a Vegetable? 
A Look Back at Some of the Most Fleeting Moments of the Eighties 

he following are excerpts from The Clothes Have No Emperor,; a relentlessly 

complete, unapologetkally bitter and altogether delightful compendium 

of the Reagan years by spy contributing editor Paul Slansky, to be pub¬ 

lished by Fireside Books next month. 

GREAT MOMENTS IN DENIALS 

“I am not a wimp/' 
— he inois gubernatorial candidate Adlaii Stevenson III 

1 am not a Communist and have not joined the Communist 
Patty and was never asked to join the Communist Party." 

— Billy Graham defending his observation that htd seen no evidence of religious 

repression in the USSR 

Ml am not a lesbian and I am not a slut." 
— Miss America 1984, Vanessa Williams 

"1 am not a wild man nor a schmuck" 
-— Ed Koch explaining how he will be able to stick ro his diet (in fact, he didn't) 

after suffering a minor stroke 

"I am not a bimbo/’ 
“Jessica Hahn 

“I am not a felon.” 
— Reagan aide Lyn Nofztger pleading not guilty to charges of illegal lobbying 

WHAT RONALD REAGAN ISN'T 

Tm not a scientist enough to know what 
they would take to make rhem that way/* 1 

— President Reagan refusing to speculate about the 
possibility that defensive Star Wats weapons might be 

used offensively 

Tm not a lawyer, and I don't intend to get 
into too many legal areas where I might be 

caught short" 
— President Reagan refusing to speculate about which 

nation the Aibille Laum hijackers would be tried in 

Tm not medical I’m not a lawyer and I'm 
not medical, either/' 

— President Reagan refusing to speculate about the 
recurrence of cancer on his nose 

Tm no linguist, but 1 have been told that 
in the Russian language there isn't even a 

word for freedom/' 
— President Reagan revealing his Ignorance of the 

Russian word svoboda 

Tm not an intellectual.” 
— President Reagan offering an all-purpose disavowal 

NANCY REAGAN 
talks about hir 

WEDDING 
ANNIVERSARY 

“It seems like 
29 minutes." 

— Nancy Reagan in 
1981, on the occasion 
of her 29th wedding 

anniversary 

“It feels like 
30 minutes/1 

— Nancy' Reagan in 

1982, on the occasion 
of her 30th wedding 

anniversary 

“I cannot believe 
its been 32 years. 

It seems like 
32 minutes/’ 

— Nancy Reagan in 
1984, on the occasion 
of her 32nd wedding 

anniversary 

"It seems like 
36 minutes/' 

— Nancy Reagan in 
1988, on the occasion 
of her 36th wedding 

anniversary 

WAS FT M Q N D A L t , OR WAS I T D U KA X IS? 

Perhaps Jay Leno put it best: “Dukakis is Greek for Mondale/' In each of the instances below, was it 

Walter Mondale, rhe doomed 1984 Democratic presidential candidate, or was it Michael Dukakis, 

the doomed 1988 Democratic presidential candidate? 

1- His media director boasted chat the candidate “dares to be cautious." 

2. Tip O'Neill said he had to "stop acting like a gentleman and come out fighting/’ 

3. Interviewing him was compared to "popping a quarter into a jukebox/ 

4. His campaign team was described by Andrew Young as “a bunch of smart-assed white boys who 

think they knour it all/ 

5. He was described as ,la candidate who, wThen a match was lit in the vicinity, poured gasoline all 

over himself." 

6. His performance at his second debate prompted Bill Moyers to observe, ‘He kept going for the 

jugular with a feather/ 

7. His campaign inspired the observation that he was "auditing this race without understanding 

that theres going to be a grade at the end of it" 

8. He was described by columnist Murray Kempton as having “risen up as the fighting liberal he 

would have been too sensible to be if he felt there was a chance of victory left/ 

9. He was urged by a Village Voice writer to "take off the gloves or bend over." 

10. He explained his wussiness by saying, "Tm slowr to anger ’ 

11. He was referred to as a Tourniquet of a man/ 

12. He said there was a public image of him as a “kind of slug, and “how it developed, I don't know." 

13. He was described by Murray Kempton as “so pathetically terminal a case that to keep on notic¬ 

ing his limitations is a kind of cruelty/ 

14. He was described by Mario Cuomo's mother as ’polenta." 

15. He was described as "the kind of guy you’d like to have in your foxhole — if you wanted to study 

soil erosion/ 

sDfvxna ;si get n (ot y -nvciNow n 'zi ‘6’s *9 > lz t-sihasnv 
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this 

year, and if past is prologue, one of the 

teams will win it In that team’s town, 

hearts will pound, spirits wi 11 soar,grow fl¬ 

aps will give one another high fives and 

wave hankies. It wiII be a memorable day. 

A world championship means that brag¬ 

ging rights are yours for a year. It means 

your old college roommate can no longer 

call with taunts about your “basement 

team. It means you'll have a chance to do 

a little looting, in baseball, as in football, 

hockey and basket balk victory celebra¬ 

tions often escalate from giddy delirium 

to boneheaded violence, to the extent that 

we winder if prudent citizens shouldn't 

prefer individuals whining Wait“11 next 

year!' to mobs chancing 'Were number 

one!" Here are some stats. 

Eiey'II play the World Series agait 

19 8 6, New York Mets defeat Red Sox 

in World Series: 23 arrests, 41 sum- 

Take Me Oui to the Melee 
The High Costs of That Championship Season 

monses, 102 civilians and 33 police offi¬ 

cers injured, 8 city cars damaged. The 

cost to the ciry for rhe ticket'rape parade 

is $630,000. 

1 3 8 4 , Detroit beats Padres in World 

Series; 42 arrests, 80 injuries, 1 man 

killed, 3 reported rapes, 8 police vehicles 

and many other vehicles set afire or other* 

wise destroyed, 8 stores vandalized. Re¬ 

pairs to rhe ravaged Tiger Stadium cost 

$50,000. Mayor Coleman Young is ob¬ 

liged to admii, "A few jerks caused some 

problems” 

19 8 0. Philadelphia defeats Royals in 

World Series; 180 criminal and drunken¬ 

ness-related arrests, 1 murder, another 

shooting, 3 police officers injured, at least 

2 liquor stores looted; $ 500,000 estimated 

cleanup bill for victory parade. 

1 9 7 9, Pittsburgh defeats Baltimore in 

World Series; 120 arrests, 3 officers and 

36 civilians injured, 10 other people bit¬ 

ten by police dogs. Property damage in¬ 

cludes general looting, vandalized street 

signs and uprooted trees. 

1 3 7 7. Yankees defeat Dodgers in World 

Series: 45 arrests, 400 summonses, more 

chan 20 civilian injuries, 22 police offi¬ 

cers hurt, 2,000 bleacher seats stolen 

from Yankee Stadium. 

19 7 1, Pittsburgh bears Orioles in 

World Series: 98 arrests, "dozens' injured, 

scattered shootings, 30 stores looted, 

2 holdups, 12 overturned cars, a police 

motorcycle and a taxi torched, 2 police 

cruisers commandeered, streets flooded 

when fire hydrants uncapped, bonfires set 

across town, phone booths and news¬ 

stands ripped from foundations, street 

lamps toppled and reports of "sex in the 

streets/ A police official attributes the 

tumult to "some bad eggs.’ 

O T 

19 8 8 . Washington defeats Denver to 

win Super Bowl: 51 arrests, 24 injuries 
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reported, shootings and assaults, a taxi 

overturned, windows broken and thou¬ 

sands of dollars' worth of goods looted 

from stores, 

19 8 I . San Francisco defeats Miami 

in Super Bowl: 237 arrests, bonfires set 

across town, bloody fistfights, lootings, 

and a trolley pulled from its wrires. One 

man celebrates by breaking up the side¬ 

walk with a sledgehammer. 

1 9 8 2. San Francisco beats Cincinnati 

in Super Bowl: 97 arrests* 170 injuries 

reported, 12 police officers injured, 60 

charges of police brutality filed* 6 po¬ 

lice cars and Mayor Dianne Feinscein's 

Umo trampled, 3 buses and 2 trolley 

cars damaged. Says a police spokesman, 

"From 9:00 p.m, to midnight the situa¬ 

tion was questionable, as far as control 

was concerned." 

HOC 

1986. Montreal defeats Calgary to win 

Stanley Cup: 9 arrests, 40 stores damaged 

or looted, cars overturned —a very seri¬ 

ous riot by Canadian standards, 

1 9 7 5 . Philadelphia beats Buffalo to win 

Stanley Cup: many incidents of streaking. 

1 9 7 4. Philadelphia beats Bruins to 

whn Stanley Cup: 161 arrests, 17 reported 

injuries (9 caused by police horses), more 

than $10,000 in damage to city buses 

alone. Police resort to tear gas to calm 

revelers. 

BASKETBALL 

1 9 8 9 . Michigan defeats Seton Hall to 

win NCAA title: 8 arrests, 51 treated for 

injuries, taxis and vending machines over¬ 

turned, 181 street signs and 2 stoplights 

vandalized, and a fire truck comman¬ 

deered and its hose employed in a tug-of- 

war game. The celebration is described as 

‘ the worst student disorder since the Viet¬ 

nam War protests." 

1 9 8 G , Louisville defeats Duke to win 

1986 NCAA championship: bonfire ig¬ 

nited near campus, traffic light vandal¬ 

ized* motorists bombarded by rocks and 

bottles. 

There is one city that cakes its titles more 

serenely Although Los Angeles has been 

the borne of eight major-league cham¬ 

pionship teams in three sports during the 

1980s-the Lakers in 1980, 1982, 1985, 

1987 and 1988, the Dodgers in 1981 and 

1988, and the Raiders in 1984—the city 

has remained characteristically placid. 

The most recent pair of Laker titles pro¬ 

duced a grand total of two ar rests — police 

apprehended two men who unthinkingly 

drove a stolen car through the official 

parade area (though seven cars were im¬ 

pounded, a serious punishment in that 

excessively mobile society). When the 

Dodgers won the World Series last year, 

there was not a single revelry-related 

arrest. — Larry Het/leman 

L'Ermirage ■ Bel Age • Mondrian * Valadon 

Le Parc * Lc Dufy ■ Le Rcve 

Member Small Luxury I heel* is Krsnrts 

BelAge 
when an ordinary room just won't do. 

Call now for reservations and 
information on all seven of our all-suite, luxury 

hotels in West Hollywood/Beverly Hills. 

800-424-4443 

HERMITAGE HOTELS 
A Collection of Originals 

A suite at Bel 
as interpreted by Guy Dill, Los Angeles. 
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here was every reason to 

believe that when Judy 

Miller was moved from 

her post as deputy Wash¬ 

ington bureau chief late 

last year, her long-stand¬ 

ing custom of getting indecorously close 

to highly placed male sources would end. 

She is attracted more to the power the 

men in her orbit have than to the men 

themselves; her first words upon entering 

a room are often "Okay, who's important 

here?'1 The list of middle-aged, quasi- 

available powerguys from Judy's colorful 

past is a long one, incorporating everyone 

from guitar-picking Republican national 

chairmen to anchorgirl-dating former 

assistant secretaries of State. 

One would chink that planting Judy 

back in New York as deputy to cultural- 

affnirs editor Marry Arnold would afford 

her superiors an opportunity to keep an 

eye on her, thereby enabling them to stop 

her from doing anything that might make 

her feel cheap and dirty in the morning. 

And with a new' presidential administra¬ 

tion — and therefore a fresh stable of 

middle-aged, quasi-available powerguys 

to develop as sources — the timing of the 

move seemed especially propitious. 

Jt was always something of a wonder to 

her colleagues at the Times chat Judy 

managed to get awray wnch her shenani¬ 

gans for so long. Tactical bum-kissing had 

a lot to do with it, especially in the days 

when Abe Rosenthal was running the 

paper. She could play Abe expertly, alter¬ 

nately toadying before him and making 

him feel like her daddy. Shortly after Abe 

walked out on his long-suffering wife Ann, 

he went to a dinner party at which Judy 

was present. Before he arrived, she regaled 

the assembly with details of the Rosenthal 

breakup. When Abe arrived looking fret¬ 
ful, she innocently asked him if some¬ 

thing was wrong between him and Ann. 

'You ate such a sensitive man," she said. 

'You look like a man deeply troubled —it 

shows on your face” Abe* evidently moved 

by Judy's compassion, leaned toward her 

and complimented her on her own sensi¬ 

tivity and rare perception* 

Such interpersonal skills Judy no doubt 

put to good use in her days as a corre¬ 

spondent in Paris, Beirut and Cairo. Re¬ 

garded by her peers as a dogged, talented 

journalist, she received more ambivalent 

reviews for her after-hours work. Fellow 

female correspondents in Beirut had a 

very rough nickname for Judy—Egregious 

Cunt”—which some of them abbreviated 

(ELC.) and had silk-screened onto T-shirts, 

Judy's living accommodations in those 

far-flung outposts were ripe topics of con¬ 

versation. Her bedroom in Cairo, for in¬ 

stance, had white shag carpeting and 

bedspread and curtains in an electric- 

blue-and-orange design. When a fellow 

correspondent took over her apartment 

in Beirut, it was discovered that although 

the place uras to be let furnished, 

there were no sheets available. 

When news of this reached the 

ciry,hs press community, one unkind 

journalist commented, ‘ She didn't 

want anyone co see her notes.' 

This past summer Judy rented 

a small cottage in Sag Harbor to 

finish her Holocaust book, a book, 

she told friends, that she wanted 

to get out in time for "the Chanu¬ 

kah market." Something went 

wrong with her word processor, 

however, and, unable co print any¬ 

thing out, she had to periodically 

lug the machine over to the Sag 

Harbor home of her editor at Simon & 

Schuster, Alice Mayhew, so that she could 

look at the revisions on Judy's computer 

screen-an inconvenience that annoyed 
technology'-shy Mayhew considerably. 

It wasn't long before Judy began com¬ 

plaining that she found her rental house 

too small and stuffy—an improbable 

complaint, given that she had spent years 

working in Cairo and Beirut. But in 

Cairo or Beirut, of course, you wouldn't 

find middle-aged Jason Epstein, editorial 

director of Random House, with a Sag 

Harbor place that just happens to be 

large and airy. What to do? Judy decided 

to move into Epstein's house —to work, 

naturally. The only trouble was, there'd 

been a rather farfetched rumor going 

around the Hamptons early in the sum¬ 

mer that Epstein was dating Random 

House publisher Joni Evans. Judy 

reportedly asked a friend just hour 

farfetched the romance rumors were. 

Really farfetched, the friend reassured 

her. Hmmm; powerful, middh-aged and 

quasi-available. 

Soon enough, Judy and Jason began to 

be seen together, attending several patties 

in a single weekend. (At one dinner party, 

after Epstein reached for a browme, Judy 

playfully slapped his wrist and 

whispered, "Now, don’t forget 

your died") 

One does have to be impressed 

by the speed at which Judy moves. 

In the Hamptons only a few short 

weeks and already she had in her 

clasp one of the few wealthy, pow¬ 

erful bachelors available —and 

one whose line of work, publish¬ 

ing, just happens to be the prin¬ 

cipal area of her own cultural 

beat at the Times\ Around the time 

Judy moved in with Epstein, Elea¬ 

nor Blau, in the Times s culture 

pages, devoted 925 words (accom¬ 

panied by a flattering photograph) to an 

editor-entrepreneur behind a mail-order 

bookselling scheme called The Reader’s 

Catalogue—none other than Judy's new 
middle-aged powerguy, Jason Epstein. 

—J. Jr Humecker 

The list of 

powerguys 

from 

Millers 

colorful fast 

is a long one. 

incorporating 

Republican 

national 

chairmen and 

former 

assistant 

secretaries of 

State 
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The SPY 100, First, the complicated formula, which still solely determines the scores, and therefore the Jim itself, 

has changed a bur. Gone is the ‘Number of SPY Issues Mentioned In" category, A change instituted both to avoid 

charges of unseemly self* refort n i id ism and to reduce the t ha nee of mutiny among t he Hummer interns, who had 

traditionally handled rht laborious chore of counting. Which brings us. to the second change 

In 1987 Donald Trump ranked No, 3. By last year he had begun to annoy, alarm and appall in so many 

different ways that he made the list five rimes (Nos. 10, 3 4, 21, 2b and 30). This year he has moved to another 

plane dtogether. He ha* Leased to be a player and has instead become parr nt the playing field. Trump does not 

win a position on the list this year, but his ethos does, ah over the place. We realized that he had caused, 

commented upon or in some mote tangent ini way had something to dn wirh every single one of the entries on 

The SPY 100, and so a new category had to be created to speak to the overall Trump-rclacedness of any given 

hofiorec, (In the revised SPY 100 formula T ls for TrumpScore“, L is for Inherent Loathsomeness. M is for 

Misdeeds, F is for Mitigating Factors and B is for Bonus Points.) finally, as 
I* M AX(2 x T.M) * M 

SCOftt = —+ '—-+ b we mentioned at the beginning. The SPY 100 represents just a fraction of 

a much longer list. Apart from I mclda Marcos, some of the other a Iso-cans-— 

annoying, alarming and appalling, to be sure, but relatively less so—include the following: The Situation in 

Namibia (No. 262); That Episode of L/V Lvu Last Winter in ‘Which Abby Shot a Lead-Pipc-W id ding Maniai 

(No. 543); and, of course. The Way the Downtown No, 6 Train Stops it the B mud way-Lafayette Station but the 

Uptown No. 6 Doesn't (No. 999). 

Eddie Haskell triumph am.H No. Mrs. Cleaver, this election is going iq be decided on the 

issues.” Don't in- a dope. Lumpy—if Dukakis gets if. won't tan minifiespass before the niggers are 

out of fait and tn your bedroom. Only question is whether they ll make you watch them rapt your 

old lady or slit your throat first. "No, Mrs, Cleaver. 1 never said that Governor Dukakis 

received shock treatments. " I 'm idlin' ya. sport, the guy 4 seen a nut doctor "No, Mrs. Cleaver, 

I deplore as much as yci\i do this unfair characterization of the speaker of the House.” Ah, 

shaddap. squirt, or Id take y a over to Foie) s office. I hear you're just his type. II only Bush had the 

backbone of Wally Cleaver. If only Bush would stand 
, ^ i-n , . , 1988 Rank   ...........— 

up and say, Hey, lee—lay off. Bui no: the president 
H< r i i i ■ , iii IwHiactrLoA'iHSowittM ...10 

says, He looked me right in me eye and told me he 

knew nothing about (the Foley smear]," leaving Misdeeds ..... 

Atwater free to run his political party like an ujgly frat, Mitigating Factors ..    ! 

his days a grinning whirl of soul musk, barbecue BuhmuFmnts .  m 

sauce, ritual pieties and sadistic pranks chat almost TkmpSouur ........... 8 

always go too far. score .. 221.00 

ekhoiv %/s. earth 

1988 Rank ________— 

Isuirest Loath somintss .. 10 

Misdeeds; The spill devastated rht fragile 

ecosysccm of Prince William Sound for perhaps 

decades, drove up oil pticts, Threatened the 

livelihood of local fishermen and severely 

damaged Alaskan remnsm, the Stale's ihird- 

Largesr industry __    10 

Mitigating Factors; Hard-drink in tanker 

captain Joseph Hazelwood was heckled and 

called a jerk by follow passengers on a 

commercial airliner..,...1 

Bonus Points: Exxon, which suffered no 

significant financial damage. promised to aid; 

cleanup-—bitt only until September 15 10 

Trump Score "t In East Coast waters, a Fishing 

boar bumped che Ti'rump Prrntrist which had oil 

on board ..    7 

Scou ..  201.00 

HELrWSLEV 

1988 Rank ......2 
Inherent Loathsomeness .................... 16 

Misoffoh; Caught hilling more than $4- 

mil lion in persona! expenses to the real estate 

empire she gn]d-dug out of her now-enfeebled 

husband. Convicted of tax evasion fonnspiracy 

and mail fraud; acquitted on charges ol 

extortion of kickbacks from cowering business 

vendors} Continued running self-reverenrial 

ads. Anticipating the horror stories about her 

routine terrorization of employees. Leona';* 

lawyer admitted in opening remarks- boasted, 

even—that she was a “tough bitch1' (see 

Dungeons & Dragon Ladies," page 86)..... 7 

Mitkatim- Factors; Was a Chesterfield 

cigarette girl in the 1939s .... 1 

Buni s Poinis: Gould receive up to 12? year* 

in prison ................ 7 

Tri m/St one ' Trump called her a 

disgrace to humanity in generaE".. 10 

Score ... ..1«L00 

HUO STEALATHOftt 

IJ 1988 Rank ... ......^ 

■¥ Inherent Uiatbsomeness ....................9 

J Misdeeds: Millions in HUD funds founded 

to developers w ho retained such expert GOP 

housing consultants a* James Watt and Al 

D'Amato (while evaluating procedures were 

overlooked);even chough corruption reached all 

the way to Puerto Rico and Budapest, former 

HUD secretary Samuel Pierce insisted he was 

unaware of favoritism—and then blamed the 

scandal on an a ide_......_..........._... 16 

Mmoatihg Factors: Proved Republicans 

like throwing money at social problems* 

too, as lung .is they can catch some of it in 

midflight..      2 

Boni s Points: Pierce received a grocery 

basket full of presents from ex-segregationist 

Strom Thurmond...7 

Trump Score": Trump on his father: "[He] 

did very well building rent-controlled and rent- 

stabilized housing, ... It a very cough way 

to make a buck".......9 

Score .....175.7B 

198® Ranh ....................... — 

Lnhlai.nt Loathsomeness ... 16 

Misdeeds: Excessive hype made 

disappointment inevitable. Trailer premiered m 

theaters six months before movie; provoked 

hypernerdy passion better left private—30*900 

letters protesting Warner Bros.' t asting of 

Michael Keaton; one Manhattan cheater began 

selling tickets mure than two weeks before 

opening of film .... to 

Mitigating Factors: Warners forced Adam 

West and Burt Ward to scop § wearing fhnr old bat cosrumes to 

malt openings and junior high 

school assemblies   .2 

Bonus Points: The bat logo. 

The hat logo. The bat logo. The 

bac logo ................10 

TrumpScore": Butman 

ourg tossed even Ghmtbuslers it, a 

movie chat spawned a mu sit video in which 

Trump appears ... 

Si i ire. .................,,_ 1 S 9.9^^^ 

KIAUC 

1988 Rank  .— 

tNHSUNT LoATHSUMfNTSS ...,.9 

Misdeeds: No one really thought tobacco- 

spitting, crotch-ad justing ballplayers were 

angels. Still, it was a surprise ro learn that Pete 

Rose is an obsessive gambler; Wade Boggs is a 

grotesque philanderer; Steve Garvey fathered 

1 LLUSTftATIOMS 6Y MARK. M A ft £ K 



two children, each wirh a different woman 

(neither his wife}; Dave Winfield was a 

bigamist; and Jose Canseco is si traffic hazard 

and gunslinger. On the amateur fronts in one 

month. the University ol Oklahoma football 

team saw its scar quarterback busted tor setting 

cocaine, a cornerbaek shout a lineman in the 

chest, and a running back, a tackle and a tight 

end arrested for gang rape......10 

M mo An no Factors; Now Garvey can r run 

for the U.S. Senate ..... 3 

EIom s Rih\th: Gporge Brett said since two 

former girlfriends have undergone abortions, 

“I've had the security of knowing I'm a proven 

performer"........ 9 

Tm wkSeokH : Trump's friend Mike Tyson 

wa* revealed to Ex; a wife beater.. 8 

Scout ....... 142.48 

THE COMMIE 

1988 Rank ...45 

apartment 

- ik Mitigating Factors: Her 

septuagenarian gams have 

graced (heir last Academy 

Awards show ... 2 

Bohn s Pui.vis:Jullri Cardiliai 

O'Connor warned mourners, not 

to cantMiiie the twice-married Lucv. a 1 

because' 'she had personal problems"..9 

TrcmpSc^rc . If Lucy and Ricky's fictional 

address in l Loir Lja-\—623 liusi 68 th Street— 

actually existed, it would bt- m the- middle of 

the Last River, Trump has recently attempted to 

extract deex-lopmenc rights from partially 

submerged property in the Hudson River ,6 

Score ....... 12687 

Bonus Points: In 1973N Wright's chief aide, 

John Mack, served jusc 2 years of a 15-year 

stmenee for grabbing and beating a 20-year-old 

woman _____*...8 

TiUJufScowf: Trump too ls a vanity 

author who warehoused many copies of his book 

for private distribution ,.,......6 

Scout ... r,,,  .... „. r 114.43 

198ft RsNk .... 
INHEKENT LOATHSOftlENtiV . „..... B 

i Misoeeus: Spawned Lyme disease clinics, 

SUppift group*, mailings, warning signs and 

hotlines; Connecticut's Lyme Disease Awareness 

Inherent Loathsomeness ...,,-9 

1 Mi^nttOh: just a few years ago, the Romans 

were rhe had had Guys and tlx- Chinese were 

the good had Guys. Hut now they've switched 

places. “Gorby' Gorbachev visits Mar hat ran, 

stops traffic and earns the kind of affectionate 

nickname usually reserved for beloved 

ballplayers. Back in the Soviet Union, he’s 

hailed lor instituting openness, and in Beijing, 

student demonstrators brandish Gorby posters 

and build an odd-looking Statue of Liberty 

miniature. Then the Chinese .government kills 

many of the students, ft almost seems like some 

kind of infernal top-secret Comintern plot to 

confuse us ....... 9 

Miiiga riKb Factors: No more panda stories 

art rhe network news...... 1 

Honi * KiHMv Gorbyhxk Wasn't really that 

bad ..      6 

Ttu mr5ccuu Trump was duped into 

shaking. hands with a Gorbachev im persons cor 

outside Trump Tower during Gofbuchev "s visnt 

to New York .  5 

S(.tnti ..    137.50 

1988 Rank ... . . ..— 

IN Hlllt Vr I.i tA I HMlMtSilSN .,.9 

Misotios: Pt'vpfo covers almost quarterly; 

prepared-statement eulogies from fellow 

vaudevLilians (Bob Hope: "Gixl lias her now 

and, thanks to television, well have her 

forever"}; pornographtr Larry Flynt’s 86-pagt 

deathzinc, Lucy: VfeLtnv Ywt] a posthumous 

Medal of Freedom; a 23k'goid-bordered 

limited-edition collector plate; an Op-Hd piece 

in Thi iVi-jh Wi Timtt praising Lucy jn "a 

savior" to the new' Chinese immigrants in the 

1950*, Diuiic Sawyer s recollection at a 

Manhattan Mass that she could remember where 

" every stick of furniture was" in the Ricardos' 

e: CEI\I50RSHI! 

This year, we all got circumspect. Well, cau- t9«ft Rank .....— 

tious, Okay: chicken. Washington hs Corcoran inherent loathsomeness ..9 

Gallery of Art could have exhibited Robert MisDEtm 9 

Mapplerhorpcs paragraphs, bur rhry played Mm<.A1,Nli lacnu ...3 

ir safe. Christopher Reeve could have narrated a TV 
1 Bonus Points...  ,...6 

documentary on Trump, and New York stations. 
1 Trt mpScorf .    ,,,,,.7 

could have agreed ro broadcast it, bur they played 

ir sate, George Bush could have sent Dan Quay le to 

Hirohito’s funeral, but he played it safe and went himself. Exacerbating this whole 

Whoa! better not atmosphere was a mo&quitolike infestation of freelance censors—a kind 

of self-appointed Hays Office to the nation. Thus, our constitutional right to watch 

Married, . . With Children was put into jeopardy by a well-connected Michigan mother 

whose boycott-threatening letters made page I of the Turns. Angry nurses pressured 

Chrysler and Sears out of advertising contracts with NBC's Nightingales, a series about 

libidinous nurses. Professional hysteric the Reverend Donald Wildmon, fascist-dweeb 

leader of die Christian Leaders for Responsible Television* pressured major corporations 

into pulling ads from Saturday Night Liveiafter discovering a sketch used the word penis 

too many times) and from N DCs TV movie Roe rs. Wade. Wildmon also pressured Pepsi 

into dumping its Madonna commercial. Then an anti-Wildmon group called for a 

boycott of Pepsi for succumbing to Wildmons threatened boycott. The Lm Angeles Times 

played it safe and refused to run che group's ad. Will we stand for this hlarant censorship, 

America:' No! Will we allow McCarthy ism to reign again? No? Will we take action? 

Yer? All right—hut Jet's not act too hastily, because . . . you know ... we might get 

in some kind of trouble or something. 

jam wnacHT 

1988 Rank _____62 

Inherent Loathsomeness ... 10 

MihDktus; I It' was, Ur- nation S 

highest elected Dc-mocrar, and next 

in line I nr the- prt'S.iiitiU V (iE Bush betitme 

dibbled and Quaylt was subsequently lynched 

by a j.’anit.ked mob). Tilt'd the House Et Esil*. 

Comrmiiee found "reason to believe" rhe hareful 

old slenirehag li,*d vinbred xtj.itc.|»j-aI practices a 

tew times, Well, by rimes. ... 8 

Mhiuiiki. Factors: He resigned.3 

Mpnth (May); seemingly new ikk .sprjys 

remarkably similar to ordinary msea repel lent; 

end less, depress! rig chat ... 9 

Mitigating Factors; Consolation for 

urban ires 'iiuck in tiiwd tin weekends 4 

Boni s Points: Symptoms (headache, 

nausea, bruising) deceptively similar to thn.se 

of mother summertime affliction, the common 

handover....,...9 

TrumpScore": Lyme. ConnecticutT 

birthplace of disease, only 71 miles from Trump 

summer home.... 8 

Score .„...,114.00 
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THE FRiElXlPS OF 

MIKE MlLKEnj 

lySS Rank * 

INHERENT lx}ATH SOHJiN b SS ... .,10 

Misdeeds: After Milken was served with a 

98-count racketeering indictment, an ad hoc 

collection of Milken-assisted corporate raiders, 

lawyers anti friends took out full-page ads in The 

Neu] York Timst the Lor AnptJts Titm and Tfo 

Wall Sfnet JiHtmal, proclaiming fealty to the 

rou pee-wear i ng j u n k bond wi z:ard; 

other Milken advocates {many 

I ^ Drexcl employees) distributed mike 

Tyf MILKEN, we RELIEVE rN voc baseball 

HtM caps and T-shirts .,.S 

MmtwmiM Factors: The Milken 

family's chant able contributions have 

skyrocketed :o as much as $93 million in one 

year-—since Boesky's indictment .....3 

Bust s PotsTs: Jesse Jackson and Frank 

Lorenzo are sell-proclaimed Milken fans ..,.7 

Trl meScori: ■; Trump on Milken: "You can 

be happy on a lot Less money”.,„11L.JL6 

Scour ................,.,113,43 

HUSHDIE 

judc rvi ekjt 

198H Rank ........— 

Inherent Loathsomeness .................. 8 

Mtsoijms: Forced Rushdie to hideout under 

protection of his nemesis Margaret Thatcher: 

megabnok set Lets temporarily pulled Versa from 

their shelves; brought out worst in America's 

writers-in-seirch-uf-i-!ioipbox> culminating in a 

Tima Book Review spread featuring nauscat- 

ingly pretentious words of encouragement to 

Rushdie: “ ‘I am Rushdie/ Wc all arc”— 

Thomas Keneally......................... 10 

Mitigating Factors: Ail the excitement was 

too much for Khomeini ...... 4 

Bonus Points; l'I ho|X‘ you are getting some 

exercise and listening to music, dear Salman. 

And. writing. Write another book. And 

another”—Susan Son tag ...7 

TkumpScorf’J Trump also wrote a 

calculatedLy provocative best-seller 7 

Soon ..........,.110.00 

It: 
1988 Rank ..... 

Inherent Loathsomeness ..9 

A V Misdeeds: A 30-square-mile slick oft the 

coast of dinky Rhode Island (Net at hig at tht 

Exxtjti iprlfc 300,000 gallons of fuel oil in the 

Delaware River (EWn'r wn compart with Exxrn); 

250,000 gallons of oil spilled off the Texas coast 

[Big deal). Meanwhile—-5,000 to 6,000 other 

spills in American waters in the last year. (Small 

potatoes)....... ........................ 9 

Mitigating Factors; Spills are down from 

the 13,0f>0-a-year average of a decade ago ,. 7 

Bom s Points: Most of the 981 errors in the 

last seven years were committed by competent. 

sober veteran sailors.......,... 5 

Thi.'mf-Sc:oh.i Trump bought the Tramp 

PrjHfw from a former pf/msn..1 

Score ......... ............. .x..... .. 103.78 

BOIVI t.AUDCn. »1988 Rank ......— 

Inherent Loatkmimpness  ..J 

Misdeem: Spent more than |8.5 million of 

his own money on a vanity campaign that 

succeeded only in revealing four things: his 

fortune derives revenues from South Africa; his 

appointment as ambassador to Austria may have 

]988 Rank 

Inherent Lo ATptsoMFNF-S.s .7 

Misdeeds _ 1 ■ I. - - . h |- 4 fc . _ jfa m m m 

Mitigating Factors ..  4 

BciNt'S PoiNTTS ..    6 

Tk^nfScw ........... 7 

St uke .. 104,35 

Why is this Court so eager to rake up the emo¬ 

tional, divisive issues of the sixties? Job dis¬ 

crimination, abortion, flag-burning, phone 

sex, playing rock music too loud—it s as if 

VH-1 is setting the nation’s jurisprudenttal agenda. 

The abortion decision, for instance, disrupted every¬ 

thing and settled nothing. If all the years of debate have 

proved anything, it is that most Americans are suffi¬ 

ciently ambivalent about this issue that they are happy to pass the moral buck to the people 

with serious qualms. Indeed, almost 20 years ago the Supreme Court took this same, relatively 

easy way out and chose not to decide but to devise a way to permit individuals to decide for 

themselves. So what does the Rehnquisc Court—Ronald Reagan’s last laugh—-do when given 

the opportunity to make a final decision? It does nor: it throws the issue out lo 50 State 

legislatures, 50 not-entirely-august bodies full of Babbitts and goiters and panderers, whose 

ability usually extends as far as protecting consumers against used-car salesmen and 

underwriting new gymnasiums at teachers' colleges, 

driven his deputy to become a spy; he was 

considered the laughingstock of Vienna; and he 

is so meric Less — and so aln-tastily m erst less—that 

even Roger Ailes walked away to work for 

Giuliani..........,r.6 

Mitigating Factors His almost anonymous 

TV ads discombobu kited Giuliani  .. I 

Boxes Points Is likely to take enough votes 

from Giuliani co elect a Democrat .. 5 

TacmpScoret Trump too is the wealthy son 

of a respectable, self-made parent and now 

harbors right-wing political aspirations .....6 

Scniti-  ..... 102.50 

13988 Rank ........19 

Inherent Loathsomeness ..9 

Misdeeds; Took the fall for Bush and 

Reagan, but only got a $150,000 fine; dung to 

torn-dog story that he bought a van and a horse 

with pocket change; still claims he doesn't ready 

know who paid for his. $13,800 home security 

system nr $200,000 family insurance fund 9 

Mitigating Factors; His hometown's second 

annual "Oliver North Day" was canceled for 

lack of interest ......3 

Bonus Points: Got sympathy after the 

government prosecutor likened him to both 

Hitler and Joe Isuzu . ....8 

TrlmpScore": North, a jingmst, has been 

encouraged to run lor office and offered 

corporate board scats ....5 

Score .... 101,46 

19H8 Rank ..... .— 

Ini itni-NT Loath son ENlsS .. 9 

Misdeeds: Hcs election-stealing; has assaults 

on land attempted assassinations of > opposition 

candidates; his drug-running and money- 

laundering; his alliances wuih convenient fellow 

opportunists from Castro to Bush; and his 

reliance on a spiritual adviser.. 7 

Mitigating Factors; His goon squadh are 

called dignity battalions” ..1 

Bon us Poi nts: His Motor head -fan 

complexion (Panamanians call him Pineapple 

Face).................... ■illlTIM ..3 

TurMpScoaer: Trump said J immy Garter {a 

formal observer of Panama’s elections) was 

"poorly qualified" to be president .4 

Score  ....100.SQ JALICTIOIV- HOLlSE 

■ KlSAIMlTV 

1988 Rank       ,__.43 

INHERENT LlJATHiOMlNIfcJiS _7 

Misdffde: Bidding for a Picasso self-portrait 

went up $61,666 a second, to a final selling 

price of $47.9 mall ion; eighteenth-century 

American desk sold for $12.1 million; $17.05- 

,opyi 
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million for Jasper Johns's False Start a 

muddled painting bv a In-ing an he, and so on, as 

crazed bidding replaced commispinning a 

Warhol pore rail as a way of showing that you're- 

rich enough io be an art expert 8 

Mitigating Factors; Topps Company 

archival auction uncovered Forgotten Wacky 

Pack stickers ...................2 

Bonl s Points: Nouveau collectors inclu.de 

Madonna (now one of Art & Antiquts\ Top 100 

collectors) and Sylvester Stallone.,_7 

Tri MPScoR.fr : Trump has a forged Legtr 

hanging prominently in his apart mem He 

claims it w,is, a gift.... (y 

Scona .....100.28 

PlimPiivg: UP 

E9KK Rank ..22 

Inherent Lu.A'1'H.SCsMINESS .  8 

Misdeeds The new morphological ideal, 

apparently, la an elephantine nine-month-old 

baby—pully, dimpled, tight-skinned and 

slightly wet. American women spend millions 

each year on breast enlargement and collagen lip 

injections, while men gobble steroids and strain 

under Nautilus machines...  9 

Mitigating Factors; Men with unnaturally 

large breasts begin to teel less conspicuous 2 

Bonus Points: Joe Piscopo's 

f ^ fundler made unsolicited attempts to 

get Ins client on skv s cover; but 

only on the condition that spy not 

make light of the fact that "Jot s 

gotten pumped up”............... 2 

Tki MkSciiiu "Tongues were wagging over 

DONALD TRUMP s wife, IVAN As . . . 

obvious bust enlargement.'—Ron Gatella party 

photo caption ......... 5 

Score .....99,64 

Aiuruivi IARV 

IP 
I I 1988 Rank ...... — 

I I Inherent Loathsomeness ..„.. . 8 

** * Manat*; Apparently, even those who 

n-rmtwkr the past arc condemned to repeat it—at 

regular five- and ten-year intervals. This year: 

the 2(l(hh anniversary ul George Washington's 

inauguration' 20th anniversary of the Apvik I / 

rntion landing: 50th anniversary of the invasion 

of Poland: Holly wood s brilliant year. 10.^9,. 

rccaI ltd: France s ovt r i n rcl lect ua 1 i zed 

bicentennial: and, for the kids, 20th anniversary 

of some kind of |?op combo shindig that 

apparently happened near Woodstock. New 

York ...........9 

Mi no at i No Factors: Missed the festivities? 

Subscribe to Life*nd wan ten years™....,.... 3 

Bonis Points: Lifts unfathomably pathetic 

centennial of rhe brassiere .....,4 

Tut MfScoM '■ On September 29, f 

Trump predicted sn 's demise “in a year ,. 6 

Score      ...99,35 

M OAT BRAM 

M M 1988 Rams; ....... . 

I INHERENT LOATHSOMENESS .,....5 

*• • Misdeeds: Yes, it dots reduce cholesterol—it 

you eat >9 grams a day. -(That means at hast 

three Dunkin' Donuts oat bran muffins every 

dayd Trend-mongcring marketers base put oar 

bran in places it never belonged ipotato chips, 

brownies), provoking guilt-free consumption of 

far-drenched “health" foods..,.,,.,.8 

Mitigating FAcroRs; Articles about oat bran 

a welcome relief from chose about breast 

enlargement  .. t 

Bonus Points; "Corn bran is coming," says 

one expert, “and that's hot"' ......5 

Tri mrScoke : Trump tliinks it's "a waste of 

time " to go out lor lunch ...... 5 

Score ...,...98,5-0 

saved as from four years, of depressing !y dull 

though syntactical I y correct speeches.. 1 

R< ini •> IViini-,; Despite announcement that 

he is not seeking reelect ion as governor, one 

Massachusetts lobby ing group Il.ls called for his 

impeachment ....._  7 

T«< me Score : Trump on running for 

president: “Everybody wants me to do it!" ,4 

Score ..  ..97.00 

it- 
f I 1988 Rank ....... — 

M f| IniiTrent Loathsomeness .  ...10 

” MistJEfn*: Confused txung a star witness with 

being a star, parlaying her notoriety into joke-butt 

appearances on Howard Stern show, table porn 

show and own cabaret act. Posed topless with 

I *1 DAI\I aUAlFLE 

m Indeed, he wasn't much to begin with—a dumb blond right-wing rich kid plunked 

m 0 I down in watt r f arover his heud* But whatever the very junior semtor from lnd lana once 

■ VI possessed he lost rhe night Lloyd Benrstn glared at him and said, "Senator, you 're tt@\Jack 

jKennedy." It was like poleaxing a young animal, an act that left ham alive but forever 

altered- perpetually bug-eyed, skittish, jumpy and nervously smiling, never quite sure when 

it would happen again. (Maybe this is why he's accidentally hit the Secret Service emergency 

button under his desk three times so far.) Oh, he admits that "you have to watch every single 

word you utter. Every once in a while you let a word . .. out arid you want to catch it „, . [but] 

it’s gone, gone forever." But he jmi keeps on blundering. He visits American Samoa and tells the 

impoverished natives, "You all look like happy campers to me,” He visits Pago Pago and calls 

it Pogo Pogo all day long. He tells an interviewer, "J believe we are on an irreversible trend 

toward more freedom and democracy, but that could change." hi a speech to young 

Republicans, he confuses astronaut Buza Atdrin with congressional sex-offender Buz Lukens, 

pronounces even Lukens’s name incorrectly and then 

plods on without correcting himself despite laughs 
r , j. r. T , n " , . Inherent Loathsomencss ..8 
from the audience. The next week, at an Apollo 11 

anniversary celebration, he greets the crowd by saying, Misdeed* ..    10 

H'My fellow astronauts,” And the piece de resistance— mitigating factors .    ® 

his recitation before the United Negro College Fund: BmivPniNVi...    7 

"What a waste it is to lose one’s mind—or not to have TruhpScowt ..3 

a mind. How true that is." How true indeed. Sdqrf ........97,74 

n f II E9H8Rank . ... 

f 'j Inherent Loathsomeness ...................... 4 

*• “ Misdeeds; After Dukakis lose, his approval 

raring in Massachusetts dropped man all-rime 

low; lost his fi^ht rc> keep the Scabrouk nuclear 

reactor fnmr r>|?en.irig; has Massachu,setts Miracle 

has evaporated; formerly drug- 

addicted wpfc atlmitresl she was 

aljiO lEcohobc- Ntit had fj* iht 

son of a Grok immigrant! .... 9 

Mitigating Factors: His defeat 

snake left lesbian magazine. 

Testified against mother ... 8 

Mitigating Factors: Tes- 

tified a^ainsr klepEomaniacal 

former Jifiss, America Bess i 
Myerson ...S 

Bonis Points; Revealed 

nbc had once dated David 

Dinkins and Robert Abrams 

Tri vpSfouf ’: For a while this year, 

Sukhfeeds appearances in jeossip columns 

rivaled Trump's. But only Eur a while.2 

ScoatE ...h............+...,........... 96.95 
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91! f H 19X8 Rank ............ 

I II I^herekt Loathsomeness ..,. 6 

Im V Misdeeds: Global temperature rising] Huge 

chtorDfluofticarburL-fed ozone hole over 

Antarctica! Apples arc deadly! Middle Eastern 

marzipan candy a perfect hiding place for plastic 

explosive1...............9 

MnrtiiATiNo Factuum Last summer w as 

comparatively cool. The ozone hole was .ll tually 

discovered in 1 9^6 (before CFGs were m wide 

use). An apple a day poses little sir no hc-alth risk 

(the explosive marzipan, however, >j extremely 

dangerous).3 

Bom * Pi hints: Miami police speculated Thar 

deaths of 19 prosticutes were caused by 

combined stimulation of sex and truck 

Tm mi-Siose " Trump warned that it he 

wasn't allowed m buy (lie Eastern Shuttle-, 

“you'll have riots in the street" 7 

Score .     46.65 

• I If AftJDVIMArMIA 
I I 1<MW Rank .  * 

a I iMfEJUST LttATIISOMENESS ...,8 

W I Misdeeds; The ghoulish, 

Sotheby's-sanctioned rooting and 

snuffling through Ins possessions, 

p red ict abif ru r rospet ii ve ex h i bi ts, 

art books on rhe retrospective exhibits, 

a rid " I - remembe r- r he-t i me-1- mer- 

Andy" books; extraordinary tuss over 

the diaries... 6 

Mitigating Factors: Diaries caused 

discomfort to Bianca Jagger   2 

Honl i Points: 'Famous for \ 5 

minutes'' quote an ever more frequently 

used crutch for hack journalists 

Tri meStore ■ think Trump’s sort 

of cheap, though, I get that feeling." — Tht AWj 

Wctrhvf Diaries* page 39H .7 

Score  .. 46,40 

back to the U.S, ...,.7 

Tsi MeScuKt : The Trump children attend 

private schools ...................... 2 

RUM 

I'JKH Rank .....,..,..,,.,...... 32 

JNHMtBVT IfldTHMinFNKIS JO 

Mis-orm*: One New York City teacher 

allegedly asked male students to expose 

themselves us "shock therapy"; another showed 

porn films us study guides to the- War of l HL Tl 

another allegedly handcuffed and beat students 

repeatedly; another allegedly was tang hi three 

different times in a motel with a 13-ytar-old; 

and soon.......... 6 

Mitigating Factors; Makes teaching a 

desirable career aspiration for a certain strain of 

student.................1 

Boni s Points; A drug-education teacher 

allegedly didn't just sell cocaine to an 

undercover tup but asked the cop to buy him a 

ticket to Thailand so he could smuggle heroin 

•iiw 91- 
f ( i9kh Rank, .. 

9 V Lnhtju-nt IjOATHMIMIMSS _.,..4 

w Misdeeds: His staff happily spread innuendo 

about Thomas Foley and engaged m Mc¬ 

Carthyite smear of congressional Democrats 

generalLy, Purged rhe House of an extrautdinar- 

lly effective speaker, J im Wrigh t  .. 8 

Mitigating Factors; Purged the House of an 

extraordinarily slimy speaker, Jim Wright .2 

Bouts Points: We didn't ivani to bring it 

up, bm Gingrich’s first marriage disked 

under the weight of his extramarital affairs— 

while his wife was recovering from cancer . 6 

Titi Mi>ScX)itE J: It xenophobe Trump become? 

president, Gingrich will hr a strong Cabinet- 

post contender ..................4 

& inn ,„...... .., 42.73 

1988 Rams ....... — 

Inherent Loathsomeness ...5 

_ Misdeeds: Like natural and JiJt, the word 

//Lii now performs semantic alchemyr low-cal 

rurals are "spa cuisine"; y haircut, a “spa 

rejuvenation day"; checking into a drug 

rehab center is spending a "spa wellness -week"; 

Spw Vocations a quarterly magazine on the s|xi 

life-style..     7 

Mitigating Factors: Fun to imagine beaver- 

faced congtomerateur Saul Sternberg at Canyon 

Ranch spa i where, says wife Gayfryd, "we don't 

use thr gym fat ilities") slogging up a mountain, 

streaming sweat. Well, fan of fun...,,„3 

Bonus Points: The “home sp,T fa water- 

head ng hucker for soaking ferr) creates effect 

exactly like sticking feet in the toilet and 

flushing repeatedly...,...... ...3 

Thi MpScnr'; Plaja Hotel owner Trump 

planning j tup uXln. liIi Vc spa—health t lub ...9 

Score ..    89.25 

11=, 
I 1 JHH JVA!S K u i luu b lj i i.; u j u i j l j u ; i,i u.. .j si. ' 

I iNHWIiT LOATHMUIINMI ..«*...8 

\M m Mj.sdei.ds: Cut clumsy deals in run tor 

mayor: by cynically seeking the Liberal Party 

nomination from former political foe Kay 

1 larding, then working for a law firm that 

represents a Noriega subsidiary. Gave only 

^■>33 of Ins $I94,(KKI family income to charity 

in 198*1.*__.___7 

Mitigating Factors: Enemy ol Al D"Amato; 

claims to like the Yankees .3 

Bom s Points: Called Ltuder "an incompe¬ 

tent" who's "never had to work tor a living.'' 

Koch ''an emhurrassmeni to New York.' 

Although he's correct on both counts, his 

strident, wounded cone confirmed he's an 

insufferable weenie...,,,..,.5 

Trl Me!*hl>s.i: ‘: Trump donated $3,WO ro 

the Giuliani campaign .    6 

Scxmi ..   86.53 

0 
% § 198# Rank .... 19 

/ [NHBMNT UlATHSOMFNEMi ... 6 

V Wp Misdeeds: Sugar Ray Leonard (after retiring 

in 1976, I9R2, I9K4 and 19H^) re-cmcrged to 

fight Thomas Hearns; 19"74 

heavy we ig h i c hamp < i torge 

Foreman.T 40, plans to fight 

Mike Tyson (who hinted he 

was finished with boxing 

after he beat Michael Spinks in I9HK); The Who 

(after retiring in 1983 following a "farewell 

tour ) reunited for a lucrative American tour; 

after a pseudo-farewell tour in 1981, the 

Rolling Stones toured again; and Garrison 

Keillor, whose f*rarrn liimt Companion ended 

nvo years ago in a torrent of weepy pomp, 

returned for a third lart-wdl performance> 

th rmcened more .,+,. „ „,+.„ 8 

MitigariNi. FAcroms: Ringo's back!.1 

Bunt ^ Puiinin: Members of Starship and the 

Jefferson Starship (defunct stnte 1984) reunited 

to re-form the Jefferson Airplane (defunct since 

HH-HH-H ' 

lui MPScoRf: Hearns vs. Leonard IM will 

probably be held at the Trump Plaii,,3 

Score ... 86.00 

COI_t»-FDSI oru 

COrUFUStOAl 

] 988 Rank . 

Inherent Loathsomeness ...6 

Mtsottos: Why did we indulge Pons and 

Fleischmann for so long? Despite the (act that 

these "findings" came from the 

University of Utah—an 

institution less renowned for 

nuclear research tiian for 

hyping discoveries that don't 

pan out (see the artificial 

heart)—why did we (und 

scientists at Stanford, Texas 

A&M and Georgia Tech; in India, Brazil,. 

Japan, the IJS.SR, Hungary and l(aly) believe 

rhem?............9 

Mitigating Factoils: Felt good tti think we 

would never pay a ton Ed bill again ......3 

Bom s Roini^; One cold-fusion adherent 

blamed criticism on the notorious “eastern 

fusion establishment" ..    6 

TrljufSoanr1; On February 1989, The 

Trump Organization called spy to invite 

coverage of an important announcement." It 

concerned Trump: The Game ....3 

ShjcjHI: ..84.35 
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ni: 
4 || 1988 Rank. .3 

11 "T Inherent Loathsomeness. . 

V m taiMJE^Ds: When Hispanics booed him, he 

.. . said, "They were rude,, which is contrary 

to Hispanic tradition.' When Harrison 

Goldin irks.il him, Ksm.Ii com pared him to 

Goehbels. When city fire fighcers 

heckled him, he said* "Their protest... 

only liars lens me in my resolve :o do 

what is right no matter what the 

pressures.'' To him, the residents of 

New York City areone massive mob—and 

he's nor going to give in to us. Maybe H that's why he's running foe mayor again: 

tii ccaeb us a lesson ......8 

MiTiOiitiNC I-actoss: Called Pete Ham ill a 

"'jerk".......*... 2 

Bonos Points; On radio, said he'd never 

discuss his sexual preference again—after 

declaring he's heterosexual .,.....,,,,..5 

Tri MpSetwir: Trump on Koch: '{Koch} 

said, 'I don't believe m hare.' Ask him what he 

thinks oi Donald Trump".....4 

Scorf ......... 33*35 

iunviT iRjnws 

i ■ ■ rpirf ;f mi r ir i ■ i 

Qn— 
\ I 1988 Rams 

f I Inherent LOATWJOMhNtss .....9 

w W Misuiinji. A Boston man peppers downtown 

Boston with A7 fire from a small plane. Old 

HtU'S. An Illinois madwoman spends the 

morning delivering arsenic-laced fruit to area 

homes, then mown down half a dozen 

school kids. Same dd stu}). So what's new? Kids 

with guns. Mot 15-year-old crack dealers. These 

are five-ycar-dd kihdergarttiers who wandet 

into the cafeteria with a loaded .25-caliber 

automatic or bring a live bullet co show-and- 

tdJ, New York schools have added gun- 

nwarentss classes to grade school curricula 5 

Mitigating Factors: Bush banned imports 

o! certain foreign-made rifles... 1 

Bonus Points: Teachers arc passing out NO 

■guns IN school buttons co first graders, 

supporting the belief rhar gunplay—like sex, 

drugs and algebra—is something best left till 

junior kigh ■■■.-.■...* 

TnurtpScoitr: The Trump PnmtJS once 

be Lungvd to arniS dcalet Adfldfl KlliVtll Ogg i -4 

Score .......... 82.50 

p*-»rx* nn 
^ 1 1988 Rank .. ......— 

Inhuiekt Loathsomeness ..10 

V V MiiDtiDS. Admitted to instances 

of "womanizing," thereby evoking 

unpleasant images of his 

dwarfish, bleared, beady-eyed per¬ 

son involved in sex; made pathetic, incredible 

vow ro quit drinking if confirmed ... 7 

Mitigating Factors: Caused re introduction 

of the word rmt into standard usage.. 3 

Bonus Points; Received votes of Confidence 

from Richard Nixon and Barry Goldwater .2 

Tri ufScore*: Cadillac's Trump Gulden Edi¬ 

tion linio features a paj^cr'shredder, a CD player 

and an electronic wet bar—making st the perfect 

make -on t mgbiIt ....._______3 

Scout ..31.39 

E9H8 Rank ......“ 

iNUCfllNT LuArUsuMtNfcfe .........___7 

Misoi tos; Kdly McGill is. Kathleen 

Turner. Roseanne Barr. The fat substitute 

oiestra (sucrose polyester) has "zero calories." 

Fat sucked out of the buttocks and injected into 

bps (nr cosmetic purposes.. A 

MaTKiATiNG Factors: Oprah looked better 

upcoming scents from Frisolk Presley 

^ and, espee i all y* t h e World W rest 11 ng 

Federation?......,...3 

rjffr MnitiATtNG Factors: HerbAtpen s 

Listen could've been called Spit valve.. 3 

Bonos Point?; Mrs. Lrncst 

Borg dint's Tuva is still available .6 

TrumfScorf 3vana has allowed her 

name to be put on a very special perfume ...9 

Scow ......77.18 

.tl 4 

Bonljs Points: One popular use of 

extracted body fat is reinjeciioti to eliminate 

dimples in areas that had previously been 

fat-sucked ........ 6 

TIiIMPSCOM'" Trump 

cheeks'suddenly chic ... 

Scokf ..... 

puffy, chipmunk l ike 

....8 

.. 79.50 

V 

I 9&S fr^fc A N b ■ n u ■ tl u • ■ in a i ■•■ ■■ i j j ■ j n i ■■ iaiaai.il i . ■ 

INH BRINT Lo ATKSOMIW ESS .... - M 6 

Misdeeds: In The Stv Ytwk Times and other 

newspapers, thousands were sfxmr on open 

"letters" to the public: Chris Whittle whined on 

about l riticism of his (. funnel Oru si heme; 

Morton Downey Jr.'s pro-Morton Downey jr. 

letter-ad in USA Today learnred signatures ol 

several big shots who actually hadn't signed or 

approved n: Exxon told the nation that it was 

really, really sorry for the Valdez spill m The 

Neu York ’Times (also: stv Tht Friends of Mike 

Milken. No. I 2) -.,.....-.5 

Mitigating Factors Patsy's restaurant's 

letter-ad blitt nn the i /mu goaded rhe paper 

In 19B9, nostalgia meant big (and. more 1988Rank .   49 

important, easy) money, guaranteeing that by inhuiunt Gjaihsomsni^ ..  7 

the year 2000, no albums nor featuring former misdeeds 9 

BufiWoSprinsfield personnel will be recorded. MllMIH< Fu.„llls .3 

A single issue of Roiling Sfwrp documented releases and/ ^ 

or touring plans of Paul McCartney , Rrngo Starr* The 
TKL MI1 SlORF . i hi 11 i ■ in i. i a i a i i ■ i ■ i i ■ i i ■ 11 i i i ii a ■ in u 2 

Who, the Rolling Stones, the Double Brothers, the 

Jefferson Airplane, Little Feat, Black Sabbath, Dave 

Mason, Molly Hatchet, Poco and a Yes alumni band. Hollywood churned out a slew of 

blockbuster sequels and created live-action personae for familiar two-dimensional faces 

(Batman, Warren Beatty's Ditk Tracy) while third-race films like Working Girl and The Barbs 

threatened to trickle down into rhe fourth-rate world of movie-based sitcoms. And the Six- 

Tony-a wards-winning roast of the latest barren Broadway season was Jerome RMrtts Broad- 

uay, a greatest-hits compilation. Surely, you'd chink, we re in for an anti-retread backlash in 

199(1? Judge lor yourself] plans lor Annie J arc under way. 

^c*u 

It ^ \ Rank . .....— 

I Inherent Loathsomeness . ... 8 

v/ W Misdeeds' Who, by this rime. Has not 

Smelled Sophia Loren's Sophia, Catherine 

Deneuve's Deneuve, Dionne Warwick’s Dionne 

and Mikhail Baryshnikov's Misha? What 

Dyitasiy fan lists noi dab bet! nn a little Forever 

Krystle or Carrington? And what about the 

into printing a meekly wortlet! "corieccion" ol 

Bryan Miller's review  .....4 

BoNf.h PtitMTh: Lyfldtm LaRmifhe H IritruK' 

lecter-ad boasemg of his tireless efforts TO' srop 

drug trail! eking was signed by three close 

friends and associates of Manuel Noriega ,,.,5 

TriwScorjT; Donald Trump gave New 

York a free seminar on the death penalty (T’jwj:, 

Neuii Put, SetiiiLy, tntiling 185,000).TO 

Score.  .....7400 
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| '‘The: brawuev 

BurucH 

fl 198S Rank ...............1 

■V I INHERENT LUATHSOMENBfti . ....9 

A A Misdeeds; The Sharpton-Maron-M add-ox 

troika rhrtaccried a S"1 billion lawsuit against 

state attorney general Bob Abrams, Sharp-ton 

barnstormed,, inciting racial hatred—first in 

Columbia, South Carolina, where he lobbied Idr 

the commutation ot James Brown's sentence; 

then in Miami, where he waited for a sequel to 

the Liberty City riots. Back in New York, 

Sharprnn tuggrard that the Cent ml Park rape 

suspects were the victims of "racial hysteria," 

only £ts lie outdorte by Maddox, who on 

radio. What are we going tti do. accept some 

white person's word that she s ,,, at Metropoli¬ 

tan Hospitalt. . .This whole rhEiig could bo an 

outright hoax '.........A 

Mi i lo.-ei i .Mr Famous: Sharp ion was arrested 

tor holding; a protest rally in the Helms ley 

Palace hotel  2 

Boxes Points: Sharpton announced a hunger 

strike while serving a week Ml an Albany pail, 

but reportedly ate tuny way..,,,,4 

Tm m^Sciohf : Sharpton vowed to throw .1 

"wilding party" at Trump t ower after Trump 

ran a pro-death-penalty letter ad ..5 

Score 73.7 a 

■ II JA€=;ic.«Eiivi4.rv<A 

II I 1%S RWK . ... .- 

f IMHtaENT LoathsomeNtss .. 5 

Jt IV Mihju-i-m: Too cnuny Jsu kie milesicmrH for 

both Mason and O.: 25-th anniversary of a 

husband's death; opening in London; a mother's 

death; opening in Washington; a granddaugh¬ 

ter's birth, opening ,1 restaurant ill New York; il 

son's law-school graduation: wrangling over 

one’s restaurant in Nt-v, York, a best-selling bio¬ 

graphy; a non-best-selling autobiography S 

Mi noATiNt; Factors: Preferable tor say. a 

publicity frenzy or behalf of Par 

Nixon and Pai S.i|.iL .2 

Bonus Points: Turned 60: 

turned surly ..  3 

TrcnifScure Mason 

t performed at a Polite Athletic 

League Superstar Dinner honoring 

Trump ....................................................... 5 

Scou .. .73,07 

I A — 

I VI RACI^IVI 

fl 4 1 K SNK ..... -........— 

II iNHtKKN 1 1.0ATHMIMES£SS .......   9 

A v Mjsih^us; Schragtrand Rubel! refused 

entrance to Orthodox Jews and blacks ar their 

Royaiton hotel. A Connecticut Kbnsman 

asb-ufed potential voters lie would l>e as 

moderate ax David Duke1, noting that "Duke ts 

not out to kill tile niggers and gas the Jews." A 

Memphis Me Donald's primed a calendar listing 

Martin Luther Ring Jr. Day as National 

Nothing l>ay. Florida Klansmen picketed a 

grocery store that had begun to stock kosher 

food ....................... ............3 

Mitigating Factors; A Hong Kong 

company finally changed name ol Djtkie 

toothpaste to Darlie .I 

Boni s Points : A Fox boro, Massachusetts, 

selectman candidate said, 'Hitler should have 

gotten every one of them" but later retracted the 

st a cement, saying, "I'm not segregated against 

anybody" ................1 

TrtUMFSenflE " Trump on his success; ' My 

character as a businessman was defined from the 

day I was born, . . . I'm a strong believer in 

genes"..+... 4 

ScuHi ..................................,...72+40 

H_. 

19B8 Rank .\ 2 

■w ■# Inherent Loathsomeness ,..,.,.,..,..,.,.,,...8 

A 1 Misdeeds ; Dec I i n ed to test tfy at Nort h ‘s 

trial; will make million from his memoirs 

and Speaking .Hy Mind, a collection of speeches 

by other people; changed the address of his new 

hnme to 668 St. Cloud Drive—from more apt 

original address, 666; will make a quick S2- 

million from a Japanese corporation for several 

days of "light speaking duties" .. -6 

Mitigating Factora: Has not made cameo 

appearance on Mr. BthvJen—yet  ..3 

Buni 's Pj untv 1 Its new office was used as a 

location set for Die Hard......4 

Tr['mj*S£gjo ' Trump has compared rival 

developers to Reagan—" people who talk a good 

game but don't deliver" .....4 

Score ....71,94 

— f * 

.rwi 

I \ JAMES BROWIMh 

j| * IVlOVEMiindT 

I9S8 Rank ..... 

"W Inherent Loathsoheniss .....6 

•I Misdeeds; Yes. he ij the Godfather of Soul, 

But he's also a man who, brandishing a shotgun, 

berated some people for using hjg office 

testtooms, then tried to run down two cops he 

had just led on a car chase—only six 

months alter receiving a suspended 

sentence for shooting up his wife's 

car while site was still in it ,.,..9 

Mitigating Factors: Brown was in the 

throes of a FCP addiction at the time.,..3 

Bom s Points A1 Sharpton has volunteered 

to do Brown's rime for him ....,.4 

TrumpScore'T Trump's elaborate hairdo may 

have been inspired by Brown's trademark 

pompadour  ......4 

Score      .70+77 

FAXIHAMlA/ 

/I I 1988 Rank .. . .. 

Hr I Inherent Loathsomeness ......7 

A I Mjsomds: Embarrassingly unfunny trend 

articles (just the fax, ma'am; p accessories; fax 

of lift.; K>v or fax) comnbuted to USA TixLty- 

ifjeation of America; idea-barren media 

devoured any human-interest story involving 

fax—fax dating service, faxed marriage 

proposals, laxed deli orders and So on; fountain- 

pen using, George IL Will-esquc Luddites wax 

rhapsodic about loyalty to the timeless, 

inconvenienr ways, while hypertech trek kies tie 

up machines faxing requests for Emerson, Lake 

and Palmer songs to FM DJs ..8 

■ n jC 
I I I Grand Metropolitan PLC gobbled Pilkbury, transforming itself into an international 

A I food colossus; SmithKlinc Beckman merged wirli Beecham Group P.L.C. to become 

III the world’s second-biggest pharmaceutical company; WPP Group P.L.C, claimed 

A \r Ogilvy to form the world's biggest advertising agency; Robert Maxwell's Macmillan 

Inc, entered a joint-venture agreement with McGraw-Hill to create America's second-largest 

textbook publisher; and Time Inc, (nominally) took over Warner to form the world's largest 

cable-and-publishing conglomerate, How do all these new supergigantic companies (with 

supergigantic debt) explain all this conjoining^ 7/^ greed, basically'} No. The people uv- pay 

to think seem to like the idea"} No. "C'mon—-all the other guyi are doing it? No. Rather, they mouth 

one simple word—one sufficiently vague and scien¬ 

tific-sounding seventies word that no one can object to 

without sounding like a spoilsport who doesn’t really 

understand the high-tech, do-the-deal Zeitgeist of the 

modern age. The word: synergy. They say it a lot, with 

varying degrees of exasperated matter-of-factncss. 

Synergy. Synergy, Synergy, After a while, it sort of sounds 

like a prayer. 

I9fi8 Rank ___ 

Inherent Loathsomeness ..  S 

Misdeed* .    ,...4 

Mitigating Factors .   3 

Founts ....   9 

TrimfScqhf ..  .,.7 

Score __...71+00 
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Mitigating FAcruRSL Chinese students in 

U.S. (axed pro rest information ro Beijing ...5 

Bonus Points: Tired of reading triv ial fax 

info in USA Twhsy? Fas a letter to the editor at 

{703)247-3134 ................,.2 

Tm MpScofts': Trump has a lax in his 

custom-built limousine ..............6 

SCOP ^ i , i h i 1 ■ , . . l ■ i + i i . .. -i 70 t43 

COrvrEiS^lOIVAUSWI 

19&B Rank ........— 

iNMfchJrN i Loathsomeness .6 

Misdeeds: LaToya Jackson, Frances Lear, 

Oprah Winfrey and Michael Reagan confessed 

that they'd been abused or molested as c hi I dren. 

Kristy McNicliol confessed she'd had a nervous 

breakdown. Tai Bi-nbilotiia. confessed she drunk, 

used drugs, quit skating and attempted suicide. 

Kitty Rukalcjs confessed she'd become an, 

alcoholic. Kctsrie Alley's puhlieiit sent out a 

press release encouraging, waiters to cover Alley's 

recovery from cocaine addiction...8 

Mitigating Factors: Celebrity confessions 

may help other victims come forward. Other 

celebrity victims* at least .2 

Bonus Points: Drew 

Barrymore tu-ult-sHed tesPmpL that 

she had her first dr ink at 9, started 

smoking marijuana at 10, took up 

cocaine at 12, went into rehab at 

13 JLeid now, at age 14, is finally 

ready to get on with her life..* 

TfcUMPScnttE": After accusing Larry King on 

live TV c;f having had breath. Trump confessed 

that he did it to give on example of intimidation 

techniques tie uses in deal-making .._ .3 

Score .......................70-25 

DAVIR? E 

IMHRaNK ..*............ 0 Inherent LoatH£gmEn£» .10 

Misdeeds: In 1970, had his picture taken 

wearing a Nazi uniform, holding a sign that 

said {william} kunsixer is a communist Jew; 

in 1975 said, "There's manv times I felt like 

picking up a gun and going shooting a nigger"; 

in 19H0 wrote that the Holocaust was a Jewish 

hoax; in 1985 said U.S. should have ’"a program 

to send [blacks} back to Africa"; in 1989 was 

[-tailed to Li»iiviunu kjjj»Livh.‘ oii the 

Republican ticket and is seriously regarded as a 

possible GOP candidate for U.S. Senate two 

years from now .... 3 

Mitigating Factors: Won only 51 pcrccnr 

of the vote .......-.3 

Boni i Points: Duke said , 'The only thing 1 

regret about my membership in the Kian is that 

it prevents sum* people from listening to me 

nOW1 ,ilii,,r,,r,rT,r,„i„rl,ril„,t. Mri,.,,,..,.,.,.,.--.,, 1 

ThumpSojhe”: Both use an tibiae k 

demagoguery for political advancement.3 

Score ...... i.69<32 

Okay, here s the story. There's a new guy in L9H8 Rank. ...... 

Moscow who's manipulating the liberals in Loat*omeness ....„a 

the Western news media, allowing Jewish Misasym ...... 6 

emijeracion and freer elections and capitalism ,, ., * 

and even sex movies. Hut this is just to get the West 
' ° Bonus Points ..... ......2 

to let down its guard, see, which is revealed in Chapter 
* _ _ 1 DarwScofur .......,.,....,4 

Two, when he has a frank and inti marc discussion wLth 
... . — , . l ,“■/* i ii SCORE ■,j[,j.,.,,,,,r„r*H„Tlrl,rll,,.„l1lrllr4E.^4 
his glamorous wife. Bur the spirit of freedom really 

catches on. He starts to sweat, and after Chinese students start demonstrating, he has to get 

on the horn and order his minions in Beijing to open fire. But throughout all this, 

Washington is preoccupied with a scan da I that topples the speaker of the House and distracts 

everyone from the fact that the president—yeah, the impotent, WASFy vice president in 

the last book—is pretty worthless, although everybody starts to rhink better of him after 

he and his whole Cabinet die in a mysterious plane crash- Wait, that's not until Chapter 

Eight, after the defecting Soviet nuclear submarine runs aground on the Riviera and 

irradiates the Cannes him festival, , . . 

EVICRVTHIMC BAD 

■S GOOD ACAl^l 

i If A Y A . ,'..r. ................ . 

Inherent Loathsomeness ...._...... ..... 3 

Misdeeds: Whar> Eating red meat can toner 

cholesterol:* Party meats 

t&J us against cancer? 

The Pill actually heljtt 

pmwt ovarian cancer? The 

sweetener cyelumatt doesn't 

cause cancer? Having one nr two drinks a day 

may Imvr the risk nl having a stroke? Chocolate 

doesn't cause acne? .      6 

Mitigating F.U7TOtts: Jane Brody ran pretty 

much be ignored ............ 3 

Bonus Points; Cliee^ Whig, they now say, 

helps fight cancer .    8 

TmumpScure’: Someday in the distant future, 

we may discover rhar Trump was not 

completely bad..      4 

Scant 63.71 

MAVt HICHTS.TOO, 

I9SK Rank .... 

iNtiBfNi Loathsomeness ..  5 

Ml.di.ids: Fanatics breathed riew life into 

nearly irrelevant 1970s-ish movement; valuable 

research on drug addiction haired when animal- 

nghts groups pressured Ciomcll University 

pharmacologists into forfeiting a large grant: 

Animal Liberation From called the fur trade 

"Nazism" and caused mLlbons of dollars’ 

damage by burning and breaking into labs; 

pop relic Chrissie Hynde encouraged the 

bombing of a McDonald's in England ■ ■■ S 

Mn tGATiNii Fact one; A Texas company that 

uses pnmates for AIDS research has established 

n 1 2-bungalow retirement home fur aging 

chimps .     4 

Bonus Points: A letter-writing campaign by 

viewers of Wuttq?tt resulted m .m 

episode in which one character gives up her fur 

amis  ..............7 

TrlmpScori Ivana wears furs.,....6 

Sc OKI . L, L... I ................... J, J. ....... k, — 3 0 

IVEW VOHKKJ1 

EMBARRA^^rVlE:i%JT<5 

I9S® Rank .. 

Inherent Loathsomeness .. ...4 

MfsDfcttw: A banner year of the wrong sort; 

Cbgi Mahon s The Lwst Day* n] The New Yorker m 

an account of the enfeeblemenc and sale of the 

magazine. John Htrsey caught being something 

less than generous in crediting sources in his 

piete on James Agee. Janet Malcolm's two-part 

piece condemning journalist Joe McGinnis* lor 

having betrayed murderer Jeffrey MacDonald 

land the subsequent revelation that Malcolm 

talk'd ro mi-nrifin her nwn twltac. rtfiali^Oiiil 

betrayal of psychoanalyst Jeffrey Ma$son) set oft 

tiresome round of thin-skinned rebuttals 10 

Malcolm's well-argued thesis that journalism is 

" m oral I y 1 n deft ns ible"' ..,...... 9 

Mitigating F,icroRs: That issue that had five 

good cartoons ... .....2 

Bonus Points: Publication of Bob Gottlieb's 

history of tlie plastic handbag ....2 

Trxmp Scokj ": Tht A ft aj r/v De^I was 

published by Random House, which, like The 

New Yar#iTt is owned by Si Kcwhouse.2 

Scotti ........... 6S.23 
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pi 10 rein him in"); suggested "nuking" Scott's 72- 

m the axis powers or 73->r«-otd assistant; spent following weeks 

fl lfJH8R.\Nii ...elaborately burying the hatchet with Willard 

II “W Inherent Loathsomeness ...untiE even newspapers grew bored wieh it.. I 

V m Misdeeds: They’re back! Japan and West Mitigating Factors; The notorious memo 

German)1 mercantilist autarkies pining for a wav, by and large, astute -. 4 

militarist past. Both have been charged wuh Bonis Points: Despite his $2-rnillion- 

illegally expiating nuclear materials tu plus salary, his mother, Rhea, is forced to 

questionable governments (the Japanese to Hast Ijvc in a tiny apartment in a dangerous 

Germany, the West Germans to India). neighborhood and says, Tm just trying to 

Germans helped Qaddafi build a forget I have him" 

poison-g-av plant and became South Africa’s TmjMt>5cc*iT Trump's feuds (with Leona 

biggest trading partner, while Japanese send us Helm sky, Merv Griffin, spy and others) also 

karaoke dubs, and tourists, gobble up our farm- overpublic i$ed  ......2 

land and on-upl high technologies like high- SmAK ..... 67+00 

definition TV and the FSX fighter plane.... 8 

Mitigating Facti«s: T. Boone Pickens 

now controls a Japanese auto-parts company; I If THk * r 

West Germans forced co endure 200,000 0.$. j I ISMHank 

troop?.....4 II Inherent Loathsomeness 5 

Bom s Points: Neo-Nazi computer games V I Misdeeds: The Snow White J 

art on the rise in Germany, as is know-nothing facsimile dancing with Kob Lowe. 

anti-Semitism in Japan...10 Dustin Hoffman’s convincingly performed 

ThimfScore ■ Trump on the new Yellow weepy speech. The Otwif-ltkc "Stars 

Peril: "Why doesn’t somebody say co Japan. of Tomorrow" number featuring youngsters 

'You're ripping us oil. We love you, bur we’re both talentless and unfamiliar 

going to put a 20 percent tan on everything you M mu at i no Factors: The Reagans said they 

sell in this country unril you open up?" ...,2 liked the Snow White number...3 

Score    ...... 67.50 Bonds Points: Show bii commn$sion 

if it - -J*-'- i LTC~*U rH0t 

A smooch-raiking southerner inking on the New York publishing industry? What 

a novel idea! Special Reports t the advertiser-driven doc tor’s-office quarterly „ for which 

subscribers must forgo all but two other waiting-room periodicals? Another novel 

idea! But then, novel, overpublicized, "interesting” ideas are Chris Whittle's spe¬ 

cialty. Good ideas are not, This year, lie gave us Channel One (the commercial-infested 3 2- 

mimjte news, broadcast for public schools); a few full-page New York Times ads (criticising 

Channel Ones many crirics); a publishing venture (in 

which authors David Halberstam, John Kenneth 1 ^RaSIL ..... 

Galbraith and James Arias are paid to write 1.00-page ^HraEXI LoATHWHENE5S ■■-.® 

nonfiction books chockabltKk with, yes, more ads); Ml5tJEEUS ...- ■.--.,.-.,,-.7 

and a handiul ol other projects and schemes that, like Mitigating Factors ........3 

Special Reports, everyone has heard about but few have &'nl-s Points....3 

ever really seen. Then again, how about that bow tie? TrimfScori ..       4 

What a novel idea! Score ..      6-7.M 

BnVAIMT CUMBE 

39&8 Rank. ............................. 

INHERENT LOATHSOMENESS ...... B 

Misdeeds: Wrote the notorious 

Today show memo griping about David 

Hurowiti ("a walking dkhtf"), Gene Shalit ("his 

interviews aren't very good"), Art Uknc ("his 

‘health week,' women's month,' 'children’s year' 

shit is boring and repetitive") and Willard Scon 

("This guy is killing us and no one's even trying 

investigated atrociousness of telecast ...,....,.8 

Tm mpScore ” Supertitay production could 

inspire Trump to hire Allan Garr ............... 1 

Score ... 

(I, 
3 It ,S K R- .........'ll ....... r,ir,,,,r r... 

II I INHERENT LOATHSOMENESS 4 

V V Misdeeds: An S&l. crisis primer: Greedy 

speculators* take charge of thrift institutions 

and. under the Ft'gulatOrdy tax Reagan 

administration*, make rash, Sometimes 

fraudulent, investments. Once the deals sour, 

the wheeler-dealers* give campaign contribu¬ 

tions to money-mad legislators*, who authorise 

subsidies that steefsen the slide until disaster 

occurs. Who cashes in? Robert Bass*, Ron 

Pete!man*, by the bucketful. Who pays and 

pays? The taxpayer-----..... 9 

(* frequent spy subjects) 

Mitigating Factors; The big bailout has 

created new government bureaucracies with 

Orwellian names, particularly the Office of 

Thrift Supervision ..5 

Bust s Points: Federal bank regulators 

estimate that Don Ray Dixon, owner r>f a 

Vernon, Texas, S&L, was personally responsible 

for at least $1 billion worth of damage to the 

thrift industry .  ...,9 

TrcmpScoke'": Donald Trump* ..,.,.6 

Score ..66,30 

19&B Rank  .... — 

Inherent Loathsomeness  .. 7 

Misdeeds: After lurking on the fringes of 

scandals throughout his career, D" Amato 

contributed to HUD stcalachon by allegedly 

steering subsidized housing away from poor 

people and toward hometown cronies and 

relatives, Re-earned nickname Senator 

Shakedown (or his bully-boy fundraising ... 7 

Mitigating Factors: Thick glasses earned 

him the childhood nickname Tojo—-which, 

according to liberal social theorists, should 

make us feel sorry for him ..3 

Bonus Points; Like sleazy former colleague 

Tony Coclho, has been chummy with Drexet 

Burnham.....1 

TrumpScore ■; Both arc public ity-mad 

Republican bridge-and-tunnel bustlers in 

positions of power .. 4 

Score ....,66JO 

01) 
1988 Rank .... 

Inherent Loaihmimenes* ..9 

V W Misdeeds; Proliferation of cars fitted w ith 

arena-ready sound systems has added an element 

of Russian roulette to the ordinary traffic jam; if 

the red lights break badly lor you, prepare tn 

welcome tinnitus, Wt sard. "WELCOME 

Tmmtm." What?.........,5 

Mitigating Factors; Sound waves might 

blow you out of the way Like a dry leal before 

the car could hit you .   ,,.,3 

Bonds Points; Now available; the ’’Sonic 

Jacket," which has two shoulder speakers, two 

chest speakers, amplifier and battery pack 3 

TrumpSl'dre": The Trump Golden Edition 

limo has top Blaupunki speakers ...............3 

Score .. 65,71 

Gopyn; 
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WHAT'S LEFT OF THE 

Eiwinom me: pm tt 

1988 Rank. .................................. 8 

INHERENT LDaIUSONXNE^ ..3 

Misdeeds: Worsening urban smog is Enough 

to make a person want to move as far jwajf as 

possible. Like Alaska No. Or Farher, the 

Midwest, Bur that's whet* 

all those acid rain- and 

cancer-causing coal- 

burn lng power plants are. 

Maybe a secluded island, the kind of place 

where newly extinct dusky seaside sparrows 

might once have lived- Unless it falls victim to 

one of the 5,000 nil spills that happen each 

year in U.S. waters . ■ rniriiiniiriri-MPi-riri-riii-MFtV 

Mitigating Factors: Cancer ^causing radon 

gas is found naturally in SQil ...,,,.4 

Boms Points: It's enough to make a person 

go live in .i South American rain forest or 

something ...,......6 

Tki rmt ■. Trump City, if 

built, will destroy a grassy riverfront lot ..,.6 

Score .......______65.50 

i_AW'WECOI%E BAD 

1988 Ranis ..... 

In HOENT LOATHSOMEKBS  .. 6 

Mummed*. Manhattan lawyer Peter Schmidt 

vanished with m i Hi am of dollars of other 

people s money. Lawyer Jack Solerwitz, who 

represented air-traffic controllers and federal 

agents, allegedly embezzled £2 million irom 

clients. Would-be Sawyer in Call form a forced 

his pregnant wife to rake the bar exam for 

him. Lawyer Richard Golub stepped down 

from representing a model in divorce 

proceedings when the |udgc pointed out it 

was inappropriate for him to be having an affair 

with her. And these arc just the ones who have 

been caught ....4 

Mitigating Factors; Lawyer/child-beater 

reputed wife-abuser Jod Steinberg finally went 

tO pt J SOtl , ... r, r . ... p, , r, - .. r 1 .... ., r 1 - - , r + J - .. ■ 2 

PScirJi * PtiiN-iv William Lucas, George 

Bush’s failed nominee fnr assistant attorney 

general, turned out to have flunked [he bar 

exam .......... 1 

ThumpScore t In his correspondence with 

spy threatening legal action over an article about 

his wile that neither he nor his lawyers had seen, 

Donald Trump wrote "my attorneys are 

cht imping hk\ at the hit" over spy's su-c ailed 

"liable Dir] and extortion" .... 8 

Score _______65,25 

HICH-TURAII 

198K Rank ..... 

Inherent Loathsomeness ..4 

Mis|ai:t:US- The AW- Yarjfc Poll, for 

example—remember editor Jane Amsterdam 

(tenure' 35 1 days)? Publisher Peter Price? Or 

US Sett I 6 WvrtjRiprt—Shelby Coffey 

itenure: approximately .100 days)? How many 

days art left tor Roger Rosenblatt? MA Today 

t>n TV—four format changes, two executive 

producers and its entire New York bureau. The 

wholesale metamorphosis of Vogues masthead 

under Anna Wmiour.....5 

Muiurt iiM. Factors] Stxiri all media will be 

owned by one multinational megacong lorn crate 

any wa v: t urnove r will | list he reass ig n men r. 2 

Bonis Points : Spin m ag oz i ne.. 6 

Tri mrSi ork’1; Within JO days oflvana's 

arrival at The Plaza, a horde of managers were 

let go ......... 7 

Score ....64,50 

VAAIITV HECORDtNCS 

1985 Rank .............— 

Inherent Lmthsominias ... 7 

Mispeeus: More Downey Jr, released an 

album of country-and-western-flavored 

anti drug, antLpol lotion and anti lawyer songs: 

bosomy dirty-book writer Shirley Lord recorded 

a number of .songs for private release: former 

Knight Rider costar David Hasselhuff has two 

singles on the West German charts; Ron 

Perlman, who played Vincent (the putatively 

dreamboarish monster in Btauiy and/be Beast)„ 

released an album of romantic verse ( with 

musical accompaniment) Michael Damian (of 

rxjETr 

Good news! The number of homes where TV 1988 Rank ..... 

is watched increased this year (but the percent- isn^isrr Loathsomeness  .. 7 

age of people watching network TV sank to a misdeed* 4 

new low). The networks still pull out all the mitigating factors 3 

stops for huge, spectacular productions—ABC's War & ( 

and Remembrance, tor instance (which lost apptoxi- 
TkcmipScoai"..........7 

mately S40 million), and the Winter Olympics (which 

lose £65 million). And they still spend over $100- * "l 

million a year to develop pilots (75 percent of which fail immediately). And how about that 

compelling coverage of the crisis in China (on CNN)? You just can’t beat TV news (on CNN)! 

This season network TV is getting even better. CBS is presenting a $20 million promotional 

game (cosponsored by K mart),, and ABC is showing elaborate promotional trailers for new 

sitcoms (in movie theaters). Radio with pictures? they once said. it'll never catch on! But TV did, 

and the best is yet to come. Sure, there’s more competition now (Tt/enwm that yuu ham Ut pay 

a small monthly fee for/ Television that you ham to rent a cassette to see? A teJet is ton shopping 

network?)y but they'll probably never catch on. 

THE MOSCOW 

198B Rank       ....— 

Inherent Loathsomeness. . 3 

Misdeeds: On the heels of Billy Joel’s 

lemptr-camrum tour, we have in the past 

year given Soviet audiences Motley Crde 

(with Heathef Locklear), Boh [uvi, the 

Scorpions, Ozzy Osbourne, Edgar Winter, 

ifit rt* truly nurttired Van CEiburn, and Billy 

Crystal.. 

Mitigating Factor*.: 

Hath day Bon Jov] 

Spends in the Soviet 

Union is a day they're not 

here..........____ 1 

Bom Points: When she visits Moscow on 

her Russian tour. La Toya Jackson plans to 

meet with Raisa Gorbachev...10 

Trl MPScoiur: Trump claimed iTOSsible 

Soviet business ventures...... 4 

Smirk ..... 63.50 

The Ymng and tin* Restlm) recorded a new and 

Lm necessary vers.i.I David Ksvk's I 9':is hit 

' Rock On. ' Sukhreei Gabel recorded a single of 

her song "Who Am ] ro judge?" I meld a Marcos 

covered ‘Feelings" on her recent LP. Kim 

Basinger hasn't finished her solo album yet, hue 

it's, sure to be every bit as good as former 

Play til ate Barbi Bentttfi'b album of New Age 

music ............6 

MiiTi,aiiNt. Frtt.iors; Rhino Records released 

a compilation of old celebrity vanity records 

(including Jack Webb’s version of "Try a Little 

Tenderness’ and Leonard N i mo vs recitation of 
r 

Bourse Founts: Rob Lowe s video Is ft ti<u in 

Here (Or Is It Just Me}? was the hit of the 

underground circuit.....4 

TkuxpScohl ■: Trump and Don Johnson 

sang "The Way You Do the Things You Do" 

wtch three former Temptations at Trump 

Gasrle .-..—..——.......+,■ ■4 

Score  ....,63.44 
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coiu vc r%j iE:rvi~r 

I9S8 Rank ....— 

Inherent Loath jomeniss  ..„.4 

Misdeeds; Of course, pr-trrj.^l: i! Int-ss (or 

death.; isn't calculated. But it sure seems . . , 

umitnierM. Hurry HeJrmley was det lired unfit tu 

srand trial tm tax-fraud charges because of 

"substantial brain damage " from a series of 

small strokes; Ferdinand Marcos suffered 

congestive heart failure as soon as a federal court 

decided he was. welt enough to travel to New 

York for arraignment; Brooklyn Democratic 

boss Meade Esposito got mn til hrihtrv charges 

when the judge heard that Esposito was legally 

blind, suffered memory lasses and had recently 

been staring off inro space.,..,...ft 

Mitigating FAcrutts: Except for that 

problem with his teeth, Oliver North stayed 

healthy ail year long ..... 2 

Bonus Points: John Holmes..9 

Tbj Mj-Scmr t Ivana hid out jn Santa Monica 

Hospital and returned looking healthier than 

before, in face and chest regions .4 

Score .....63,25 

MiictrAi ino Factors: Turns ordinary passers- 

under into tabloid martyrs.... 1 

Rusi's PtHMv A six-story building in 

Harlem collapsed, and soon ....? 

TmiMPStoRF'; Trump dieted CO tebuild the 

Williamsburg Bridge ................7 

St-oKJc .......62.50 !tih*e= keiveaities 

REVIVAL 

198B Rank  __— 

INHERENT LOATHSOMENESS .,.8 

Misdeeds; Not a campy celebration, but a 

stone-faced revival of urban-cowboy chic, pants 

for women, mustard-colored clothing, sideburns 

and the gloomy, circa-1*>75 atmosphere of drug- 

and racism-ravaged New York City, Ralph 

Nader, jerry Brawn, Donny Osmund and 

jimmy Carter are back in the limelight ..,.,4 

MinovrtNa Factoas: Detrme {now called 

perestroika) is back  ....5 

Bonus Points: Robbie Knievel............4 

iKi’MP.SrouFTrumps look is no longer 

dated ............_______.......7 

Scurf .. ....... .,.,6244 

ME 

First, in 1984, there was ClaraPdkr. Then came 19#8 Rank ..    — 

The Gulden G Ms, a nd before we knew ir, chert was Inherent Loai h sun i-ness ..  2 

a whole raft of new publications for ''mature" misdeeds .... 5 

women—amonK them Ltar's and MirMta, two ... 

glossies published by and named for two elegance-crazed. ^ ^ 

naturally gray women scorned. {Lear's takes the gimmick 
TemrSoiRE ..... 5 

the farthest, celebrating female decrepitude by rreatmg its 

readers fo the occasional quasi-nude photograph of a sexy 

grandmother and publishing what looks like a cruiser s guide to desirable men called Good Men.) 

Apparently, now rhat women have die choice of never looking lake old ladies, theories who elect 

to look like old ladies are suddenly chic. Barbara Bush, for example, is maniacally beloved precisely 

for turning down the Ret in-A, the liposuction, the MissClairoL And because her oafish preppy mate 

compares her to a blimp—in public. Bill Wyman: boy, are you behind the times. 

!9WS Rank ......... 

[niiirent Loathsomeness .... 3 

Mcsorfns r A s ix-s cory m j drown budding 

decided to relax and unwind on top of more 

than ten people; the FDR [3rive delivered a 

500-pound c hunk of toncretr to a Plymouth; a 

Subway tunnel spontaneously 

redecorated a No, 2 train rwf; 

the old May s building facade 

sloughed some brickwork off 

onto a passerby, F.vcf get the 

feeling that the city is alive and 

doesn't like us very much'1 .. .4 

IROriT- wia_Dimc 

PAFtAWDIA 

19K8 Rank .......— 

Inherent Loathsomeness ... 5 

i Misdeeds: The crime w’as horrible, Bui New 

York found a way to [riviiilize it; shameless 

serialization of the victim's progress in play by 

play headline: Jogger hc.nais a high five . 

JOGGEBt WALKS u „ . JOGGER WRITES NAME, And 

the new buzzword—-u tiding, A week later, 

some black kids went chain-snatching in the 

Village. (They're wilding again!) Then the story 

about high School Athletes in suburban New 

Jersey raping a retarded girl. (Oh. my God. now 

riYn white kidi are wilding!) Finally. Spike Let’s 

Do the Right Thing, (Oh. n<*—a movie that 

tnautragei utiding) li failed to tgruce the race 

war predicted by alarmist observers, and New 

YutkV me problems became old, ung I amorous 

news again ..    4 

Mitigating Factoss: No theater owners 

banned Do the Right Thing, no rbts broke our in 

rheaters showing It..  .,..,.4 

Bun[ h Points: The City Sui}^ a block *«kly, 

described the jogger's body u “the American 

Ideal . . . perr buttocks, soft white thighs, 

slender calves, firm and high breasts" .. S 

TJtLMfrScmE : Citing the Central Park rape, 

Trump houghi full-page ads advocating the 

death penally _   10 

Score .     ...61.50 

II J 1 SHRANK  .— 

f Inherent Loathsomeness  .. 7 

i \m Misdeeds: American and Canadian 

developers arc developing 2 DU mi I lion .square 

fret of new mall space every year—an area the 

size nf Connecticut; the "Mall of America," 

under construction in Bloomington. Minnesota, 

could hold football fields and will contain 

nearly 800 shops.......,..,,,,,.2 

Mitigating Factors: , . , Jfi theaters, a 

miniature golf course, a *?-acre indoor 

amusement park ........ 2 

Bonus Points: . .. 100 nightclubs and 

restaurants, and a health dub ..10 

Tri Mk^nAir: Megamalls make Trump 

Tower's arcade look even dinkier _.,.,'9 

SiXffle ....60.96 

nocK r\j noLLicrt 

THAM THOU 

I9HH Rank .......... 

IWWMNT LOATIISOMENE5E .. .„.. .... 7 

Misdeeds: MTV reaches teens that the U.S, 

should get our of Nicaragua, that homelessness 

is a crisis, that big-fitted chicks in spandex 

bust ten can be effectively disciplined by any 

long-haired guy who has A 12-string axe. Sting, 

adopting the Brazilian rain Eoresi as hiseaLise- 

of- the-month, toured with the chief of Brazil's 

Kayapti Indians;, a Sioux Indian leader and, of 

course, a filmmaker; Lou Reed devoted his 

entire New York album to ralk-singing about 

how poverty and homelessness suck; David 

Bowtc sang condemnations of politics, drugs 

and all rhat {drug dealers, Bowie sing 

eloquently, are "just a bunch of assholes with 

bntrhoies for their brains"j...,6 

Mitigating Factors: Music with political 

overtones i, Jackson Browne, 10,000 Maniocs) 

less offensive than poll ties with musical 

overtones (Lee Atwater, Sting 1.......3 

Bonl s Points: Paul McCartney defends his 

tout promoting an environmental group: ’'Yeah, 

it is boring. But unfortunately if we don't get 
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boring we're going 10 get dead".,.7 

'J'hfMPSoowi*■: Sd(-.serving personal 

promotion disguised as moralizing civic 

responsibility. Sound familiar!' .4 

Score .................. 60 .17 

coiruci avvay 

1988 Rm<k ... 

lNKEMMT IJiATTHSOMENtiii .9 

MtJDf tPs: Having produced a Top Ten 

album, acted passably in Sp&d-tbe-Pfow, 

weathered a divorce from Sean Penn* won a part 

in Warren Beatty's Dick Tracy, won a pari in 

Warren Beatty's personal life, received 

immeasurable publicity from Pepsi for a 

commercial it tool? off the air, anti engaged in 

coylesbian high jinks with Sandra 

Bernhard all in one year, she’s here to stay. And 

there's nothing anyone can do about it,. 4 

Mmovrisu Pactops l She'd be the Joey 

H cat hereon of the 2010s___...._ 3 

Bonus Points: Appeared on the covers of 

frUtrjiat, Esquire, Spin, Railing Stone, Vtig fie and 

r Sty .I,1*, ^4‘t-HS. ■ r IHJ J.| I, ■ JHS< - 

TH I MJ*S< J JHt: 

rhvme ., 
r 

SCORl ........ 

vana' and "Madonna' 

.,.,„.l 

............59.74 

IVIUL..ATE E» r%J HWSi 

1988 Rank ...— 

]N HE RENT Lu.AEHMiMl:NJiSS ......7 

Misdeeds: ABC used a “simulation machine" 

to make lake surveillance-camera footage of 

Felix Bloch committing treason. NBC's 

pointless show Yesterday, Today & Tomorivu' used 

special effects to puc Chuck Scarborough into a 

1910 murder case (NBC News president 

Michael Gartner calls the news show J'a vehicle 

for 5cary-relling“)..6 

MmGATtNO Factors: May 

vindicate conspiracy 

theorists who btrlitvt the 

moon landing took: place in a 

TV studio in Arizona....2 

Bonus Points: CBS’s Saturday ,Sight With 

Connie Chang wj]] use actors (including James 

liar] Juntas> to re-create events such as the 

bombing of Pan Am Flight 103.ft 

Tm MP&tiRt’: Tmmp played a character 

based on himself in a TV miniserits .......... 1 

Score ....................58.96 

1988 Rank, ....— 

INHERENT LoATHSOHENfiSS .. 5 

Mistrerus: 60 Minute's expose on Alar 

(actually an exclusive granted by an environ¬ 

mentalist group)1 engendered so much (retting 

that the I:PA announced its plan to ban the 

carcinogenic “freshness enhancer"—but not for 

another IS months, since, well, iff «sf rmily 

that ifimxvgiiiii. Tons of Chilean fruit were held 

ill storage after two grapes—not ewa bunches but 

tuv individual graft# — were found to be Jaced 

with levels of cyanide well below the amount 

needed to make even a child sick 8 

MmoAtjNo Factors: Pur the fear of God 

into insufferable vegetarians ...3 

BoNcS Points; An Oregon mother had scare 

trouper:; stop the school bus unci seize her 

daughter's lunch, which contained grapes -8 

Trump Score'; In Tht Art *>} the Deaf, Trump 

drinks a can of tomato—not apple—juice ..3 

Score _.......___ . ._58.43 

Disney World hamburgers with turkey 

burgets...   .......4 

TrlhtScore’: Trump's own theme-park 

'home," Mar-a-Lago, is just 150 miles from the 

new Disney-MGM Studios .. 7 

Seoul .........57.91 

1988 Rank .... . .,,.6 U Inherent Loathsomeness . ...ft 

Misdeeds: Bush musi be out there 

somewhere, floating beneath the hrwllines. 

Of- fTllKE 
SfMET^Me 

L A T £■ ft 
WE l g S 
L A r * ft 

M A IN f Hi 
L. ,w T CA 

IMEVERE 

A rough year for those with short attention spans: news stones broke—and then kept 

right on breaking, in slow motion, for weeks and months. It didn't begin or end with 

Elizabeth Taylor's weight fluctuations. In Los Angeles, the trial of day-care-center 

operators accused of child molestation is entering its 28th month; Leona Hdmsley 

got hers on a daily basis for months; and Pete Rose was regularly photographed scaring grimly 

from the Reds’ dugout steps, thinking about what the papers had written about him the day 

before. Remember pattern TALKS CONTINUE? The headline alone can conjure up memories of 

March, and also of April, May and June, With Frank Lorenzo, Donald Trump and Peter 

Ueberroth heading the cast, the saga ran longer than Upstairs, Downstairs. And what about the 

future of Rick Pitino? Last May, newspaper readers fdt as if they were at the Piri nos' dinner 

table, passing rhe salt and giving the family their opinion on whether rhe K nicks' coach should 

stav put or take that college coaching job. pitino to 
1988 Rank .... 

VISIT KENTUCKY ABOUT JOB; KNICKS FREE PITINO TO TAKE 
„ _ „„ Inherent Loathsomeness ....,,,,,.7 

KENTUCKY JOB; WHAT DOES PITINO REALLY WANT?; RICK, 

READY TO BOLT; IF PITINO LEAVES KNICKS ... I PITINO CAN'T MESnE£nS ..       ft 

RESIST LURE OF COLLEGE; MAKING A MOVE/; PITINO'S MettCaTInC FACTOR* ....—.3 

FAREWELL?; and, finally, he’s OUtTa HERE—the same Bonus Points .    5 

day, incidentally, the Times announced, eastern deal TrwipScom' .. ft 

WITH USAlk 3S OPPOSED. Scour  Jl.ll 

MICKET MOUSE IAIC. 

1 V8Ft Rank. . —. — — - ........ — _,_^4 

iNHtAfNT LOATHiOMINtSS ...5 

Misdeeds: Glut of Disney-related 

advertising in (3-3 full-page ads—$3- 

million worth—in six months) directly 

preceded Nemuvek cover story on Disney; 

opening of Disney-MGM Studios Theme Park, 

well documented by thousands of press people 

wbo’d received free rickets and hotel accommo¬ 

dal ions; re-released Peter Pan was butchered to 

fit widt-sereen format; acquired company of 

competitor Jim Hereon ...5 

Mine,atino Factors: In a display of legally 

prudent generosity, Disney World 

visitors knocked down by overtffi- 

ctenr street-cleaners are offered free 

tickets and airfare home ..,ft 

Bonu s Points; Bisner says his 

"secret goal in life” is to replace 

periodically surfacing in those little boxen 

reserved for comical errors- rendered newsworthy 

by the status of the people who com mir them 

Like when he transplanted an dm from the 

White House to North Dakota (and brought 

North Dakota's first gypsy moths along with it). 

Or his advice to students in rural Pennsylvania: 

"Now, like. I'm president. It would be pretty 

hard for some drug guy to come into the White 

House and start offering it up, you know? ... 1 

bet if they did, I hope 1 would say* 'Hey, get 

lost, We don't want any of that' “.............. 4 

Mjti&atjng Factors: Maybe Quay It isn't the 

most inept official in D.C ....,„3 

Bonus Points; His Russian-sounding 

hux&ah at an aerospace plant: "1 wane Co give rhe 

high-five symbol to high tech”...2 

Tm'MpScouf: Trump on Bush: "I like 

George Bush, but this 'kinder, gentler' crap is 

killing us"  ......,....,.4 

Score ....57.63 
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DAfll RATHER 

l9SSRANk ... 44 

INHERENT LOATHSOMENESS .... 6 

Misdeeds: No unexplained 

fisticuffs wi[li men demanding "the 

frequency" this yeai. but there was 

still Hitchcockian intrigue: his 

apartment was broken into and 

ransacked- No on-air fracases with 

presidential candidates, but there was 

fit ill questionable judgment: he rook the llt-erarrg 

jVctd'j to Cuba and called his questioning of 

Castro in a receiving line an “exclusive 

intervicw," No summjr)'pufgcs ot undctlings, 

but many saw Rat her s hand in the departure of 

Diane Sawyer...........7 

Mitigating Factors: Several-second 

lapse during a remote broadcast bom 

Washington nothing like last year’s six- 

minutr tantrum......... 2 

Wonts Points: Signed off as “Danny 

O'Rarher" on St. Patrick’s Day .  £ 

TrumpScoele': Trump on Rather: "He's a 
■i a 

pro II mu ■.ri-i I ■ ■■ ■ ■ ■ I ■ ■ i i ri ■ ■■ ■ ■ ■ ■ li ■■■■■■■ i ■ Hu ■ > ■ ■ ■ h i J 

Score ..       56+65 

- - ■ - --- - i - -- - s.- _ 

£988 Rank ..... 

lNHt.itF.NT Loathsomeness 

Misdeeds: New York State's most 

incorrigible inmate boasted nf halving 

committed more than 2,000 crimes by age 1 5; 

has set fire to his cell seven times and attacked 

guards nine times, constant press coverage 

upheld tradition of white media obsessing on 

violent black criminals named Willie (see Lee 

Atwater, No. 1) ..,*,....-8 

MrrjGATiNG Factors: Not eligible tor parole 

for at least 53 years...2 

Bongs Points: His cell is stripped of 

lighting fixtures so he won't swallow them, as 

he has in the past.... 2 

TkumrSujri ■; Trump hyperbclically 

describes corpora re raider Carl leahri as "a killer. 

He'll throw hamburger, water, salad, anything 

on the tabic at you [in] a meeting" 2 

^h.h .. —.......—.........—........ . 25 

ABE nOSEAH 

Rank .....„. 

InherentLoathsominess ..9 

Misdeeds: Completed transformation from 

shrill, irrelevant columnist to shrill, irrelevant 

society juju; abdicated responsibility for 

managing his life and reputation tohis wife, 

bosomy Vogue beauty editris Shirley Lord; and, 

of course, there's his column, in which he has 

articulately called convicts ’wolves—no, worse 

than animals, some kind ol hideous mutants/' 

described the protests in China as 

"arousing love, all over che world" and 

starred one column with a pat her ic but 

curiously appropriate lead: "Please, wait—just a 

lew questions, - ,...2 

Mitigating Factors: Rookie of the Year sn 

spy’s Nightlife Decathlon ..3 

Son is Points: Rented Kinky Koupltt from 

Second Avenue RKO Video score ..........2 

Tri mfScoke': Wrote a strident, unenlight- 

ening column on Central Park rape—just like 

that ol paying Timet editorialist Trump .6 

Score ..   53.99 

eacr%i WARD 

1388 Rank .........  „...— 

Inherent Loathsomeness ..  8 

Misdeeds: Advised Hispanic officers to warn 

relatives to "be careful where they buy their 

drugs/' then suggested that Hispanics were 

unfit to hold policy-making positions in the 

department; cold a group of female officers that 

if mothers, started arranging cheir work hours 

around infant feeding times, "unisex hiring ot 

police officers will have to end"; revealed he 

always carries a semiautomatic pistol ,,....,., 6 

Mitigating Factors: Said the d rug - 

purchasing advice for Hispanics was "an attempt 

at humor" —,............,3 

Bonus. Points: Continued assault on fife 

department, claiming. "Anybody tan put the 

damn fire our. I've pur out most ot my fires 

iii y s cl i .... *.....................L.i,... 

TrumrScore Trump on the police: “What 

has happened .. . to the neighborhood cop we 

all trusted to safeguard our homes and 

families?"............. 2 

.55.78 

praises Judith Krantz, Mclnerney's spiritual 

mother, for having a “sense of the market" . 3 

Score ... 55.50 

HJfNH 

IIKl 

I9R8 Rank  ..,....,,..76 

Inherent Loathsomeness  .,....,.,..5 

MrsoEtDs: Mclnerncy, Janowjtz and what's- 

his-name—the pudgy, wan one—oh, yeah, El- 

h.s—continued to fade. Mclnemcy'j Story of My 

Life sold abysmally, despite his claims ro the 

contrary, jailowitz s Slain of New York was made 

into a movie that bombed, despite a Bloum- 

ingdale's Slaves of New 

York boutique. 

Mclnerncy recited ocher 

I ' people's quips at art 

. Algonquin Round Table 

reenactment, wrote a petulant, coo-much-mac ho 

arrack on critics in Ps quire and threw a party to 

celebrate finishing a magazine piece. 6 

Mitigating Factors: SPY Nnf&, a sari re¬ 

cti m-exegesis of the Brat Pack genre, has (now 

that a certain hirer Amendment—threatening 

lawsuit is resolved) been published ..,,.,..1 

Bonus Points: ’Hie podgy, wan guy didn't 

do much oi anything rhis year..,.,..,...6 

TrumpScore1': In The. Art of the Deaf Trump 

ov GMirr 

198# Hank ...— 

Inherent Loathsomely ...... 4 

Misdeeds: Didja hear the one about the tuv 

cable net mirks (HBO and MTV} that ate pant my 

millions into 24-hoar-a-day comtdy channels ? 

HowsahoUt it* tuts magffZmes that both devotedan 

entire, not very mpmm*> mat to comedy? All right 

all right, I promise: didja heat the one about thii guy 

u ho was in Animal House? He ttxtk ui-er National 

Lampoon and promised to make it funny again with 

hilarious pieces like ’*Art You a Homo?'" Can you 

helm~e this guy? And what about ad the third-fur 

celebrities who are suddenly doing stand-up rmtines? 

You know: Timothy Lean, Sydney Biddle Barron 

AI nr nits Downey Jr,, thoie types. Pretty funny, huh? 

Huh? Well, . r guess you had to be there.6 

Mitigating Factors: The Smothers Brothers 

are back; Laugh-In is not.................,2 

Bi iNl s PoiN rSr Has anyone Seen this Wheel of 

Fonune guy doing his own comedy thou ? Have you 

low this thing? No?........................ 4 

TrumpScofleT A recent Trump Castle triple 

bilk Norm Crosby, Pete Cooper and Charlie 

Callas ..... 5 

Scow .... 55.43 

f I 1988 Rank 

I nhfkbmt Loath somf.ness .......7 

J if Misdeeds: Claimed skinheads attacked him 

in an airport bathroom, shaved his head and 

drew a swastika tor ratheF, the 

mirror-re verse of a swastika) 

on his forehead; on Donahue, 

A pereuaded Phil to believe the 

ikinhead ineidrnt; punched 

^ out eamera crew from compet- 

^ ing low-renr infotainmenr 

show; wlls sued by the Bank of 

New York lor 532,000 he owed ic.. 6 

Mitigating Factors: Punched New York 

artist Mark Kostabi....3 

Bonus Points: Despite frequent on-air 

blasts abuLit fidelity, left his wife and almost 

immediately took up with another woman 9 

TrompScoke ■: Trump is to Horatio Alger 

what Downey is to Voltaire .... I 

Score ......55*28 

I98BRANK ...... 

Inherent Loathsomeness ..7 

Misdeeds: Steve Martin: the movie scar.1 

stand-up comedian who no longer does stand* 

Up—just like Woody. Spike Lee: the Brooklyn- 
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based filmmaker who writes, directs and acts as 

the lunny guy in his own serious, visually 

Stylized New York movies—just like 

Woody. Dennis Quaid: the movie star who 

plays in a band—just like Woody. Ron 

Howard's. Pat'eathood and Rob Reiner's When 

Harry Met Sally'. bittersweet relationship movies 

directed by former actors—rusL like WtsodyV 

Ait/on Over Parador'. the Latin American 

dictatorship farce starring a short, Jewish guy— 

just like Basovas ..6 

Mitigating Factors: Tony Roberts did not 

appear in any non-Woody movie this year 2 

Bom;* Points: NVtc York Stories: a disjointed 

movie featuring segments by diffitfltnr 

directors, starring Woody—just 

like Casino Royals ....... 4 

TrumfScok*: Trump is 

negotiating to have a Trump Blimp 

built—just like Woody’s floating mother in 

New York. Stories .,.......................... 3 

kSi.oid ..j —i54,*?6 

1ST S 

19HS Rank ....... — 

J NHfiRENT LOATIISOCiDiVSS  .. 4 

Misdeeds: THih year * fashion plague — 

mannerist shorts: denim Huckleberry-Finn- 

meets-Hell’s-Angels shorts (as worn most 

notably by Madonna and Sandra Bernhard); 

ubiquitous skin sucking bicycle shorts; even 

businesswomen in suits . , wirh shorts . ,.® 

Mitigating Factors: Popularity this year 

ensures their obsolescence next ... 3 

Bonus Poents: Officially, the denim shorts 

are called Dirty Dancing jeans..9 

TrumfScori " The Tour dc Trump increases 

the possibility of Lycra shores werh the Trump 

logo printed on them ...2 

Sedan ___—................54.95 

irxi’T wi 

1988 Ra\k. i r + A M p IB M A M p 8 It B f. - - j - j a j - - . . 

]MlUJLEVT LOATl I50MENE&S  .. 4 

Misdeeds: The cloying, overplayed song 

became a tavorite of George Bush and 

others susceptible to intense personal 

identification with est-Uke tatchphrases: 

contributed to the whole kinder-gent let- 

hap pjr-Fsee ihin^, while sim JcanmiisEy fuel in 

paranoid delusions of tiresome knee-jerk 

lefties who believe Orwell's 19&4 such- ^ 

finally upon us-.,,........ 

Mitigating Factors; 

objected to Bush LO-nptiii/j^ ^ 
„jyV,|T 

Bowes Points: A > f 

JlOOtOOU museth#** r 

commercial.... Jr* ^ 

Tki HpSdjjF 
Jr tf rn + 1 

weakens pti f 

plans for f 

orv) BROADWAY 

(988 Rank ...„.... — 

Inherent I.ovihsomeniss ...5 

Misdeeds: ‘What a year: Mandymama, Barry 

Manilow, Joan Jett, And oh, what a show: fags 

Diamond So slim were the 

picking* [fiat most of you 

reading this came that close 

to being nominated tur die 

Tony that eventually went, 

practically by default, tojeromt Robbins' 

Broadway ..      & 

Mitigating Factors: Oh! Calcutta; finally 

Closed after 20 years    4 

Bonus Points: While Broadway cook in 

SR."11 million more than last year, total 

attendance dropped ..  9 

TrcmpScoki Trump once backed an Off 

Broadway production .  2 

ScoRr .......................................... 54.50 

U - -- - -- - - ■ - n - . 

UNSEEMLY 

1988 Rank ...... 

IN H f R f NT Lf >ATI!M iMENES5 

Misdeeds: Save the President! directed 

players to assassinate the tom minder-in-chief; 

Libido hat! players reveal sexual exploits; 

skirmishes with s rai n-mak i ng paint 

became the corporate weekend bund 
■ . 

experience; in Israel, a computer c 

the Jntilada was selling welt, and 

Trump: The Game ...... 

Mitigating Factors: 

barroom pastime was out la 

Boni s Koisn: t iimpil 

and Concentration Gamp 

underground fad in \\ 

f 

Trj mijSi ■ >m- 

played the pa i n 

Score 

, ^. nail caps 

AJarisi jiage 

|| I 1983 Rank . . ...— 

J N11ERENT LOATHSUME N E.\S ..3 

W A Misdeeds: Further underscored point that 

I960* radicals can make headlines these days 

only chrimgh personal disaster, tributes caused 

more resurfacing! than usual for publicity- 

hungry associate* such a* I ecru re-circuit ■ ddiTt 

Timothy Leary, network mg-party organ i^1 

jerry Rubin and knee-jerk thug-apcjkr 

William Kunscftr; the rt alizariordP 

mantle ot yuppie activism is being d 

the nineties by Amy Career 

M 11 it,at ing Factors ; H off mj 

embarked on stand-up ciinuj 

Boni s Points: The pr 

biographies, including 

employed National 

Sloman 

Tin mpS* 

was a recent 

A i .idemvj 

Vietni 

iV ( 

9’ 4 

hejvii: i rule for 

.2 
w 
:v. first-rate firm that 

JBgP, 
I mr: j i li .i*r favorite Nkw 

jI monthly .   1 

.. ..  5*50 

Cl 

1 yy 
1 jg1 

1 L 
V mi 

rua c doie:s‘I\it 

1968 Rank  ....103 

isHiKirvi Loathsomeness  ...2 

MisoEfiw: PtfVt'nts passengers on uptown 

No. 6 trains from Transferring to the F. D, B 

and trains—and vice versa; is especially 

irksome because riders of cht F iuuo have to 

transfer at 5jtd Street to get to the Upper East 

Side: nn transfers are available___1 

Mrnt.ia i jng l; ^cit>nn Less buthtrsome since 

sfv moved Irtin’i Lafayette Street to Union 

Square West ........3 

BtiNi s PoiNis: Extravagantly werhyptxl 

Ncu 1 ark Nett sJj) subway col u mn isr J i m 

Dwyer has yet to expose [hi*.... I 

ThumpScore ; One mure potential 

construction project for Trump, the would-be 

troubleshooter, to contemplate.... 1 

Score .....5,15 

privi 

r LoAiatsoNENfss ... t 

.js Dtcember 7, 1938—-a date that 

in infamy. Gorbachev's visit tn 

iIl.lh tied up traffic all over the West 

and the East Side For some it was hard to 

to work; for others, hard to get home, 

Jr hers found it hard to get in rhe airport .. 1 

m : ru, 11 m . Factors: 11 wasn' r really as had 

as everyone expected .....5 

Bon L'> Fuj nthi All those d i p- a nd-save 

'How to Beat Gorbylock" newspafier iienis are 

probably obsolete by now ....2 

1988 Rank ..    756 

Inherent Loathmwenenv ..... I 

Misdeeds: Settles on flat surfaces; requires 

periodic cleaning; gets in your eyes; can cause 

sneezing ..    1 

Mitigating Faoors: Probably plays small 

but crucial role in the ecosphtre ..4 

IksN[ > Points: Largely composed of dead, 

sloughed-off human skin cells.... I 

Tri mfSccmi Uits ui birds urnietcssarily 

plucked in order to provide Plaza hotel 

thambermaids with leal her dusters. 1 

Score .    ....3,50 

Matt Klein, Chris Spuchm. Sean O'Sullivan, Nicky Wrimtotk, Sioii Yates 

/ 
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BONE STRUCTURE, SENTENCE STRUCTURE. LIP GLOSSES, 

tfflw Aem Web 
TEXT GLOSSES. CINDY CRAWFORD, FORD MADOX 

slaves 

of 

FORD, M.K. AS LITERARY SALON, MX AS FASHION- 

DEL HANGOUT. CONFUS PAUL RUDNICK 

EXPLICATES IE WHOLE MODEL-WRITER MESS 

A Looker Lft Milestone: 

spiky, nubile Truman 
Capet* beckoned hoar 

th* back of Olhar 
Ybien CHher Rpomj. 
}94$ 

h
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k
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F i » !wm, 
I » 

■ i 

i • i - 

i« 

f/uy fohn iMjij 
out tot a Vanity 

Fair promotion pho- 

Ip^opiWtry A-rtoti* Lti- 
boritt, 1982 

Wu Shu buft turo*d au- 
lAarhmwd Lrri'r imodal 

MtoriSalifnandiMpfayod 

hi$ Ed Nprtan-isk writ¬ 
ing worm-up it* thtjpebnt 
photo tor kon and Silk, 

1997 

Houghton MrHtin 'i 

$vton Minot pottcord 
cotnot from in eopiot oi 

LtlPt—JMriHf Mr rtlpr- 
rfnu or bookwarmy 

mo*b note* 

Writing and modeling; is there a difference? The New York Post recently pro¬ 

claimed a burgeoning literary apocalypse —the rise of'young, good-looking 

and sexy authors," Many video-age dreamboats are named 

in the report, from Esquire cover stud Jay Mclnerney to newcomer Debbie 

Cymbalista, whose ''rock star looks" adorn both the front 

and the back covers of her first novel. Danger (Debbie? Danger}), published by 

E, P. Dutton,Jonathan Ames, a 2 5-year-old model turned 

MODELS, AND 

HOW TO TILL 

Wfum Sony Mot ZoK; 
Sony Kb timid ttruek a 
butch fiOM for jkrtWw 

L*ibo*rti in rotorn for 
Harbor* Grib't fudty 

MmgaiiM profit*, 
tm 

writer, has a dust jacket photograph by Bruce Weber, auteur of many Calvin 

Klein ad campaigns; Ames's glower recalls the brooding 

machismo of ex-model Brad Goochs pinup for bis downtown novel, Scary 

Kisses. Mary Gaitskill, the author of Bad Behavior,; wras described in a recent 
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Be a Writer. 
Or Just look Like One 
It used to be that o bool jacket photo 

served the relatively humble purpose of 

allowing a reader to attach an author's 

words to a face. As such, these photos 

tended to resemble either grainy snap* 

shots of water-tower snipers or dead- 

earnest high school yearbook pho¬ 

tographs- Well, those days are history. 

In 1945 Truman Capote laid waste 

such humdrum images of authors with 

the historic jacket of his first novel. 

Other Voices, Other Rooms, the back of 

which featured o photograph of the full- 

lipped, 23-year-old scamp lounging an 

a settee, "more or less beckoning some¬ 

body to climb on top of me" he later 

wrote. As a result. Capote's extraliterary 

life flared at least as quickly as did his 

literary reputation. 

Now that many books seem to be less 

about writing than about promoting a 

salable persona, the book jacket photo 

has became a highly complex enter¬ 

prise, la be handled only by a trained 

professional book jacket photographer. 

The simple head-shot has been replaced 

with an attitude-revealing pose-a 

smoldering pout, bare shoulders, a 

provocative flourish of the hand —de¬ 

signed to capture that look that's worth 

around 100,000 words. 
— Ef/ssa Sc Hoppe it 

Is Mm id^SU Draining Pool Water Out if! 

His or Her Ear? 

New York Times Book Review piece as exhibiting the face of an angel11 (and 

shouldn't such an accolade be completed with 'hut she boasts the prose skills of 

Satan himself}). 

The nonfiction novel, minimalism, metafiction and now this: Attractive 

Authors. Looker Lit, A command of the language is no longer enough — 

today's novelists must practice their pouts. This can only be regarded as an en¬ 

tirely healthy development; who wants to read something scribbled by the 

stubby little pig fingers of a total troll? Even already acclaimed authors might 

consider a frank appraisal of their visuals and arrange for a redemptive beau¬ 

ty make-over — isn't that forehead growing a tad bold, Richard Ford? Wet your 

lips, Cynthia Ozick, and for Gripes' sake, Mr. Mailer, tough guys don't waddle. 

A w riter s work may be evocative, even soul-stirring, but let’s ask a larger ques* 

tion, the real American Academy of Am and Letters entrance exam biggie: is 

the author in question truly date bait? Is he or she what erotic connoisseur 

and editor of Cam magazine Boyd McDonald refers to as Teal earin' stuff*? 

A novel is certainly an accomplishment, but today's bronzer-literate reader¬ 

ship demands more. After all, a few hundred typewritten pages ceil you hardly 

anything about an author s true self—what do his eyes say? Tama janowitz can 

turn a shapely sentence, but lets talk bottom line: Tama’s got best-selling hair, 

hair the reader can go back to again and again, hair that you can't put down, 

Book-of-the-Month-Club Main Selection hair And wrhile were at it, how 

about adding a swimsuit competition to the National Book Awards? And why 

is PEN tossing fundraisers only to end the suppression and imprisonment 

of rebel Iron Curtain novelists and poets? What about the dissident Czech 

models^ the men and women whose radical views on winter white and the New 

Cropped Pant make it risky, often impossible, for them to set foot on a Prague 

runway? Speaking out for Salman Rushdie is all well and good, but please — 

get a look at the guy. Salman, you've got some time on your hands: hit the 

Morr GoiHLill, Or. Toni Grant,, author 
author of Bod Behavior, of Being a Woman, 

Simon Si Schytttf Random House 

Susan Choec, author of control* model that 
fntimpey. 

Random Haute 

rowing machine, price some hair plugs and rethink that mono-brow. 

The relationship between writing and modeling has always been somewhat 

chummy, a natural kinship. Some authors, a la Mailer (with Norris Church) 

and Mclnerney (with Maria Hanson), choose to escort or even marry models. 

Celebrated writers date models for the same reason dogs lick their nether 

regions: because they can. Models, it is believed, go to bed with authors for 

the same reason Marilyn Monroe married Arthur Miller: as a rest after sex 

with a sports figure. But in the past few years, in Manhattan, at least, the 

spheres of writing and modeling have converged to an unprecedented degree. 

Witness the proliferation of paparazzo-infested, quasi-Jiterary hangouts in¬ 

tended to foster model-writer pairings: Nells, M.K, and the Brian McNally 

circuit all encourage the Face of the Eighties to head off with the Voice of a 

Generation. In these self-proclaimed salons, the vain and newly appear- 
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ance-conscious writer can revel in the company of a true babe, a Lancome or 

Lauder mascot, who is an turn aquivcr at having bagged what she imagines 

is an intellectual, a tweedy scholar mesmerized by her earnest twaddle about 

the rain forest. Imagine the offspring of such a onion; ideally* the resulting 

child would be gorgeous and gifted, Carol Alt with a flair for onomatopoeia. 

But what if the gene fusion backfired, and a nightmare was created? A homely, 

unpopular kid with an inexplicable craving for Ryvita crackers and a futile 

urge to endorse waterproof mascara? 

Many writers, from Alexander Woollcott to Hemingway to Janowicz, have 

lent their faces to advertisements. Literary almanacs conveniently omit men¬ 

tion of that early effort, Amaretto di Melville. And now that its inexplicably 

chic to seem smart, both The Gap and Barneys use writers in their print 

campaigns; New Yorker critic Mimi Kramer has been pasted all over bus 

shelters in a comely Gap tee, along with editor-gossipeuse Susan Multahy. 

Who knows what commercial marriages lie ahead: Couldn't Susan Sontag 

color that silver forelock with Nicen Easy (perhaps renamed, for the occa¬ 

sion, Nicen Obscure)? Might not Joan Didion surprise John Gregory Dunne 

one morning by replacing the breakfast vodka with Folgers Crystals? 

Some writers just outright model: Jill Eisenstadt, the Bennington-fresh 

author of From Rockaway, posed for a fashion pictorial in Harperj Bazaar. 

Eisenstadt told the magazine, "You can become disillusioned without becorrv 
v 

ing cynical,1 while a photo caption on the same page mentioned thatjill "loves 

the lightweight sheepskin blouse in russet trimmed with cranberry about 

$2,050/' And spy recently hosted a benefit for the ACLU, sponsored by 

the Italian Fashion Commission, at which authors played model; 1 myself 

manfully bolstered the Bill of Rights in a mustard-and-burgundy combo 

from Byblos, while Tony Hendra let freedom ring via a resounding Benet¬ 

ton pullover. 

A reverse Zeitgeist, a lunge by models toward the urord processor, is blessed¬ 

ly less common* despite the efforts of Ames, Gooch and Jerry Hall (who dic¬ 

tated a giddy memoir called Jerry Hall's Tall Tales) and the occasional talk- 

show' diatribe by supermodel Paulina Porizkova, in which she declares her in- 

cencion co write a children's book (or perhaps the lovely Paulina has been 

misunderstood, and yearns only to read a childrens book). There is a good 

reason lor the modeling community's authorial sluggishness: modeling, 

unlike writing, is both time-consuming and difficult, Had Proust been a 

model, two volumes of Remembrance of Things Past wrould have been plenty — or 

maybe one volume, a poster and a workout tape (Do It Swann's Way). Modeling 

demands an emotional commitment foreign to most writers; novelists rarely 

have to hop jets to Aruba, sport string bikinis in January or initiate lawsuits 

against the Elite agencys cradle* snatch ing Johnny Casablancas. 

Has Mm Seen Rebel Without $ Cause 

More Than Five limes? 

k 
Morionnc Wiggins, 

author of Jehu Do ft nr. 

Harper & Raw 

control1 model ihat * 

m 
control most*! shot 

Joy Mclnerngy, author of Danny Sugarmon, 

Story of My Lit*, author of Wonderland 

Atlantic Monthly Fmt* Arwaua, Morrow 

John Burnham ClixabetH Benedict, 
SchwQrti, author at author of Thm Beginner's 

Bicycle Pays, Summit Book of Dreams, Knopf 

Were any of the following glamour devices used? 
(1) a wind machine 12) a sandblaster (]} Vaseline 

or gauze m\ the tens 

Ann Beanie, author 

of Where You'll Find 

Mo, Macmillan 

Fran Ubwiti, author 

of Sociot Studios, 

Random Haute 

Giles Hunt, 
author of Cold Eye, 

Arbor Hqui* 

David Shields, 

author of Dead 

Languages, Knopf 
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Jerry K»inskl, author of 
Th* Hermit *jf 69th 

Streetr S#av*f Book* 

control model ihot 

■* JA du/A** Sd Enervated fcy the Sheer 
That His or Her Head Needs 

N.* 

lefvo Plain, author 
of Biettingt, 

DeJacarf* 

Ann* Tyler, author of 
Bio&tbitig L*ston$t 

Knopf 

Kristin McGof, 
author of Velocity, 

Random Home 

Margaret Truman, author 
of Murder in the CtA, 

Random Haul* 

Anrfy Warhol, author 
a# fertrpi'fj of the 

70*, Random Houit 

Truman Capotf, author 
of Mario for CbQmttOQnt, 

Random House 

Garrison Koitlor, 

author of Leaving 
Homo, Peaguirv 

Carol Shields, author 
of Swann, Viking 

control modal shot 

Is /Ae ,du/Ant titemplane to Conceal 3 
Blemish or leak Chin? 

Modeling and writing, fall collections and shore-story collections, Ernest 

vs. Margaux — it's become a dizzy blur, a truly fin de siede shivaree of forms, 

Some penseh are in order: 

© 
Supermodel Paulina Porizkova is paid perhaps $10 million to ap¬ 

pear in Estee Lauder ads. Superwriter Stephen King is paid perhaps 

$10 million for his next three horror novels, Q: Who is better off? 

A: Stephen King, because he makes that kind of money and he can 

buy food, 

© 
Nobody worries if Anne Tyler can act. 

o 
It may be that modeling is just writing for people who cant read. 

© 
A drawback: models rarely get discovered after they're dead. 

o 
A plus: models rarely suffer from model's block, the chronic inability to model, 

© 
A possible ad campaign: "The most unforgettable writers in the world 

use Liquid Paper" 

Nobody ever says that all the truly great models are alcoholics, 

o 
Nobody ever calls Christie Brinkley "derivative/' But then, nobody 

ever calls Christie Brinkley "brilliant/' 

© 
No one ever approaches a woman in a bar and says, H1 bet you're a writer. 

© 
No one ever tries to wear the Great American One-Piece* ► 
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What Becomes a Legend Most? 
There is o tradition of 

American writers posing 

for advertisements that 

predates the era at the 

postmodern-colored lime 

extract and the Barneys 

blaxer The less discrim¬ 

inating among writers have 

proved willing to pitch 

everything from watches 

to microwave popcorn, but 

most have preferred to en¬ 

dorse products that ore 

caricature tools of their 

trade — liquor, cigarettes 

and, in Lillian Heilman's 

case, mink. 

..►se .1 

|mtkHiirprt<i write? 

5^525 

i - i b S 

— " - 
•A 

3 
_ —< , _ 

Ikltx-I K" ■ f ■■ h 1 IHH 

William Sty ran for United 

States Lines, 1961 

Bennett Corf for the Famous 

Writers School, 1969 

‘11 you have known this 

burning need to write, you 

too may hove the gift that 

successful authors possess." 

K * TOH3 IDU *,t: ■ ju.s * 

llClItM ta dig , :r4sT 

John Steinbeck lor B all anti ne Ale, 1953 

"The tun is straight overhead. There Isn't enough shade fa 

fit under a dag, The threshing machine cianks in a cloud of 

choking yellow chaff-dust. -. Then you let cold Bollantine 

Ah rill into your parched throat like spring rain on the 

desert. Smooth molt and hops.«," 

uiaum-t '-.r I 
■jf - •. , 

m m ■ ■ ■, m ■ mm I 

fpiucr jnMLPnwAV 

h-fuJl i*tin’jui'fci-n ni Ani^nria. i- liii .. . 
-i 

^ ■ ''»l ■-— 

1 jLmipu 

Pax. Li/i /jrcti 

II i 

Amy Vanderbilt for Lucky 

Strike, 1954 

'7 (ike to know my escort is 

thoughtful enough to carry 

my brand, which, not so in¬ 

cidentally, is Lucky Strike. 

Hemingway for Pan Am, 1956 

"They did the flying and l wot the passenger. It turned out 

to be a good partnership,' w 

John Che ever for Rolev, 

I960 

"Detail illuminates John 

Chcever s writing. Just as 

detoil inspires every Roles 

craftsman/* 

Tama Janawiti, "best- 

selling author and Queen 

of New York's Downtown 

Scene/' for Rug Tower, 1966 

IUI I \S!!M \l I 

I 
Ernest Hemingway for Bollontine Ale, 1952 

" You are fired all the way through. The fish is landed un¬ 

touched by sharks and you have a bottle of Ballantine cold 

in your hand and drink it cool, light, and full-bodied, so It 

tastes good long after you have swallowed it/* 

..ha carries bucking cvOr the sFubble in ci jeep... 

- -r. .ghin STiwRr;*. -„w 

Lillian Heilman for Block 

glamo Mink, 1976 

< 

■i H -| . |, ■“ 
J ■ ■ Jw‘, 

ir%« 

George Plimpton, "PwclOr 

of Cultural Affairs!' for 

Island Promenade “luxury 

beachfront residence* /19B9 

-fi. 

Mickey Spillcne, Lite Beer 

All-Star, 1973 
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© 
The ayatollah never put a price on Brooke Shields's head. 

Although Eileen Ford has- 

© 
Writers never appear in shampoo ads, begging, '“Don't hate me 

because I'm a gifted regional miniaturist." 

© 
Male writers' resumes rarely list their inseam measurements. 

Which is why they're writers, 

© 
Nobody ever criticizes writers if they work in their underwear. 

© 
Julie Harris will never do a one-woman Broadway show based on the 

life of Jean Shrimpton, 

© 
Nobody ever brings a picture of Saul Bellow to his hairdresser 

and says, "Make me look Like that" 

As modeling overtakes writing as the preeminent art form of our century, one 

can only muse: What next? What mode of expression could conceivably 

usurp twirling and preening? What can stock the libraries long after Paulinas 

Collected Scowls or Sports Illustrated. The Annotated Swimsuit Issues have fallen 

from favor? 

One guess: the new metier will be authors’ appearances in the films based 

on their novels. Tama Janowitz nailed a substantial speaking role in the odd 

Mcrohant-lvory adaptation of Slaves of New York; John Irving was a referee in 

the Garp movie; James Dickey played a sheriff in Deliverance; and Peter Bench- 

ley was a TV newsman in Jaws, Mailer and Stephen King have both directed; 

Nora Ephron plans to shordy. In the near future, screen ingenues will be dis¬ 

covered not sucking a malted at Schwabs drugstore but hunched over their PCs 

in tight sweaters, hoping for that big break. No more casting couches —stars 

will be made at the MacDowell Colony, or parading their gams at the Bread 

Loaf Conference. Whatever happens, writing as an end in itself has thank¬ 

fully vanished. Its prose versus pose, and may the cutest novelist win. And 

the Nobel Prize for literature goes to— Miss North Dakota, L&uise Erdrich! J 

The life of □ successful author is a hectic 

whirl. Most famous writers would like to spend 

more time on their appearance, but their heavy 

book-signing schedules and lecture tours just 

won't allow it* And that's not counting the time 

they have to spend actually writing. Maybe 

you can't judge a book by its cover, but you 

Surely can judge on author by under-eye 

puffiness and split ends* We're here to help 

Welcome to the SPY Spa and Sofan* 

[The Tempte ai My Familiar) 
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{(& +UZ StewtUa ' i //«/>«*« sA?4/ ±/u/*+‘ 

(Anywhere but Here) (Reckless Disregard) {The Satanic Vents) 

No more Yaddo yearbook, Mono—jet's 90 Lulu, 

for Knopf's Ploy mate of the Year. Turn-ons: fire- 

places, writing alfresco, rainy-day tutorials with 

Gordon Lish. 

Get thee gone, Pocahontas braid; today itrs 0 

TWA Renata, Coffee, tea or cleavage— we're ready 

for takeoff, Mr, Puli tier. 

Hey, dude! It'* Surfer Salmon hidin' out in the big 

curls aft Catalina, Sorry about the ayatollah's 

decree —endless bummer I 

(Bluebeard) 

ffife/t&ett tjffang 

{The Drawing of the Three) {Metaphor & Memory) 

Let's lose those rumpled-humonist curls and head 

far Grace fond with a salsa splash. The Sewenee 

Review rumors ore true— Kurt fives! 

She's up there with Mol a mud, but what about 

the little girl inside? Bows, bangles and Tootsie 

frames.**accessories let Cindy soar. 

Rob Lowe shades, an Armani binge, Michael 

Jackson's spit curls—it's Malibu Steve, o horror 

no more. 

.j/v+ <^doc4o+c4& 

(Billy Bathgate) 

(an 

{Hong Kong) 

A Burt Reynolds lava-lock 

anyone, fl, L. Stryker or E, L, 

your hairline hold you bad. 

toupee never hurt I dreamed 1 slicedotf my penis in my Moidenform 

Doc to raw, don't let bra. She's oil author and all girl. A shave and on 

upsweep, a powdered Adam's apple, and Jan's 

ready for the Times list —a regular breast-seller. 

Respect: in Manhattan literary circles, it's spelled 

wrinkles, wattles and anything but a jungle print. 

Rodeo Drive Or Riverside Drive it's all up to 

you, Jackie — RR, 
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FRONT LAWN MAIN DRIVEWAY 

fl’! 

EXERCISE ROOM. 

Only vehicles carry- 

ing Leona and/or 

her legally dotty 

husband, Harry, 

are allowed on 

the Red Road, named for its 

crimson-painted surface. And so when 

brick curbing was to be laid on either 

side of this 600-yard-long stretch, work¬ 

ers were ordered to park their trucks on 

an adjoining driveway and cart the bricks 

back and forth by wheelbarrow Guests 

are required to park on the grass, rather 

than muss the roadway with their tires. 

e 
CAR AGE 

A Cadillac Eldorado 

that belonged to Leonas 

late son sits here as a 

strange kind of memorial. 

The car is never driven — 

except once, when Leona, after a fight 

with Harry, hopped in and drove off in 

a fury A chagrined, puppylike Harry 

waited off and on for more chan rw?o hours 

at the rear gate, pining for his lady 

o 
guardhouse at rear gate 

Leona regularly sets 

off the estate’s alarm 

system co see how 

long it takes the 

guards to get to the 

main house — where 

she’s often waiting with a stopwatch, 

o 
FRONT lawn 

42 

During the filming 

of a 60 Minutes seg- 

ment, Leona and Mike 

^ y—^ Wallace tooled around 

the grounds in a golf cart. 

Coming upon her pet sheep — 

Bo, Peep, Baa and Baa-Baa — Leona called 

out to the creatures (which were ordinarf 

ly tethered and tolling in their own 

dung). They responded by fleeing —prompt¬ 

ing Wallace to remark that he'd never 

seen anyone entirely ignore Leona. "Wait 

till I rake the grass awTay" she muttered, 

A week or two later, the sheep disappeared. 

Every morning, the first 

task for security guards is 

to sic Leona's German shep- 

* , herd attack dogs, Heidi 

y and Manfried — named for 

JjfcC-j two hotel managers Leona 

fired — on the Canadian geese 

that congregate on Dunnellens vast 

front lawn and soil the Red Road with 

their droppings. 

e 
FLOWER BED 

-y -* 

To meet Leona’s standards ] S 

for pest control, Dunnellens 

elderly grounds keeper has S @> ^ O 0 

been forced to lie on his 1 

stomach in the dirt, rifle in hand, 

waiting for gophers. 

0 
BASEMENT 

£ After discovering asbestos 

in the basement walls, 

Leona hired a contractor 

who brought in Polish 

workers writh little com¬ 

mand of the English lan¬ 

guage—especially words 
like asbestos^ toxic and white lung — c.o clean 

out the basement. Only a few wrore air 

filters over their mouths. 

0 
KITCHEN 

, After a vacation, 

A ^ / Leona and Harry 

brought a Mo¬ 

roccan chef home 

with them —with¬ 

out, of course, the 

necessary paperwork* 

Lacking a green card, the cook was a de 

facto hostage. When, alter almost three 

years of abuse, Leona forbade him to 

date a servant on a neighboring estate, 

he finally tried to escape, and Leona in¬ 

structed her security guards co stop him. 

The guards let the chef leave, bur when 

he returned to claim his possessions, 

Leona slapped him and screamed, "You'll 

have to go back to a hellish existence.1’ 

To which the Moroccan replied, HAs long 

as f have dirt to eat, I'm better off " 

Leona, a former Chester¬ 

field cigarette girl, remains 

youthful by riding her Exercyde topless. 

BLUE ROOM 

When she finds herself 

in an aesthetic mood, 

Leona calls up a gal¬ 

lery and barks, in 

effect, Gimme some art — 

any art! If she likes what 

the gallery ends up sending 

her, the piece becomes part of her crazy- 

quilt collection; if not, she lowers the 

critical boom: Than ugly. Take it hack 

© 
dining room 

Location of jade buffalo 

table ornament, wrorth 

$220,000 and charged, 

of course, to Helmsley 

businesses, 

0 
LIBRARY 

Here stands a $45,000 silver 

dock in the shape of The 
Helmsley Building — charged, 

naturally, to a Helmsley business, 

as wras a ten-inch-high, $150,000 

jade "mountain," also located here. 

0 
MASTER BEDROOM 

Used to having her 

sheets ironed every 

day Leona was under¬ 

standably miffed 

late one night around 1:00 

when she found a crease in her bed 

linen. A groggy maid wpas summoned 

immediately to re~iron the sheets and 

remake the bed. 

0 
MASTER BEDROOM 

Leona is confounded by 

the complexities of cable 

television, stubbornly 

refusing to keep her set 

tuned to Channel 3. Once, when a secu¬ 

rity guard was ordered to call a repair- 
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man to fix the ' broken" set, the guard 

volunteered to do the work himself, 

'How the fuck are you gonna fix it? 

You're too goddamned stupid!" Leona 

insisted. But after the guard changed 

the channel and restored proper recep^ 

rion, Leona rewarded her minion with a 

rare compliment: You’re so smart, 

That’s why I like you. Now get the hell 

outta my bedroom!" 

o 
BATHROOM 

Leona uses 12 towels to 

\V\\0 <**T after every shower, 

leaves feminine-hygiene 

\^__J products lying around 

and, if the maids don't appear to be 

busy enough, smears her mirror with 

toothpaste. 

fi A R B E t J £ PIT 

When Leona refused to 

pay a SI 3,000 bill for 

work on a barbecue pit, 

an associate pleaded 

with her to do so, as the 

contractor had six chil¬ 

dren to support. "Why didn’t he keep 

his pants on?" Leona asked. "He wouldn't 

have so many problems.1' 

CABANA 

When a hoc-water 

pump broke and 

Leonas postswim 

) shower turned cold 

the estate's main¬ 

tenance engineer was 

fired within minutes. 

© 
POOL (OUTDOOR) 

Harry has an uneasy 

relationship writh con- 

sciousness. Relaxing in 

the poolside sun one day, 

he switched on a walkie- 

talkie: "This is Harry Helmsley speak¬ 

ing. I want to order a drink.1' A security 

guard alertly responded, "Sir?'1 But 

the tycoons free-range mind had al¬ 

ready wandered off: his only order was 

dead air ^ 

THE RICHER TASTE OF 
MYERS’S RUM ALWAYS 

COMES through: 

If your Rum and Cola tastes like you forgot to add rum, 
try Myers’s Original Dark Rum. Its deep, rich Jamaican 

flavor always comes through. Of course, Rum and Cola is 
just one of many drinks that Myers’s Rum can improve. 

For a recipe brochure, write: Myers’s Rum Recipe 
Brochure Offer, J.A.S.P. Inc., 60 N. Ronks Rd., 

P.O. Box 8598, Ronks, PA 17573. 

MYERS’S.THE taste wont mix away 
MYERS'S RUM * 40% AlC .'VOi (BO' ;■ * IMPORTED ft gOflLFD BY THE FPCD ; MYERS A SON CO - BALTIMORE MD IWi 
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They were large. They were aquatic. They had blowholes and ate plankton and 

were about to die under ice near the North Pole. For whales, in other wrords, 

they were leading perfectly ordinary lives. And yet last fail they were die hot¬ 

test, most important 

ica — hotter, yes, 

than even Michael 

Hershiser. Why 

mammals in Amer- 

and more important 

Dukakis and Orel 

lar wl tales plaintively 

through the ice on 

front page in the 

were these particu- 

sticking their snouts 

every newscast and 

country? Because 

hundreds of journal- 

T ! 1 

i j 

1 IF 1 
111 

1 
ists had flocked to 

a tiny, isola^d^rctic village where, along with reporter Tom Rose, they found 

a by girls rarely fall into wells, When they do, its news —not exactly serious, portentous, Washington 

themselves pending off polar bear attacks and mercenary Eskimos in order to 

Week In Review news, but news nonetheless. Whales, on the ocher hand, find them selves trapped 

cover the greatest nonstory in history—or at least since Comet Kohoutek. Bruce 

under Arctic ice with dismaying —for them, anyway —frequency. After the spring thaw, their swollen carcasses are a not 

Handy has adapted this account from Rose's forthcoming book, Freeing the Whales. 

uncommon sight along Alaska's northern coast, stale blubber providing no-fret meals for undisenminating polar bears. 
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People love whales. And here, as if by divine gift to newscast pro¬ 

ducers, were three whales able to be saved on camera, live. The only 

thing that might have cut quicker to America’s sentimental heart would have been 

the discovery under ice of Garfield, Snoopy or Millie Bush 

CALI Ml* COO HIE PUSS 

Although ifci tfcr** ALulu 

whot#« hod btt<i mpp*d in 

<C*r *1 Irhd trapping 

fitdfi#— rt# iwariy-ai- 

hflout Cft i *> lea inam 

ahsli-in Diawiv 

Impartm p4n4i fHglwft 

ttudbt Juit to wktt 

wauId happen.... 

Inkiallyf then, there was nothing noteworthy 

about the three California gray whales thar were 

found last October fighting to stay alive beneath 

a small opening in the spreading, thickening ice 

offshore Barrow, Alaska, But that didn't stop 

more than sevenscore non-whale-savvy reporters 

from the lower 48 states, Europe, Canada, Asia 

and Australia from swarming over the isolated, 

barely inhabited Arctic outpost where a niggardly 

standard of living could barely be bought for 

thousands of dollars a day, and where venturing 

into the hostile Arctic environment and actually 

gathering “news” about the whales meant risking 

one's life in the face of frostbite, polar bear 

attacks and massive, improbably airborne 

ice shards. 

Yes, those whales, the ones you couldn't avoid 

reading about or seeing on television a year ago 

this month, eheir blowholes spouting desultorily 

through the ice. They had their National 

Geographic-y charms, to be sure. But the better 

story — as is so often the case in these days of 

managed news and nonevents —is the story of 

the story. With an accelerating itlogic worthy of 

a Preston Sturges movie, a small, godforsaken 

Eskimo village was turned upside dow n (that the 

locals responded by figuring out clever ways to 

profit from the invasion would no doubt have 

delighted the cynical Sturges). Government and 

private industry spent millions of dollars to 

free the whales; that such efforts would most 

likely never have been launched without the 

ongoing spur of media overattention 

only added to the hothouse unreality in 

Barrow Ultimately, representatives of 26 

broadcasting companies —including CBS, 

NBC, ABC, the BBC, the CBC, CNN and 

Japan's NTV—would make the long, unlikely 

trek, trailing nearly 100 print reporters in their 

wake; at the story's peak, there was one journalist 

in Barrow for every 20 locals, most of whom 

had never seen a copyboy before, let alone a 

correspondent for USA Today. Meanwhile, fat 

away in roascy studios, Jane Pauley and Ted 

Adapted from Freeing the Whales: How the Media 
Created the World’s Greatest Non-Event, by Tom Rose; 
by permission of Birch Latte Press, a division of Carol 
Publishing Group. Copyright 1989. 

Koppel and a nations worth of anchorpeople 

furrowed their brows and worked hard to convey 

empathy for the plight of animals 400 times 

larger than themselves and almost as smart. 

Media circus, feeding frenzy and silly-ass TV 

journalism are overused phrases, and yet they 

hardly do this story justice. Try this: Imagine a 

turtle, making its way across a hot country road 

in Arkansas, finding itself stuck in a patch of 

gooey tar. Imagine an army of journalists 

spending two solid weeks lounging roadside, 

arguing, fighting, drinking, neglecting personal 

hygiene and filling endless hours of videotape 

with images of the immobile turtle. Imagine the 

turtles unevolving predicament becoming the 

most widely covered news story in America, and 

all the attention prompting a battery of normally 

competitive institutions to scoop the turtle off 

the road and dump it in the pond from which 

it came. 

That is more or less what happened in Alaska 

last year. 

But even if the whales weren't news in the 

sense that J-school textbooks understand it, they 

were news in the feel-good sense that producers 

of shows such as Live at Five and Evening 

Magazine and even The CBS Evening News 

understand it. People love whales. Frightening 

'leviathans1' no more, they have come to seem, in 

our species's estimation, something more like 

bloated aquatic teddy beats. Perhaps this has to 

do with the fact that whales have been threatened 

with extinction, look good on ties and cotton 

belts, and make melancholy underwater noises. 

Perhaps this has even more to do with the fact 

chat we no longer depend on them for fuel oil, 

makeup and corsets. Whatever the reason, our 

recent fondness for cetaceans has become so well 

entrenched that the slogan ' Save the whales" is 

now instantly synonymous with an entire political 

and social philosophy—not to mention funny 

foorwear and tinkly, maundering music. And 

here, as if by divine gift to newscast producers, 

were three whales not only able to be saved but 

able to be saved on camera, live. Indeed, the only 

event that might have cut quicker to America's 

sentimental, selectively generous heart would 

have been the discovery under the ice of Garfield, 
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Snoopy Of White House brood bitch Millie 

Bush, 

This is how it happened: 

On October 7, 1988, an Inupiat Eskimo 

named Roy Ahmaogak was snowmobiling up and 

down the coast near Barrow, looking for whale 

spouts. Turning his snowmobile onto a Jong 

sandspit jutting out into the frozen ocean, 

Ahmaogak suddenly shouted whatever the lnupiac 

translation of Thar she blows is. Or at least he 

thought it quietly to himself. At any rate, there, 

150 feet offshore, was a spout. Driving closer, 

Ahmaogak observed a trio of whales trapped 

beneath a quickly growing expanse of slushy ice, 

circling underwater to keep near a hole barely 

big enough to stick their barnacle-encrusted 

heads through. When the hole froze over, in a 

matter of days, they would suffocate—because, 

as everyone will no doubt remember, whales 

aren't fish; they’re mammals, which is probably 

another reason they generally arouse more 

human compassion than do nonkctating gill- 

breathers like tuna and squid. 

Ahmaogak, however, wasn't looking for whales 

ro commune with. He was looking for whales 

to kill and eat. Although the United States is 

a member of the International Whaling 

Commission, which has banned commercial 

whiling, Eskimo villages are allowed a varying 

quota of catches each year in order to maintain 

a semblance o! their traditional way of life — 

Eskimos used to depend, in the main, on whales 

for survival in their barren, hostile environment. 

Today Arctic villages depend far more heavily 

on massive government subsidies, financed by 

taxes on Alaskan oil; Barrow, for instance, has 

the highest per capita rate of local government 

spending in the nation, roughly $50,000 per 

person. It also has the nation’s highest 

unemployment rate, upwards of 70 percent, and 

so a captured whale is prized not only for its 

meat and by-products but perhaps even more for 

the few days of wTork its "harvesting" will provide 

the village's otherwise idle work force. 

But the trapped whales, a disappointed 

Ahmaogak quickly realized, wTere California gray 

whales, whose meat is tougher and more foul, or 

so it is said, than that of the bowhead whales 

Eskimos normally catch —bad eating, and barely 

worth the considerable effort required to butcher 

them. Grays are also technically an endangered 

Species, even though biologists say the species's 

numbers have been replenished, and even 

though subsistence whalers ate allowed to hunt 

them anyway. But Eskimos, like everyone else, 

have to worry about the effects of bad public 

relations — such as what environmental groups 

might say if it ever got out that Eskimos were 

harpooning an 'endangered species' in fish-in-a- 

barrel-like circumstances. 

Still, harvesting the stranded, untasty whales — 

however unsporting —was certainly an option for 

Barrow's Eskimos (and one that only after the 

whales began to engage the American public’s 

sympathies would chey finally choose nor to 

exercise). Ahmaogak snowmobiled back to 

Barrow and notified his whaling crew, as well as 

two North Slope Borough biologists (boroughs 

being the Alaskan version of counties— in this 

case, one bigger than Nevada) who would have 

to give their formal, largely routine approval for 

the whales to be slaughtered. 

A few days later, after visiting the ice and 

seeing for themselves the whales’ condition, the 

two government biologists decided it would be 

worth getting footage of the three animals — 

which had rarely been observed this close at 

hand—on videotape. And it happens that Barrow, 

unlike any other Arctic village, has an ulrrahigh- 

tech, state-of-the-art television studio. The facility 

(financed, like everything else in Barrow, by 

oil taxes) was bought in the seemingly 

quixotic hope of generating video that would 

somehow counterbalance the village's 

unfortunate reputation among Alaskans for 

frontier social problems and polar bear 

attacks the only reasons Bartow ever made 

die news in the state’s southerly cities. 

Unfortunately, there was little else in Barrow 

to shoot footage of And yet, if Barrow hadn't 

had a virtually unused television studio, 

no one would have taped 

footage of the whales, no 

one would have been able to 

Mflif: ffwi 

Fs«tow -ffiB A<vi4*i<4. but 

juit iMinly 

transmit that footage to the rest of 

the country and no one wrould have 

been the wiser when the animals 

floated up through the melting ice 

the following Spring—one of those 

fortuitous coincidences that makes 
for easy irony in magazine pieces such as this. 

Even so, the story would probably never have 
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The confused Eskimos quire naturally concluded that the reporters 

iust have arrived to cover an Eskimo mayor's conference that was cak- 
m 

ing place; they were astonished, and amused, when they learned otherwise. Whales? 

Fud-gpc, halt an hpuv lahr. r r made it beyond Barrow’s own Channel 20 and 

its audience of a few hundred bored Eskimos if 

the biologists hadn't also called the Coast Guard 

on the off chance that an ice cutter that could 

free the whales might be in Barrow’s vicinity. 

They left a message with a duty officer, who, in 

turn, was contacted by a beat reporter from the 

Anchorage office of the Associated Press, hoping 

to scare up a story- Coast Guard rescue 

missions for lost hunters being to Alaska’s media 

what ghetto baby-killings are to New York's. 

In Anchorage the nest morning, six days after 

the whales had first been sighted, the Anchorage 

Daily News ran a front-page item about their 

plight. This caught the interest of an anchorman 

at NBC's Anchorage affiliate. He received the 

original whale footage by satellite (after 

explaining to the lone technician at Barrow's 

studio how to use the villages heretofore idle, 

multi million‘dollar government-built transmitting 

complex) and was so impressed by the compelling 

whale-vs-ice imagery that he sent the footage 

on to the NBC affiliate in Seattle, which in turn, 

similarly impressed, slotted the story on that 

night's edition of the NBC Nightly News. 

“In northern Alaska, winter comes very early," 

said Tom Brokaw at the end of his October L3 

broadcast, a here's-our-heart-tugging-kieker look 

on his face, “and for three California gray whales 

it may have come toe early" Halfway through his 

sentence, the technical director ordered the tape 

operator to roll tape, The audio engineer turned 

up the sound of the first whale struggling to 

breathe. The cameraman's zoomed-in lens caught 

the whale s snout lunging through the ice hole 

like an MX missile, exhaling a herculean lungful 

of air and water out the top of its head. 

Beyond the fact that whales— like pit bulls 

and child molesters— are always of interest to 

ratings-hungry newscast producers; beyond the 

fact that Tom Brokaw had specifically requested 

that his producers dig up mote human-interest 

stories so that he could appear to his audience 

as a nicer, more compassionate man than he may 

or may not be; beyond such utile considerations, 

a video cameraman couldn't have found a 

subject more perfectly suited to the medium: 

three huge animals trapped beneath a tiny hole, 

contained as if on a set designed specifically for 

television's needs, the animals' dark heads 

brilliantly set off by the bleak, white, unvarying 

background, their labored breathing resounding 

in the Arctic silence, their watery spouts visibly 

crystallizing as the spray fell to the ice — 

dramatic images, great television (as TV people are 

fond of saying), and all anyone had to do was get 

there, point a camera and shoot. Or so it 

probably seemed to the envious, extremely 

competitive newspeople at ABC, CBS and CNN 

who watched NBC that night and knew that 

until they got to Barrow themselves, NBC had 

an exclusive. Within half an hour after the 

broadcast ended, Barrow's lop of the World 

Hotel had received more than 20 phone calls 

booking rooms for the following night. 

Flying north from Anchorage to 

Barrow; one sees nothing but virgin forests of 

spruce and pine, rippling to the horizon in all 

directions. Farther north, the terrain begins to 

look more forbidding; trees grow sparser and, 

past the Arctic Circle, vanish altogether. Near 

Barrow, as North America comes to an end, there 

is nothing but white — and as Barrow-bound 

planes go into their descent, passengers 

sometimes get the impression that an emergency 

landing is about to take place on frozen tundra; 

but no, frosty desolation is Barrow. 

Three hundred twenty miles north of the 

Arctic Circle, 1,500 miles from the North Pole, 

the Point Barrow peninsula lies balanced atop 

Alaska, a small protuberance crowning rhe stare's 

elephantine profile; it’s as north as America gets. 

The village of Barrow, at the base of the point, 

can be reached only by ait; except for two or 

three weeks in the summer when the dense 

Australia'size polar ice pack recedes far enough 

for a supply ship to get through. These are the 

all too few days when the Barrowr thermometer 

reaches its balmy seasonal high of a degree or 

two above freezing. 

But winter returns with nine months of 

subzero temperatures and 67 straight days of 

total darkness; temperatures drop to 40, even 50 

degrees below zero, with 100 mph winds that 

make for a windchill reading of-125 degrees — 

roughly the equivalent of a nippy day on Mars, 

some 59 million miles farther from the sun. 

And yet, despite the inhospitability of its 

setting, Barrow is the oldest continuous 

manu 
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settlement in the Americas. Most of its residents 

are Inupiat Eskimos whose ancestors, fed up 

with Siberia 25,000 years ago, paddled across 

the Bering Strait, possibly chasing whales. Most 

kept going, preferring points south where they 

could become Iroquois, Sioux and Aztecs in 

relative comfort. A few stayed, 

The first European to reach Barrow, in 1826, 

was the English explorer Thomas Elson, bringing 

with him many things that were new to the 

Eskimos: wood (no trees above the Arctic 

Circle); sugar (no fruits, no grains, no vegetables 

either); alcohol (hard to manage without sugar); 

guns; and, as has often been the case when 

traveling Europeans encounter indigenous 

populations, an attitude problem. Within a 

generation, alcoholism had devastated the 

Eskimo people; villages such as Barrow, whose 

residents had learned over the millennia how to 

live well off the spare fat of their land, now 

survived thanks only to trade and a kind of 

indentured servitude to New England whalers. 

With the decline of America’s commercial 

whaling fleet at the end of the nineteenth 

century, Barrow listed coward extinction —that 

is, until the Atlantic Richfield Company struck 

oil in nearby (nearby in Alaskan terms —it’s 200 

miles away) Prudhoe Bay, 

Initially, the Eskimos opposed exploitation of 

the massive oil and gas deposits. On second 

thought, when they realized they had the power 

to levy taxes on any installations, they came out 

solidly pro-development, and the North Slope 

Borough today enjoys a $250 million annual 

windfall. But even with the highest per capita 

annual income in the world (over $90,000, most 

of it doled out by the local government to holders 

of borough sinecures), most of Barrows 2,700 

Eskimos live below' its shockingly elevated 

poverty line; thanks to the town's singular 

isolation (everything— food, building materials, 

fuel-must be flown in), a box of Cheerios sells 

for S9, a hamburger for $20, a pizza for $50, 

and even families with six-figure incomes qualify 

for food stamps, it should come as no surprise 

that Barrowans, when not exchanging fistfuls of 

cash for basic necessities, enjoy the nations 

highest rates of murder, rape, divorce, domestic 

violence and, of course, alcoholism. 

By any standards, Barrow in October 1988 

was a sad, ruinous place. Officials of MarkAir, 

the only airline serving the village, must have 

raised an eyebrow when reservations began to 

pour in for the Friday, October 14, flight from 

Anchorage, the morning after the whale story 

first appeared on NBC. Normally, the front two- 

thirds of one of MarkAir s 737s holds cargo on 

flights to Barrow, but that morning the agents 

laced an almost unheard-of problem. There were 

so many reporters desperate to get to Barrow 

that the airline decided ro dump its preloaded 

cargo in order to make room for more lucrative 

seats. 

As the plane went into its usual unnerving 

descent over the white void, sudden death on the 

ice —or, worse, slow; AiivtMike death — wasn't 

the passengers1 only worry The captain had 

announced that Barrow, like many Eskimo 

villages, had voted itself dry in 1986 in a pro 

forma effort to stem its endemic alcoholism. 

That this prohibition was frequently and 

flagrantly violated did little to allay reporters' 

anxieties. 

Stepping off the plane, reporters saw the same 

bleak expanse of white they had seen from the 

air, broken only by the rickety airport building, 

the satellite transmission facility, mo four-story 

"high-rises,* and the smattering of homes that, 

along with a few businesses* make up the village. 

Driftwood shacks huddled next to six-figure 

prefab boxes, most clustered near rhe airports 

single runway and looking more like a moon 

base than anything most Americans (or Syrians 

or Malays, for that matter) wTould recognize as a 

place where men and women could have dwelt 

Out ib* end 

Hm let: l+i* wprid'i taldiil 

pbote Ap.MBt'-and, « Mt 

£4fW*T. th* Swi*t »htp 

for millennia. 

The influx of Outsiders, as 

Alaskans refer to everyone else 

in the world, and Barrowans 

refer to ocher Alaskans, 

instantly made its presence 

felt —a thicket of colorfully 

underdressed 

strangers (ski parkas 

and designer 

■ 

snowpants are of little use in the Arctic) 

shivering in Ironr of the airport, trying 

to figure out where the hotels were. The 

locals concluded that die reporters muse 

have arrived ro cover a borough mayor's 

conference that was taking place that 

week; they were astonished, and amused, when 

they learned otherwise. 
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^First-class dogsled passengers got to wrap 
# "Jj 

blankets and sleeping bags; coach passengers 

caribou hides and often had to share their sled with a dead 

that at subzero temperatures, dead frozen seals don't stink 

themselves in polar bear 

huddled in bloodstained 

walrus or seal, consoled 

Fudfj an ha Jr ldt»r.,. Whales? 

Given the villages near-hermetic circumstances, 

the sudden demographic bulge provided a. 

textbook demonstration of economic Theory, The 

first few planeloads of journalists booked every 

available one of Barrow s 80 hotel rooms, and 

three days later, after nine more planeloads, the 

Top of the World Hotel —a prefab drywall motel 

built on stilts —began auctioning off occupied 

rooms to the highest bidders. The underfinanced 

Eskimo mayors and journalists who had got 

there first were thrown into the streets in favor of 

higher-budgeted members of the press who were 

willing and able to pay $300 a day for sub-no- 

star rooms. Locals cleared off floor space to 

shelter as many reporters as they Could pack into 

their hovels; frigid, exhausted men (and a few 

women) were happy to pay upwards of $100 

apiece to sleep on cold cement floors, These 

rates didn't include mattresses, sheets, blankets 

or running water, (The last of which is not to be 

taken for granted in Barrow: many homes lack 

modern plumbing, forcing occupants to venture 

out of doors to relieve themselves — where they 

must bring along baseball bats in order to club 

the packs of snarling, underfed sled dogs char 

roam the village and are attracted by ripe human 

odors. Even for reporters who had worked 

in Beirut and Kabul, this was a singular 

degradation.) 

To make economic matters even more cutthroat, 

in Barrow they don’t take Visa —or MasterCard, 

or American Express: its a cash-only place. 

Charles Lawrence, a light-traveling English 

photographer on assignment for Londons Daily 

Telegraph, discovered this when he arrived 

without any American money After wheedling a 

paltry $500 out of his editors (enough to get 

him through a single day, maybe, if he spent 

carefully), he learned that he couldn t have the 

dollars wired to the villages single bank. 

Ultimately while fending off hypothermia and 

malnourishment, he had a Fairbanks-based 

courier fly m with the money, costing him over 

half his already wee stake. 

Journalists with better backing arranged 

immediate shipments of BatrowT's alternative 

currencies — beer, wine and hard liquor. 

Reporters had quickly learned that in an 

ostensibly dry town, whiskey is as good as 

money and sometimes better: with the allure of 

gold in a country with 1,000 percent inflation, a 

bottle of Scotch secures a place on someone's 

floor faster than any C-note. 

Luted by the sudden concentration of men and 

women with expense-account cash, entrepreneurs 

quickly descended on Barrow, indeed, the 

inevitable appearance of IPM SAVING THE 

whales T-shirts was perhaps the one sign of 
normalcy in an otherwise possessed economy. 

After all, nothing of note happens anywhere in 

America without being memorialized in 50-50 

cotton-polyester blend on somebody-with* 

disposable-intomes chest. 

These are some of the other things 

of note going on in the world during the two-week 

duration of the whale rescue Story; the Dodgers 

were winning the World Series; RJ. Reynolds 

wfas taking over Kraft; the Soviets were leaving 

Afghanistan; Sudanese rebels were shooting 

down famine-relief aircraft; George Bush and 

Michael Dukakis were waging our nation’s most 

embarrassing presidential campaign in decades. 

But by the Sunday following the initial NBC 

broadcast, the whales led off all three network 

news shows, which were spending over $10,000 a 

day apiece to cover the slowly unfolding story. By 

the middle of the next week, the whale rescue 

was the biggest story in America, capturing 

unprecedented public attention and even eclipsing 

(perhaps, in retrospect, not so surprisingly) the 

enervating election. By weeks end, each of the 

networks had compiled hours of footage of 

the whales, all of it spectacular, none of it 

distinguishable. Indeed, when the whales finally 

did something remotely newsworthy— making 

their first move to freedom by swimming from 

die first hole to a larger, second hole that had 

been kept open for them by a pair of deicing 

machine entrepreneurs from Minneapolis — none 

of the broadcast companies that had made the 

long, improbable journey to Barrow was on 

hand to record the late-night event. On the other 

hand, tape of the whales sticking their heads out 

of the second hole for the first time would have 
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Relive the manufactured excitement! Relive the awkward attempts 

at compassion! Forget that a presidential election, the Kraft 

takeover and the rollout of the E.T, video were occurring at the 

same rime that NBC broke the immobilized-whak story! Now, us¬ 

ing official NBC Nightly News transcripts, wo ve condensed the net¬ 

work's drawn-out, cetocentric coverage of last October's evenrs into 

a newsroom drama that you, your family and friends will enjoy 

performing at home. 

Cast of Characters 
Tom Brokaw+ a genial, if dry, mid western anchorman 

Connie Chung, a tense, humorless 

Asian-Amencan anchorwoman 

Garrick Utley, a windy intellectual 

with a funny name 

Scene 
The anchor desk of a network newscast 

Scene 1 
Thursday. October 13, i960 

Tom Brokaw: In northern 

Alaska winter comes ver\ early, 

and for three California gray 

whales, ir may have come too 

early this year. Ice is freezing 

the Beaufort Sea, The whales 

are trapped in a small pool 

surrounded by walls of ice six 

inches thick. They can't break 

out. Authorities had hoped that 

an icebreaker could come to 

their rescue. But no icebreaker 

is in that area, 

Scene 2 
Saturday, October IS, 1983 

Connie Chung: Good eve¬ 

ning. Time and hope appear to 

be — [BROADCAST INTERRUP¬ 

TION—cut to color hars] 

Scene 3 
Sunday, October 16, 1988 

Garrick Utley: There are 

three of them, California gray 

w hales. They look battered and 

pathetic, and they re hanging 

on for dear life today, after 

spending more than a week 

trapped in the Arctic ice,, „ 

Don Oliver reports nowr from 

the most northern point of the 

United States, Point Barrow, 

Alaska,... 

Scene 4 
Monday. October 17, 1988 

Tom Brokau'; It was 14 degrees 

below zero today off the coast 

of Alaska, where rhrcc gray 

whales ire fighting for their 

lives. The whales are stranded 

by ice that formed early this 

season. They're battered and 

they're bleeding and they're 

near exhaustion,.., NBC's Don 

Oliver is w ith them—, 

Scene 5 
Tuesday, October 18, 1988 

Tom BrokaW; Who will win in 

Alaska? The ice or the whales? 

Those trapped whales arc hang¬ 

ing on as an icehreaker moves 

toward them in a race against 

time,... NBC's Don Oliver re¬ 

ports there is another reason 

for hope tonight_ 

Scene 6 
Wednesday, October 19, 1988 

Tom Rrokaw; There is good 

news to report tonight about 

those three whales crapped in 

the ice of Alaska. NBC's Don 

Oliver reports chat they appear 

to be regaining their strength 

while they wait for help..,, 

Scene 7 
Thursday, Octcbfr 20, 1988 

Tom Brgkaw: Its been going 

on for I? days now The whales 

and that ice that they're trapped 

in off Point Barrow, Alaska^, 

NBC's Don Oliver has been 

spending a lot of his time in 

those freezing temperatures, 

following this lite-and-death 

Struggle,,., 

Scene 8 
Friday, OCTOBER 21, 1988 

Tom Brokaw: A giant 

makeshift battering ram was 

flown ro Point Barrotv, Alaska, 

today; in a desperate new* at¬ 

tempt to free those three whales 

trapped in the ice tor two 

weeks now. As NBCs Don 

Oliver reports from the scene 

tonight, the effort to save these 

huge mammals is growing in¬ 

creasingly complicated and 

expensive.... 

Scene 9 
Saturday, Octoier 3 2, 19 88 

CoNNl£ Chung: One of the 

ihree whales trapped in the Ice 

near Barrow; Alaska, has not 

surfaced since yesterday,,. .The 

remaining two whales inched 

toward open water as Eskimos 

cut a path through thick ice. 

More on the rescue effort from 

NBCs Don Oliver,.,. 

Scene 10 
Monday, October 24, 1988 

TOM Bkokavc: lbs a wffiale of a 

tale and it does go on, that 

rescue mission off the icebound 

coast of Alaska. NBCs Don 

Oliver remains at his post in 

the frozen north_ 

Scene 1 1 
Tuesday, October 25, 1968 

Tom Rrqkahc: On the whale 

warch tonight, NBCs Don 

Oliver reports: The Russians 

have arrived, The Russians have 

arrived.... 

Scene 1 2 
Wednesday, October 26, 1988 

Tom Brgkaw; Freedom for the 

whales. It shouldn’t be long 

now....NBCs Don Oliver 

reports we’re down to the final 

few hundred yards and a 

breakthrough.,,, 

Scene 1 3 
Thursday, October 27, 1988 

Tom Brokaw; The ice has 

been broken. But those rwo 

whales chat have been rrapped 

off the Alaska coast appear to 

be in no hurry ro get going 

tonight..., NBCs Don Oliver 

remains on station in the 

north.... 

Scene 14 
Friday, October 28, 1988 

Tom Brokaw: Tonight die 

whales are gone, we think, swim¬ 

ming free in open water, and 

presumed to be headed sourh 

toward warmer wearer,... Our 

reporter is still there —NBC’s 

Don Oliver ,,, 

— Kate AkDou ell 
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Bui >km went on with rhe transpacific broadcast and realized that 

bein^ Australians assumed Sic was drunk and, being Australians, 

touched his 

His viewers, 

are it up 

chin and 

however, 

Fudgifl, fi»« houn lnf*rr 

an hand te 

record the ipreid nbmint 

hardly differed from footage of the whales 

sticking their heads out of the first hole for 

the thousandth time — or from any hole, for 

that matter 

Actually getting to the holes was infinitely 

more interesting* The first reporters on the scene 

had commandeered the few available vans and 

trucks, regardless of (uniformly wretched) 

condition. Not that cars are practical in Barrow 

anyway: engines need special heaters to keep 

their oil and grease from freezing, and a Barrow 

driver doesn't dare turn a motor off between 

October and May if he or she wants the car ever 

to start again. And with Arctic diesel selling for 

$3 a gallon, it costs $200 a week just to keep a 

car idle, (Auto theft isn't a problem in Barrow: 

there are only a fewr roads, none leading 

anywhere, making theft a kind of Zen exercise.) 

The vast majority of reporters had arrived too 

late to rent a truck and were forced to 

congregate early each morning outside the Top 

of the World and bid against one another for 

the services of Eskimos who owned either 

snowmobiles or dogsleds and were willing to 

make the 15-mile trip out to the whales, for 

which they could get up to $200 cash — or $150 

and a fifth of liquor This was for a one-way ride 

(anyone without $200 for the return trip wras 

srranded until the National Guard or Search and 

Rescue picked them up). The Eskimos squeezed 

out extra profits by offering multiple levels of 

service: first-class passengers got to wrap 

themselves m polar bear blankets and sleeping 

bags; coach passengers huddled in bloodstained 

caribou hides and often had to share their sled 

with a dead walrus or seal, consoled that frozen 

dead seals dont stink* 

The 50-minute trip could be a dangerous one* 

There was always the possibility, howTever remote, 

that one might fall victim to Ipu* a sort of 

icequake in wTiich the sudden release of stored- 

up energy in the ice pack causes huge shards, 

weighing as much as a ton, to shoot out of the 

sea like warheads — and land like warheads, too. 

Reporters also had to wrorry about whiteout, a 

deadly Arctic phenomenon that has nothing to 

do with correction fluid: when the wind whips 

snow-covered ground, the sandstormlike effect 

blends with the white Arctic sky, blinding 

everyone except polar bears, who then make 

short work of befuddled caribou and stumbling 

humans. Not that polar bears, who are among 

the most fearless creatures on earth and have 

been known to attack helicopters, need to rely on 

whiteout to keep their bellies full: the only 

reason they never bothered any of the multitude 

of reporters and whale rescuers was most likely 

that they had simply found food more to their 

Liking elsewhere. Still, the threat of their 

imminent interest was such that reporters had to 

shell out extra for their armed Eskimo drivers to 

stay by their side on the ice* 

And there was always the sheer cold to wTorry 

about: one hapless reporter for a Japanese network, 

within seconds of arriving on the ice, discovered 

that his contact lenses had frozen fast to his 

eyeballs; blinking and tearing only managed to 

freeze his eyelids shut over the lenses, forming a 

sort of flesh-plastic-eyeball sandwich. Thus 

momentarily blinded, he was led away to thaw 

by laughing Eskimos. (Given that the Japanese 

eat whale meat and think of the animals as very 

large livestock, their interest in the rescue story 

must have been largely comic— not unlike 

Westerners making light of Hindu cowr worship.) 

As is frequently the case, however, the reporters 

were by far their own worst enemies. Once 

having made it to the ice, they pushed, shoved 

and even threw punches in their efforts to get the 

hest spots for taping the surfacing whales —and 

drank heavily in an effort to keep warm, no 

doubt fueling further outbreaks of heated 

professionalism. Back in their rooms, reporters 
drank just as vigorously; after all, even Barrow's 

most modern buddings are rarely heated to 

higher than 40 or 50 degrees (yes, above zero). 

Perhaps inevitably —or perhaps because 

Eskimos charged $50 for trickly, lukewarm 

showers —personal hygiene went by the wayside. 

No reporter suffered more than Ken Burslem, 

the American correspondent for 10 TV Australia, 

one of Australia’s three major broadcasters. 

During his first Alaskan broadcast, Burslem 

realized that his voice had inexplicably begun 

to slur* He touched his chin and couldn’t fee! a 

thing: his lower jaw had frozen. His viewers, 
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however, being Australians, immediately assumed 
he was drunk, and, being Australians, ate it up. 
Burslem was forced to stand for longer and 
longer stretches in rhe subzero Arctic night, and 
the more inebriated his frozen jaw made him 
sound, the more his countrymen turned on their 
sets to see him; soon stations all across Australia 
were requesting their own live interviews wTith 
the shivering pseudoalcoholic at the top of the 
world, and by the end of a long, punishing night 
chattering to various anchormen, Burslem could 
barely even manage the slur for which he had 
become celebrated. Crowds of Eskimos —who 
rival Australians in their affinity for this sort of 
spectacle —gathered to watch BursJems marathon 
broadcasts, and at the end of his stay in Alaska 
presented him with the key to Barrows's brand- 
new alcohol treatment center. Burslem went 
on to win the Thorn Award, Australia's most 
prestigious broadcast journalism prize, for his 
seemingly intemperate Barrow' reportage. (Memo 
to Anthony Haden-Guest; Down Under.) 

AS THE STORY DRAGGED INTO ITS SECOND 

week without much incident, even the various 

news media began to tire of it. '‘Its a whale of a 
tale and it does go on," Tom Brokaw semiquipped 
as he introduced the tenth installment of the 
NBC Nightly News's continuing coverage. Time 
reported in its omniscient way that enthusiasm. *. 
had begun to wane!' while The New York Times 
led off its longest story on the rescue (out of a 
restrained total of eight) w ith the objections of 
biologists who noted that che very fact that the 
whales were stranded was likely nature's wray of 
keeping the species's flourishing numbers down. 

In the end, 14 days after the story broke, the 
animals were saved by the Eskimos, wTho, working 
for the borough at $15 an hour, cut a succession 
of holes in the ice from which the animals could 
swim, one ro rhe other, until they were near 
enough to open water that a Soviet frigate could 
cut them a two-mile channel to freedom, ARCO 
and Standard Oil both donated equipment 
to the rescue, as did the Minnesota deicing 
entrepreneurs. Greenpeace instigated the rescue, 
w hich was officially overseen by the National 
Guard. Even President Reagan made his customary 
phone call. All participants — in some cases far 
from incidentally—earned themselves some 
near PR, especially Greenpeace, which saw its 
membership soar; rhe Soviets, wffio gave up 
commercial whaling only last year (they reportedly 
used whale meat as mink feed); and the oil 
companies, which would dearly need a reservoir 
of public goodwill when, a few months later, 
their sister company Exxon fouled a significant 
stretch of previously prisrine Alaskan coast. 

The federal government and private industry 

spent over $5 million dollars to save the whales. 
This may seem like a lot of money to lavish on a 
random trio of animals, however big, bur on the 
government’s terms, the sum pales in comparison 
wfith, say, the $22 billion blown on B-2 bombers. 

Even Bruce Willis will get more than $5 million — 
$2 million more, though not, thankfully, from 
the federal treasury—to make Die Hard U. 

No one knows how much the world's media 
spent covering the whale rescue. Yet for all their 
considerable efforts, nearly all of the journalists 
failed to report what to natives was an actual 
story: a house fire that instantly incinerated three 
Eskimo children. Their driftwood shack happened 
to sit across the street from the Barrow firehouse, 
but, unfortunately, it was empty' that night— the 
firemen had knocked ofF early, exhausted from 
all the hours they had spent on the ice that week, 
cutting holes for the whales, (No one, however* 
was accused of negligence.) 

As for the whales themselves, only two actually 
made it. The third, a calf, died of exhaustion not 
long before the Russian icebreaker reached them. 
The local biologists, who by having the whales 
videotaped in the first place had set off the chain 
of events that led to their rescue, were originally 
thinking of tagging them with transmitting devices 
in order to record their migration south to the 
waters off Baja California, wffiere gray wffiales 
winter. The biologists thought better of it, 
though. Chances were that, given the 
physical stress the whales ordeal had put 
them through, as well as the lateness of 
the season, the animals 
would probably just get 

stuck in ice again 
somewhere farther 
down the Alaskan 
coast — or, failing that, 
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end up as choice eating for 
the schools of killer whales 
and great white sharks that lie 
off the Pacific Northwest 
coast. The biologists decided 

theyd rather not know: it 
would be a dowrn ending to a nice story. Tom 
Brokaw would surely agree. 1 
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"We are just beginning to... learn something about the htstory oj the interior decorator whose influence on modern lije 

has been,. r both pervasive and profound."— introduction to The Decoration of Houses, by Edith Wharton and Ogden 

Codman Jr, 1897 Somewhere in a large Manhattan co op, an apartment uptown in every sense, a 

New \brk socialite and publisher begins his days by padding across floors covered with rush — vast square 

yardage of hollow; pliant reeds pulled from swamps and woven together. Medieval European peasants, 

generally unable to obtain acrylic shag, wove the stuff into rugs to relieve the dirt floors of their huts. The 

society publisher, needless to say, is not living in a hut; indeed, he could almost certainly afford to cover 

his floors with a truckload of Socheby s better Kashans and kilims, instead he has grass matting harvested 



in a marsh. Its very soft, very beautiful, allows a 

colleague, who adds than in order for the rush to stay 

that way, it demands an unusual regimen of main 

tenance, *’You have to keep it from drying out, so it 

has to be watered ever) ten days or so," explains 

the colleague, somewhat incredulously. Yes, that's 

right, the colleague says —this moneyed aesthete, 

this cosmopolite, this New York VIP dinner-party 

fixture, is obliged to irrigate his home. ‘He's got to 

uarer his rug. 

And Other True Tales 

from Inside the High-End, High-Profile, High-strung 

World of Interior Decorating 
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The question before us, of course, is> why? Why 

would a rich publisher sowr the floors of a million- By Michael Walker 

ILLUSTRATION BY JOHN CRAIG 



Like almost fill 

unfothomably expcnmire 

tyrannies of taste; 

the epidemic 

of professional decoration 

really breeds 

within and spreads 

from New York City 

dollar co-op with grass matting that demands as 

much care as creeping bent? Why not go ior the 

Persians, or, at the very least, a half-acre of Du Pont 

Stainmaster? The answer, of course, is, bis decorator 

talked bm into it. 

In 1980, BEFORE THE EIGHTIES — THE LUXURIOUS, 

drop-dead, overrefined, Nancy Reagan eighties — 

really got under way, there were 160,000 decora¬ 

tors in America. There were more decorators (and 

interior designers—they are essentially the same) 
than short-order cooks, more people who used the 

words swag and credenza professionally than there 

were who cut men’s hair for a living. There were 

plenty of decorators — one for every 500 American 

households —to go around- Yet by 1988, even 

before the Nancy Decade had ended, 

there were fully 207,000 decorators, 

an eight-year increase of 29 per¬ 

cent. “Today,” says the decorator 

Mario Buatta, "everybody and his 

sister is a decorator/' And instead of 

squandering just $13 billion of 

Americans’ money on moire fabrics 

and multiple coats of lacquer and 

media centers, as they did in 1980, 

decorators this year have more than 

£35 billion of other peoples money 

to spend on bric-a-brac. 

This works out to an average of 

about $70,000 per job. Which is, 

on the one hand, a lot of money: the 

typical American's whole house 

costs only $90,600, and even to 

those richer-than-average people 

who order up the average $70,000 

redecorating, serious money is at stake —swanky 

mirrors and rugs instead of, say, a new Mercedes 

5G0SL, The sum is, on the other hand, a pittance, 

a trifle, useless: tell any well-known decorator — tell 

Sister Parish, Albert Hadley, Peter Marino, John 

Saladino, Chessy Rayner, Mica Ertegun, Jay Spec¬ 

tre, Mark Hampton or Vincent Fourcade —that 

you want to redo your home for $70,000, and 

chances are he or she will titter, literally titter at 

your rube presumption. “If a stranger walks in and 

says, Tve got $10,000— I want you to do my living 

room,' you know, you laugh/’ Buatta confesses. 

"Saladino?” says a Manhattan architect. "To talk to 

him, to say hello, you have to have a million dollars/’ 

For char minimal $1 million job, Saladino would 

take $250,000 for himself Mark Hampton says he 

has no fixed fee as such, but admits that when he 

is unsure of a clients seriousness or wealth, tossing 

out some minimum fee to the prospective client 

"is a good way to test/* If the clients are 'naive'1 

about what's entailed in upper-echelon decorating, 

Hampton says, "in those cases, it’s important ro 

establish with these babes in the woods that it costs 

$25,000 to do a really fancy paint job.” Even Waldo 

Fernandez, a not-exaedy-famous decorator-to-the- 

stars in Los Angeles (Elizabeth Taylor, Merv Griffin, 

Alana Hamilton Stewart, Sean Connery), hesitates 

to decorate a single room for less than $250,000, or 

a house for under $3 million. “You have to pay for 

quality,’ Waldo told Los Angeles magazine this sum¬ 

mer. So you do: before he switched careers in the 

1970s and began referring to himself in the third 

person simply as Waldo, Fernandez's most norabie 

achievement was dressing the sets for Planet of the 

Apes. 

Los Angeles, of course, has more than its share 

of residents wTith too much money too ready to 

be squandered on plush, meretricious interiors 

(Goldie Hawn, Elizabeth Taylor, Michael York, 

Merv Griffin, et al.), and it has Architectural Digest. 

But even Karen Fisher, the founder of a referral 

service that finds decorators for neophyte clients, 

with branches in New York and Los Angeles as 

well as San Francisco, Chicago and Washington, 

says undiplomatically that southern California is, 

in a word, 'so termless. God, when I pick up Ar¬ 

chitectural Digest, I can't stand the stuff chat goes on 

in L.A.' Fisher was speaking, of course, from her 

Manhattan headquarters. Like almost all unfath- 

omably expensive tyrannies of taste, the epidemic 

of professional decoration really breeds within and 

spreads from New York City, 

In Chicago, for instance, even people who spend 

hundreds of thousands of dollars to have a 

bedroom spiffed up seem embarrassed to have spent 

hundreds of thousands of dollars to have a 

bedroom spiffed up (“No One would drop the 

name of their designer to make points at a cocktail 

parry/ claims one Chicagoan who deals with 

decorators daily. “No one would say, 'Oh, my 

designer says,./'), whereas in New York anything 

that one has done in the name of good taste, no 

TWO S COMPANY, THREE'S A CROWD. EIGHT'S * CARTEL 

Cloi'kuw f™7*s left, decorator* Mark Hampton Juan Montoya, Jay Spectre, 
Cart Ltvine, John Saladino, Pierre LcVcc, Mario Buatta and Pierre Moulin 
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matter how cruelly expensive, h art ac¬ 

ceptable cocktail-patty subject. In New 

York, not to announce that Buatta did 

your Southampton place, and Jed John- 

son your Central Park West flat, seems... 

coy 

ARE DECORATORS DUMBER 
im DESIGNERS? 

INTERIOR DECORATORS DID NOT SPRING 

mto existence simply to overcharge clients, license 

their names 10 pillowcase manufacturers and 

perfect a caricature of the overbearing poofter ar¬ 

tiste. Rather, the decorator was bom 200 years 

ago—what? no bicentennial celebration?—when a 

hypothetical craftsman, probably an upholsterer, 

rose up from his kick pleats one day hissing, "No, 

no, no* damn it, it’s ail wrong. The swags go like this** 

To which his stunned colleagues, particularly the 

architect, instantly acquiesced, leaving the super¬ 

vision of interiors thereafter to die decorator and 

his descendants. (Architects would in this century 

reassert their rights to interior design, throwing 

down a gauntlet chat divides interior designers and 

architects to this day.) 

Though the terms are used interchangeably {see 

"Because Im Not Just Some Vpbol$tenrt Darling," 

right], there is a nominal difference between in¬ 

terior designers and interior decorators. 'The term 

designer implies a lot more than decorating,11 ex¬ 

plains a disinterested spokesperson for the Amer¬ 

ican Society of Interior Designers, a trade organi 

zation with 28,000 members. The implication is 

that interior decorators merely decorate — they em¬ 

bellish a room, or ' just push furniture around,' as 

ooe dec orating-magazine ediror puts it, while in¬ 

terior designers hew complete interior environments 

with the razor s edge of their vision, ASID-member 

interior designers are also supposed to know about 

unglamorous technical matters: prospective mem¬ 

bers must take an entrance exam to prove their 

mastery of residential fire codes, fabric toxicity, 

space planning and the like. 

Yet, whatever they call themselves, decorators* 

cum'designers can be stupid. A New5 Y>rk archi¬ 

tect once went on a professional shopping crip 

with a decorator colleague. The two were looking 

over a loose, curvaceous, machine-pressed chair 

from the 1950s —an icon designed by Charles 

Eames. “Look,1' said die decorator breathlessly, at 

that wonderful {Charles Rennie] Mackintosh chair" 

The gaffe is the equivalent of an English teacher 

mistaking jack Kerouac lor Henry James. The 

same architect says he has worked with decorators 

more than once who have proposed removing a 

building's structural columns. 

Decorator vs. designer, designer vs. architect, on 

and on the mutual derision and resentment goes, 

all the way up the professional food chain. "With a 
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Art you one of che millions of enterprising no tail-th at-well-educated 

Americans with a terrific sense of color and texture and class — a would- 

be major-league decorator but for your lack of an interior-decorating 

license! Alas, the existing state licensing exams tend to be abstract, ivory- 

tower exercises, not rigorous tests of practical decorating competence — and 

besides* they fail to convey the magic and sheer good-life marvelous ness 

of the interior-design field. Well, despair no longer, Here at last, thanks 

to BARBARA FLANAGAN, h our soen-to-be-natinnaily-recogmzed 

Materials 

Welcome to the official SPY Interior Decorators Licensing Exam (SIDLE), On the follow¬ 

ing pages you wi LI encounrer lots and lots of fascinatingly multiple choices, Don’t hurry through 

them. Take the SIDLE to the quiet corner of your home or workspace where you do 

your best conceptualizing, then relax, take your time, sip a California Chardonnay, Consult 

your best sources* favorite suppliers and intimate confidants, if you choose, Bonne chance — 

and good luck! 

Programming aid Planning 
Assessment of client needs, research techniques 

l. In the evening, clients 

most enjoy which of the 

following pastimes: 

q. watching hidden big- 

screen TVs slide* as if by 

magic* from richly uphol¬ 

stered ottomans 

fa. serving amber-colored 

cocktails poured from sculp¬ 

tural decanters 

e* admiring entire walls of 

books bound in the sensuous 

textures of aged leather 

2, Clients do not appreciate 

spending money on which of 

the following: 

q. early works by inaccessi¬ 

ble, experimental young 

painters, and sculptors over 

the age of 23 

fa. furniture and appliances 

that fail to suggest the word 

life-style 

c* bathtubs without power¬ 

ful, multidirectional water 

jets 

SUILDING 
Cdnstruciion and 
Support systems 

Principles and terminology 

of lighting, plumbing, 

air-conditioning, acoustics and 

energy COttStn a/iOrt 

6. In which one of the follow¬ 

ing real instances described Theory 

Identification and characteristics, installation, appropriateness of use 

1. Which of the following world-renowned interiors em¬ 

ployed flame resistant chamois leather walls, onyx floors 

and real tortoiseshell ceilings? 

a. Adnan Khashoggi's sleekly ap¬ 

pointed onetime yacht, the Nahila 

fa. the onetime 282-foot floating hideaway of Middle East¬ 

ern businessman A. Khasfaoggi 

q. the luxuriously crafted 1,800-ton pleasure craft once 

owned by Monsieur Adnan Khashoggi of Saudi Arabia 

Business and Professional Practice 
Administrative procedures; client, contractor and supplier relations 

8. Paige Rense, editor in chief of Architectural Digest, is 

9, not really a visual person if she gives the cover to the work 

of a designer other than you 

fa. off her stride if she Cuts you down to a rwo-page spread 

c. a Bitch on wheels tf she doesn't return your calls, even after 

the big basket of Moet arrives 

9. Your client requests a comfortable reading chair. You: 

q. buy a $1*600 armchair at Macy's that can be delivered in 

a few weeks 

fa. prepare the following bill, and warn the client not to ex¬ 

pect delivery until the 1990s 

Design and composition, color and lighting 

3. Which of che following hues, tints, tones and color con¬ 

cepts are also tempting, nontoxic fruits: 

9. Rome, Valencia, Seville 

fa dusty' apricot, pale persimmon, blushing peach 

c. Granny Smith, Jonathan, Golden Delicious. Navel 

4, Create the most arousing possible furnishing — horizon¬ 

tally. (Example: flocked Chippendale Bergen manque.) 

o. distressed a. Chippendale a, lowboy o, manque 

fa flocked fa Queen Anne fa ottoman fa flambe 

c* hand-tied e, Louis XIV c. bergerc e. touche 

Contract Documents 
Reading working drawings, shop drawings and related 

visual material 

5. Find the reproduction ninereenth-cenruryjapanese cloi¬ 

sonne vase in the following pictures: 

in a published interview NET LIST OTHER 
with Liia Minnelli does in- 

rerior designer Timothy i. violet silk wing chair §3,500 $7,000 
McDonald most success- it. add freight 

fully provide an emotional (although it is already included) MOO 
support system for his iii. add tax (although you have an 

diem? exemption and pay no sales tax) 5590 
q. 'Tim just couldn't get iv, re-cover silk chair in apricot suede 

over the fact that I couldn’t (four yards) 4440 51,200 
read a floor plan. So he (upholsterer) mo 
finally said, Look, pretend v. refintsh legs in Chinese red lacquer 

you1 re in. a helicopter fly- (lacquerer) $215 
ing over the space,' and ir vi, strip suede* re-cover in violet silk 

worked!" (trim) 550 5110 
fa. ’At first it was a bit (four new yards) 13(10 46(10 
difficult for me. I'd say* (upholsterer) tm 
Tim —did you see Gigi} viL refinish refinished legs in faux 

Do you remember the lace marble finish (artist) $300 
tablecloth?' But very soon 

we were on the same wave- 44,330 50,910 51,950 
length + 41,950 

e* “After Mark carried me HO,BSO 
over the threshold* we 

walked into a room full 10. Your client's husband asks you why one chair—"a 

of beautiful rhings —and $3,300 chair"—costs him $10,860. 

Halstun and Tim. I asked You answer: 

them to leave us alone for a <i* Trust me on this one — the apricot was deadly." 

while, because it was such 

a personal and private 

moment.” 

fa* “Pay a professional, get a professional job.1* 

c* Level with me — when was the last time you quibbled 

over a grand or two?" 
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History 

Identification of major periods and sty Us in architecture, 

furnishings and art 

II, M arch the follow i n g kgs 

with their identifications: 

a. Ludwig Mies 

van der Rohe 

b. Duncan Phyfe 

c. Andree Putman 

d. Robert Stem 

12, Architects and artists, historically contemptuous of 

interior decorators — even of licensed interior design¬ 

ers—composed the following closed-minded invectives 

against our profession. Which one is most unjust? 

a. "We don't want to be firemen whose legs are clad in 

modern trousers, but whose heads are embellished by the 

helmets of Roman legionnaires; we don't want to be like 

those Negroes upon whom the English culture bestowed 

the umbrella and the top hat, and we don't want our wives 

to run around naked iike savages in the garb of Venus! — 

Kasimir Malevich* 1924 

k “Eliminace the decorator.” —Frank Lloyd Wright, 1931 

c, "Let decoration, therefore, die for architecture."— Frank 

Lloyd Weight* 1931 

Essay Questions 

Write your own personal reflections on one of 

the following passages from Architectural Digest. 

‘Waterford and Chippendale* Aubusson and 

all were in their element...." 

—“Coach House in Oxfordshire," May 1931; Nancy 

Lancaster* designer 

“A bronze whippet pauses, arches its back* and looks over 

its shoulder* directly—or so it seems — at a contemporary 

painting in red and white." 

—“Black and White Metaphor," June 1984; KaJef 

Akron, designer 

' Behind the whippet, affectionately nicknamed ‘Sam' by 

the owner, who wanted a very ordinary name to make it 

more earthy* grows a young tree toward a skylight...." 

- Ib id. 

Design Problem 

Based on the information provided in the quotation, draft 

a rectangular room at half-inch scale, and solve the ac¬ 

tual design problem below, 

“W'hen we were nearly through with the decor,1 says the 

designer {Reginald Adams], Paul Lynde picked up a bust 

and said, "What about this?" ’ 

—“An Actor s Aspirations Realized," Architectural Digest, 

May 19S1 9 

designer*’’ says the ASID spokesperson, about to 
denigrate decorators, “you’re getting somebody 
with knowledge and expertise, not somebody who's 
just going to match swatches.'1 “He thinks he's an ar¬ 

chitect f says one very famous architect about de¬ 
signer John Saladtno. Indeed* in this business* 
resentment is endemic, even within a single caste. 
Mario Buatta worked for Keith Irvine for a year in 
the early 1960s, bur the two men still relentlessly 
snipe at one another. Last spring* in preparation 
for B. Altman & Company's elaborate promotion 
for Mario Buatta’s line of home furnishings, the 
decorator personally designed the stores six Fifth 
Avenue window displays. The night before the 
opening* a rather rarefied vandal soaped the win¬ 

dows, scrawling boq-boo buatta and England 
hates buatta. The culprit* Irvine's partner 
Thomas Fleming told a longtime associate* was 
someone from Irvine’s office. (Irvine declined to 
comment.) Decorators will be decorators. 

Of course, no credential guarantees know ledge 

or expertise or even eighth-grade shop-class com¬ 

mon sense. During this, the Nancy7 Decade, a man 

designing a home for a Housron couple calked his 

skeptical clients into letting him order them a 

custom-made bathtub — a $2G,000 all-copper tub. 

When the first bath was drawn, however, a concep¬ 

tual flaw manifested itself: copper is an excep¬ 

tionally good conductor of heat* and the tub bot¬ 

tom was scalding. No problem: the designer designed 

and had built and installed an elaborate* specially 

oil-treated teak liner. When a bath was drawn the 

second time, however, the teak liner floated use¬ 

lessly to the top. The clients finally fired their fey 

nincompoop —who was not* in fact* a decorator, 

nor an interior designer, but an architect* 

WE WANT IT, YOU KNOW* STATELY 
Tke fact is, as long as they are not literally 

burning their butts for the sake of design caprice, 

most clients don't care about nomenclature or ccr 

rifitation or training. "Basically, people are buying 

a product,” says Michael McDonough* a New7 York 

architect whose apartment interiors have been 

published in New York magazine and Metropolitan 

Home. “The product is status. The status is achieved 

through invoking some kind of idealized European 

past. New- York is very conservative in that way, 

and these decorators provide that imagery.” One A- 

list decorator who is paid a lot to provide that im¬ 

agery agrees. “Just think of Saul Steinberg,” says the 

decorator. "I mean* wrhac a 

joke that is! 1 mean, here's 

a man who has a 38-room 

apartment that belonged 

to John Rockefeller and 

{Steinberg] bought it* 

what, 15 years ago? And he I 

had Parish-Hadley deco- ! 

if you <jet post the 

switchboard 

at So Iodine's office, 

you may be ashed 

first to fork aver 

a nonrefundabk 

retainer — as much 

as $50,000 

TOT 



rate it all sort of contemporary-feeling. And then 

suddenly he goes through that wife; then the 

second wife, Gay if yd Steinberg, has turned the 

apartment into son of a Renaissance museum in 

Florence, Its really a riot” 

Indeed, any tour of New Yorks power residences 

reveals a ponderous, heavy-as-mahogany same¬ 

ness, a sameness much valued by precisely those 

people who could afford to hire decorators talented 

enough to give them something distinctive, “'Its un¬ 

fortunately the people chat have the money, chat 

can afford to buy things," says Buatta, who ‘don't 

buy the right things," * i 

In the; post-hippie actor-producer insisted on showing readers of A pArrmenr L i/e 3us Lum 

bmps and carpet-covered plywood platforms: in E98-8. Michael and Diandra forced readers of 
.Vi tufa tur^f Oigfit to o^te the-ii Cjlifami.1 htjusc; und now the jt i lu» become aiiiiual— lienc, the 

1989 .Wh,iht!Li spread on the Douglases Manhattan apartment 

McDonough, the architect, grants that “a lot of 

[decorators] are very sophisticated and well edu¬ 

cated. They're capable of a lot more than what 

they’re asked to do. But basically it's Do the English 

country bouse" 

And any faux lady or gentleman needs, for his or 

her multimillion-dollar New York City English 

country house, a formal library, with 300, 400, 

500 feet of bookshelves. In many instances, it is up 

to the interior designer to supply the 300, 400, 

500 feet of books as well. Along with stocking 

reviewers' rh rowaways, the Strand bookstore does a 

"quite substantial" business selling used books by 

the linear foot, according to owner Fred Bass. 

Prices range from $5 a foot to $ 10 a foot for “more 

substantial books in better condition”—only a few 

thousand dollars, in other words, to appear learned. 

"We get customers" Bass marvels, who say, 'We 

don'r care what they are— we want an older look,' 

They need their shelves filled immediately. I’ve had 

decorators come in with their clients and say ‘We 

only want green-leather bindings. What do you 

have in green leather?'" One decorator, intimately 

and embarrassedly familiar with the practice; says 

that if books-by-the-foot clients "went off to 

another room and I started looking at their books 

to see what made them tick, I'd think they had 

wide, wide interests.” 

fflf FRED AND WILMAr 
AS-C0CA1NE DEALERS LOOK 

To SAT THAT ALL OF JOHN SALAD 1NOS WORK 

looks the same (distressed walls, steel and-mahog¬ 

any coffee tables, pseudo-Greco-Roman sofas), or 

that every Mark Hampton house looks the same 

(English Regency armchairs, giltwood eagle con¬ 

soles, Georgian tables with lions-claw feet), or chat 

every Jay Spectre apartment (cheesy Art Deco- 

inspired leather armchairs, curved alcove ban¬ 

quettes, rattan glass-topped dining cables) looks like 

every other Jay Spectre apartment, is not, in the 

view of most of their clients, to make a w ithering 

criticism —it’s the designers formulaic look they 

want. Self-emulation seems ro bother nobody. Waldo, 

the decorator-to-the-stars —did we mention that 

Michael Y>rk is a client? and Goldie Hawn? — 

published pictures of an extravagantly renovated 

Brentwood mansion (the clients were nobodies) in 

Los Angeles magazine this summer: a huge water¬ 

fall, curvy ersatz-boulderish walls throughout, a 

shag-carpeted master suite and grass-cloth-covered 

Kleenex boxes —the works. It is a memorable 

house — and was memorable when he did the same 

thing back in the more ersaiz-boulderish-walls- 

shag*carpet-and-interior-waterfaIl year 1976, 

“Nothing is ever new," the decorator told Los Angeles* 

Anyway, he said, the new place, original or not, is 

"a Waldo." But Waldo, it seems, does not copy just 

himself. He is said to be unnaturally influenced by 

the late California designer Michael Taylor. And 

three years ago, after Merv Griffin had the designer 

Mark Appleton dream up a desert house for him, 

then let Appleton go and hired Waldo, Waldo more 

or less executed Appleton's designs and called the 

result his own. Wasn't Merv surprised, chagrined, 

appalled? Waldo says he currently has six deco¬ 

rating projects for Merv under way, including a 

Spelling-size 60,000-square-foot mansion. 

The architects critique of decorators is not just 

a matter of educational snobbery or guild jealousy, 

or class tension. There are a few good architects 

without visceral antidecorator feeling ("My archi¬ 

tecture wants to be decorated,”' Robert A.M. Stern 

says), but most consider an interior they have de¬ 

signed perfect as is: to decorate a room is to gild 

the lily — and to use thick, cruddy gilt at that. One 

trendy New \brk architect has been working with 

MAC II, the professional decorating vehicle of 

socialites Mica Ertegun and Chessy Rayner. He 

understands why decorators want to tart up New 

York homes with fake-old’fashioned stage sets — to 
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mitigate the urban grit outside —but MAC II, he 

says, "midgates to the point of making you live in¬ 

side a pin box/ 

Which do you prefer, rich person: occupying a 

12’room Victorian pin box, like most of the New 

\brk oligarchy, or living in a swanky fake cave? 

"Everywhere,™ Architectural Digest said of Cher's 

triplex loft in lower Manhattan, is "a grear deal of 

stone,” Tons of scone, in face: menacing, parking- 

gatage-like outcroppings looming from the coffered 

ceiling, great slabs rising up like cooled magma to 

form the pass-through of the kitchen. It is the sort 

of place Fred and Wilma might live in if they dealt 

cocaine. "We've been doing stone together for 

about ten years ” said Ron Wilson, the decorator of 

Cher's first home and of this, her eleventh, 

A PICTURE IS WORTH k THOUSAND WORDS, SOME FlflWERS, 
A NICE DINNER AND MAYBE A NEW TOILET 

Whether you are Cher's decorator or not, 

there is probably nothing more helpful to your 

career than having your work published in a shel¬ 

ter magazine, and no magazine is better at estab¬ 

lishing young designers’ careers and at sustaining 

walking-dead ones than Architectural Digest, the un¬ 

disputed queen bee of high-gloss, color-corrected, 

living-end, riding-to-hounds life-style fantasy. 

"Bob Stern used to have a saying/' says a fellow ar¬ 

chitect. 'Architectural Digest, three phone calls, three 

commissions. New York magazine: 30 calls, zero 

commissions." Not that MC, House Beautiful and 

Metropolitan Home aren't fine places for interior 

designers to place their work. HO is the next best 

thing to Digest, and Metropolitan Home and House 

Beautiful are in an altogether different class, both 

from each other and from the AD-HC preten¬ 

tious-living axis: both are "service" books, offering 

nominally useful information. Met Home, relent¬ 

lessly trendy, champions young designers as well as 

the wrork of designer-establishment giants and fea¬ 

tures a bizarre crypto-fashion-magazine style of 

prose chat staff members call Metrospeak. House 

Beautiful (called House Buattaful by the low-key, self- 

deprecating Mario Buatta) is a Flower & Garden 

Magazine-eta holdover that seems to have lost its 

way sometime around 197L 

Shelter magazines enjoy an especially cozy rela¬ 
tionship with furniture companies, lighting and 

appliance manufacturers, florists and electronics 

concerns, whose products they need to fill out the 

frames in their photos, and upon whose advertis¬ 

ing they depend, The standard photo barter —a 

company lends the merchan¬ 

dise for the duration of the 

shoot in exchange for credit 

in the magazine —is some¬ 

times supplemented by deals 

in which, say; bathroom fix¬ 

tures are installed at fire-sale 

prices in an editor's 

home. Some editors 

and contributors also 

buy furnishings, ap¬ 

pliances and elec¬ 

tronics ar cost direct 

from manufacturers or 

through their PR firms. 

Decorators too are 

naturally desperate to fawn and grovel before the 

shelter magazines. At Architectural Digest, accord¬ 

ing to one staff member, "{editor in chief) Paige 

{Rense] does receive her fair share of gifts/* If 

Rense likes you, you can have a lucrative career 

despite so-so work: no coasting decorator owes 

more to such indulgence than Jay Spectre, the 

assembler of identically high-polish, 1920s-by- 

way-of-the-'7Us apartments, During the last two 

years Spectre's work has had no fewer than three 

features in the magazine, a frequency, one Digest 

editor admits, that "at this point is more because 

he's a friend [of editor Reuses] than because of his 

talent/" 

As with any court and its courtiers, some must 

occasionally drop from favor, if only as an incen¬ 

tive to keep the others currying. Buatta, for in¬ 

stance, is said to be on the unofficial out-list right 

now- because Rense objects to the fact that he has li¬ 

censed his name to manufacturers of everything 

from sofas to chintz. And John Saladino: another 

bad boy. ' Paige has been very disappointed in Sala¬ 

dino" says a Digest source, because "she feels that 

he’s fishy/' Imagine: a fishy decorator. Shocking. 

A more enduring and directly profitable form of 

self-promotion is the name-brand decorator book. 

Mark Hampton, for instance, has cobbled to¬ 

gether a book for Random House, On Decorating. 

The decorator Alexandra Stoddard wras having a 

parry in her Park Avenue apartment to celebrate 

the publication of her book Living a Beautiful Life: 

500 Ways to Add Elegance. Order Beauty, and Joy to 

Every Day of Life. She has multitudes of tchotchkes 

in her flat, all carefully lit w ith spotlights. During 

the parry, after only four or five guests had arrived, 

the fuse blewp three times, and Stoddard got more 

harried each rime, running in and out of the kit¬ 

chen and asking, ’ Would someone please fix these 
fights?” The third time, she ran into the living room 

and shrieked, *This isn't living a beautiful life!“ 

"Wo got customers" 

marvels the owner of the 

Strand used-book store, 

"who soy, 'We don't 

care what they are — 

wv wont an alder took?" 

Prices range from 

$5 to $10 a foot 

LET’S MAKE AN APPOINTMENT 
For the uninitiate, approaching the high 

altar of big-name design usually begins with a 

quick lesson in don't-ask-you-can't*afFord-U eco¬ 

nomics. If you get past the switchboard at Sala- 

dino's office, for instance, and acrually make an ap¬ 

pointment, you may be asked to first fork over a 

nontefundable retainer Fine: $500? $1,000? As 

much as $50,000, according to one client. "For 
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the fifty grand/' reports a source, "you get room 

sketches —what your rooms are going to look 

Jike —some color swatches 

and the way he suggests ar¬ 

ranging everything. But that's 

all you get,1’ 

The $50,000 ante, says a 

member of SaJadinos staff 

who defends the practice, 

‘happens early on, before the 

design phase. If the client isn't 

happy with the design, we {keep designing} until 

the client is happy Until they're happy [and give 

the go-ahead to spend more], rhe fee remains; we 

don't charge any more." 

You send along the $50,000 check. You show up 

at 305 East 63rd Street. “First,” says the Saladino 

designefling, “y°u meet with, like, the vice presi¬ 

dent, and then, like, his assistant, to figure out 

what sort of project it is, to figure out who you are 

and if the project is real. You know, someone can 

come in just to joke {see “And Do \bu Have a 

Budget for This, Dearie?” left]. When we know 

it's for real, you meet Saladino/' At this juncture, 

does Saladino's and other big-name designers' in¬ 

volvement with a project wane considerably unless 

it is a big-money or celebrity commission? No 

way, says the designerling. "He's in full control. 

We design as a team. Sometimes he likes what we 

say and we develop it, but we cant come up with 

something and then put it in front of him, because 

he’s not gonna accept that.” 

One aspect of the business where no one dis¬ 

putes Salad!nos special touch is in the area of 

clients' bills: they are particularly large, as 

overstuffed as his trademark leather sofas. "Since 

everyone accuses me of doing it,w the designer has 

told an assistant about overcharging, “I might as 

well do it anyway/' 

And if a price-sensitive client should call stores 

or suppliers to double-check a designer s figures, 

it is very much in their mercantile interests to 

corroborate the designer s bill, since they would 

naturally like a piece of next week s million-dollar 

job. But interior designers done really need to go to 

extremes to gouge clients, or to steal {West 57tb cor¬ 

respondent Selina Scott recently sued her deco¬ 

rator, blaming him or his workmen for the 

disappearance of $10,000 in jewelry from 

her apartment): the system is set up to do it 

for them, legally and politely. 

urm Tur unilFV- 

GREEN, NEOCLASSICAL HUS OF ORNAMENT- 
IS RJttifD IN 

"IT IS/" SIGHS AN ARCHITECT WITH MORE 

awe than bitterness, “an incredibly lucrative 

business. There is incredible demand. The 

overhead is [low] — I mean, they hire stu- 



dents right out of school. They bill everything. And 

more power to them. All they’re doing is respond¬ 

ing to what the market will bear. Which seems to 

be, like, basically unlimited/' Say there are, conser¬ 

vatively, 20,000 American households that want 

name-brand decorating and that each year a tenth 

of them commissions major work “in other words, 

2,000 high six- and seven-figure jobs annually to 

be chosen by the several dozen famous and quasi- 

famous American decorators. 

Underlying this remunerative El Dorado is a 

complicated and ultimately price-fixed fee struc¬ 

ture based on mythical * retail" prices for furnish¬ 

ings, fabrics and other materiel, and on mutually 

beneficial sales practices between the designers 

and their suppliers. Top-of-the-heap designers 

often work for a fixed fee, typically 25 to 35 per¬ 

cent of the total cost of the job, 

But in addition to their fee, most designers 

pocket a large windfall by buying furniture and 

othet supplies at "'net" cost, tacking on a 25 to 40 

percent surcharge and billing the client this “retail" 

price. So in our Sl-million-minimum scenario, the 

designer actually pays only $600,000 to $750,000 

for furnishings and supplies billed to a client at 

$1 million. 

While the decorators' buy-low, sell-high practice 

is somewhat analogous to a building contractor s 

buying materials at cost and pocketing the 

difference, at least you or 1 could go down to the 

lumberyard any time we wanted to buy the two-by- 

fours. Not so with decorating, ‘'It's impossible to 

find a good upholsterer, or get good workmanship, 

or buy fine fabrics without the assistance of a 

designer," notes Karen Fisher “All the best show¬ 

rooms are closed to the public, and most are very 

careful to deal with the trade only [The designers] 

have established a very powerful union in their 

position there/* 

The locomotive pulling this gravy train is the to- 

the-trade showroom, from the venerable Decora¬ 

tion and Design (D&D) Building in New York to 

the elephantine ’'design centers" that have sprung 

up in most major American cities during the last 

decade. Access to these bunkers is, theoretically, 

strictly limited, the expensive goods inside un¬ 

available to even the most conspicuously con¬ 

sumptive Park Avenue arriviste unless he or she 

is in the company of a designer or architect. 

Why not just sell the pieces directly to consum¬ 

ers? From the furniture companies' perspective, 

its a matter of distribution. They say there isn’t 

broad enough demand to justify manufactur¬ 

ing and marketing such merchandise “Knoll's 

Pftster sofa costs $16,901, a Barcelona chair costs 

$6,486 — at a retail level But by cutting in the 

designers with professional discounts and sell¬ 

ing only to them, the manufacturers are assured 

a steady stream of business and are insulated 

from real, price-lowering competition. 

"It's a very common practice in the industry" 

says an architect responsible for many high-priced 

New York interiors, "for the showroom to say to 

the designer, 'How many receipts would you like?' 

And Would you like a blank receipt?' Very com¬ 

mon. Not everyone does it, but lets just say it's 

understood, okay? Look. You own a showroom. 

You're sitting there looking out the window, you've 

got nothing to do, and somebody walks in and 

drops $350,000 worth of business in your lap. So 

what do you do? 'Hey, um, I really want to show my 

appreciation for this —would you like the receipt 

[later presented to the client] ro show the retail or 

wholesale [net] cost?’ Perfectly innocent question. 

In other words, there are very polite 

ways to structure the paperwork.” 

Keeping the clients in the dark 

about pricing when they finally do 

breach the walls of the showrooms 

is institutionalized. One dodge, 

cheerfully exposed by Metropolitan 

Home, is the 5TO" price rag, which 

allows browsing designers to calcu¬ 

late a piece's net price without tip¬ 

ping off the client, For example, the 

net price of an ottoman marked 

730-10 is calculated by subtracting 

5 from the left figure and 10 from 

the right, or $725—which is what 

the designer will pay the showroom. The client 

pays the designer anywhere up to $1,000, Is 

everybody happy? Probably. Is the client crazy for On* architect »yi 

paying $1,000 for an ottoman} Probably "The whole 

relationship/' concludes a regular Times Home sec- h* h« worked 

tion contributor ’’is inimical to the client in the 

first place," with decorators 

I SPEND, THEREFORE I AM 
But the high prices are often the unspoken 

point of going to Chessy or Jay or Mark, of luxuri¬ 

ous decorating generally: it’s hard, almost an oxy 

moron, to practice conspicuous consumption in a 

shrewd, financially prudent fashion, 'They've made 

a lot of money on Wall Street, and now they're 

learning taste, sniffs a non-rush-mat-owning New 

York publisher, who’s worked with several deco¬ 

rators over the past two decades, of his decorators’ 

typical clients. 'And there’s a lot of people around 

who want to spend a lot, just so they can tell their 

friends how much they spent decorating. Visit me 

in the Hamptons, III introduce you to a hundred: 

1 had John Saladino and it cost a million dollars to 

renovate my living rooooooom!’ They can't wait to 

tell you what they spent/' "Bored wealthy women 

who never see their husbands," says an architect, 

"are buying entertainment—they're just tickled 

pink to spend $4 million with Mario Buacta.” 

Is there no limit? Does no one just say 

mare than ana* 

who Hot* proposed 

■amoving a building's 

structural columns 
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no? Recently an antiques dealer, having re* 

tained one of New York's most expensive 

interior designers to decorate his South¬ 

ampton bathroom, received a bill for ap¬ 

proximately $18,000. The sum was not, as 

One might reasonably assume, the charge 

for the entire project; it was the decorators 

fee for procuring and installing a single cur¬ 

tain. The gravy train lurched; the antiques 

dealer ordered the curtain removed and sent 

back to the decorator; the client made it 

dear he did not intend to pay the $18,000. 

Another Manhattan dient who, with her 

entertainment-executive husband, inter¬ 

viewed Hampton and Buatta about decorating their 

Upper East Side townhouse says a Parish-Hadley de¬ 

signer gave them the choice of a $100,000 Aubus- 

son and another mg for about $50,000, Again, the 

gravy train made an unscheduled stop; the couple 

rejected both rugs, although they could have afforded 

either "I basically said to [the decorator]. Wire not 

the Kravim. We're not, you know, wanting to pur on 

a big show/' 

Sociologically the decorator-client relationship is 

often deeply interesting, fraught with confusion and 

thus one-upmanship about who is snootier or more 

powerful than whom — Swept Away without die sex. 

In most cases, both the client and the designer are 

from relatively humble backgrounds, yet they ate in 

all likelihood creating a distinctly aristocratic 

showcase, and each is anxious to convince the other 

that refined taste and social self-confidence and huge 

sums of money do not faze, 

'Most decorators," says an important New York 

decorating editor, "grew up poor, on the edge of a 

swamp. Their work as decorators is a nose-pressed- 

to-the-glass experience. Decorating, for them, is 

die ultimate expression of arrival. They all, how¬ 

ever, try to leave you with the impression that they 

spent their childhoods romping on rolled lawns/' 

In this sense, the $18,000 curtain becomes, in all 

but its particular form, no different from the 

24-karat-gold Kimball concert grand piano at 

Graceland. Spectre grew up in Kentucky Salad mo 

in Missouri. And although Hampton freely admits 

that his father was an undertaker and farmer in In¬ 

diana, he has a very ftutey, non-farmers-son ac¬ 

cent. There’s so much pretense in the business,” 

Buarta says. Decorators think they're so much bet¬ 

ter than the client* Recently, Buatta says, he 

watched "one young {decorator], a southern guy 

he's one of the most pretentious people you ever 

Left, from ilie preternatural!) c«y animal-pai ming-clogged 
pseudo-Victorian look in 19" V.. . ro the prciernaturally 

co*yf a n i mil’ pa i nti ng-dngge d p s t u d o-Vi ctor i an 

look in 1989; right, three Kips Bay showbotije 
rooms—the 1981 tchoichkc’Crammed L-rsat/ 

■ MV ■»« 

Di Sizing Up Cuents 
When I first starred in busi¬ 

ness 27 years ago, I used to 

spend weekends with cli¬ 

ents, stay at their houses 

just to gee a feel for how they 

lived. Which was great, be¬ 

cause you got to know how 

they used the house and 

what they expected of you. 

I don't have that kind of 

time anymore. I've gotten a 

lot wiser in my old age, You 

can pretty much size up the 

way people live just looking 

ar the way things are. 

On Keeping Cuents' 
Husbands Out op It 

Usually they don't get their 

husbands involved. If they re 

smsrt, they don't, because it 

confuses the issue. 

Or New Morey Desperate 
to loan Lire Old Monet 

Our business is made up to¬ 

day of so many people who 

have just come into a lot of 

money They've never had 

anything; they come to you 

with nothing. They don't 

know who they are, and 

they want you to give rhem 

a backdrop—instant heri¬ 

tage, There's a whole world 

of new-money people who 

were never WASPs and never 

can be, but they want to live 

like WASPs, You see, they 

have nothing* they warn it 

all yesterday. [They buy) 

furniture we used to turn 

up our noses at —lace 

nineteenth-century stuff. 

They re all out there to 

prove that they've got taste 

and they've hired the right 

designer. Its all insecurity; 

that? all it is. It's trying 

to say, “I’ve arrived. Look 

at me/ 

Or the Suggestion that 
Ris Iicensing Business Has 
Caused His Fall frdh Faydr 

ai Aminmm Bietsr 
That’s the craziest thing, 

because 1 don't get that 

many job? published —[my] 

dienes are private. It takes 

three days out of your life to 

photograph a job —I donk 

have the time. I don’t need 

the business, But [Digest 

editor] Paige [Reuse}, my 

God —they call me every 

month, '’What have you 

got? What have you gof?“ 

She gets mad ar me because 

I dont give her anything. 

I don't know what they're 

talking about, {that I've 

gone} "commetc!ah" Jay 

Spectre has done more li¬ 

censing than I have, and 

she shows him all the time. 

On ire Parasitism of 
Feiidh Decorators 

J want to tell you some¬ 

thing; this business —there 

ate so many jealousies, so 

many bitchy people. They 

say Seventh Avenue is badt 

but I think the decorating 

business is worse — who got 

this client; who got that 

client. I hate ro use the word 

parasite, but they become 

no spy October mv 



want to know, and of course, who is he with? He's 

with a typical New Ybrk kind of client, and the 

banter was so funny; shes just plain housew ife; she 

thinks he’s somebody but he really isn't ” The arthb 

reef turned decorator Peter Marino, who grew up 

in Queens, also has a strangely rafotneAccent, the 

better to make clients such as fashion designer 

Valentino and richest-wife-in-America Claudia 

Cohen defer to his extraordinarily expensive 

aesthetic suggestions, 

DUELING EGOMANIACS; DECORATOR VS. CLIENT 
TViE LOOK OF THE TYPICAL MY-DECORATOR-IS MY- 

copilot Park Avenue pleasure dome may have less 

to do with the client's unadventurous taste than 

wrirh the contemptuous iron will of the person do- 

ing the decorating. At this level* client participa¬ 

tion, aside ftom check writing, may be strictly 

optional or even proscribed. “Mark Hampton will 

come in and look around your apartment and 

diagnose you," says a source who has dealt with 

Hampton, “And theres no back talk allowed. Your 

dining room is going to be umber and you're going 

E 

English simng room with maun mirror jnd [hick pnnr 

draperies . . the 198-5 tchotchke-t:rammed ersatz English 
bedroom with rococo mirror., and the 1987rchmdike- 
lt.l mined crs.it/ English fitting room with diitk 
print draperies and rococo mirror w 

g.v.i-m-'aad 

to have bookcases on the walls and the curtains will 

be a certain way. If you don’t wrant to do that, it's go¬ 

ing to cause problems. Everyone is so charmed by 

him and likes him so much, I don't think they pur 

up a fuss,” A lot of people imagine decorators are 

very dogmatic ” Hampton himself acknowledges* 

but “I consider myself very alert to my clients’ 

preferences. Lots of my clients have very strong 

opinions/' According to one atypiealiy feisty client 

of another designer, "My decorator goes* 'Oh this is 

faaaabulous, you must buy theees/ Well, come on, 

Pallio, cut the shit. If everything is fabulous, then 

nothing is fabulous. But most people wouldn't say 

that to a decorator They'd say. Oh yeah? Ybu want 

me to buy that? Well, uh* sure* I guess so* okay/ 

Most people wimp out wrich these decorators.'1 In¬ 

deed, a certain identity loss for the client, judging 

from repeat bookings, may be part of the point. 

"We re not against {newr money] 1” Sister Parish, the 

field's 70-ish* authentically upper-class grande 

dame told HG. "We want to give them pleasure, 

make them ieel comfortable,, .and grateful” 

It all begins co sound faintly sadomasochistic. 

Gtve me a million dollars to make you feel ignorant and 

irrelevant, and don't forget to thank me* "When a client 

comes in, they’re nice/1 says a staff member at one 

of New York's best-known decorating firms, "And 

when they leave, it's "Oh* I hate the witch. Did you 

see her shoes? I hate them/" Even celebrated clients 

'Most decorators/1 

soys on important 

New York decorating editor, 

'grew up on the edge 

of a swamp. Their work 

is a nose-pressed- 

to-tha-glass experience" 

attached to people like 

the client is theirs and (heirs 

ill one. 

On Phthetic Clients 
I had a diem who once 

placed numbers on every 

object* so in case they were 

moved, she could remember 

where they went, exactly the 

way I left them. Vase No. 1 

was under table No. 1. They 

took pictures chat they 

showed their housekeeper; 

“Thai's the way he did it; 

chat's rhe way it has to stay/ 
They're afraid ... and it's 

kind of sad. 

On His Annual Work Loud 
Whole houses? Probably 

not more than 5 or 6, but 

we have, like, 80 jobs on the 

billing book. Major houses. 

People now [in July] fm 

telling 1 can't do anything 

until January. Some of these 

people keep you busy all 

year round; some clients are 

doing things every month. 

On Well-known Clients 
Who Don't Hut 

to Pat 
There are these ladies who 

consider themselves so spe¬ 

cial that if you work for 

them, you should do it for 

nothing. Celebrity types? 

Uh, well, have you read any 

books lately about famous 

ladies? That One w as famous 

for wanting everything free. 

On the Miserliness 
of Successful Eoic diggers 

ll Pmticiilm 
A lot of these women wlio 

marry the older man for 

what he's all about rather 

than the fact that they love 

him or for looks or what¬ 

ever, you sometimes find, 

with them, char rheyre 

always nickeling and dim¬ 

ing, always trying to save 

the husband’s money. And 

then you get into argu¬ 

ments—she always points 

the finger at you if some¬ 

thing goes wrong. 

On the Unfrofiubiliit 
OF DECORATING 

Kids see what you’re mak¬ 

ing and say, "Gee* he’s mak¬ 

ing more on the carpeting 

for that room than I make 

in a week/ [But] you never 

make big money decorat¬ 

ing, There's never a great 

decorating fortune made. 

Your expenses are such, 

especially at your bigger 

firms* chat your money goes 

right out the window with 

expenses. 

0n Billing Shrewdly 

When you send the bill, you 

have to be very careful. 

There's psychologically a 

right time and a wrong rime 

to send bills. First of all, you 

never send big bills, since 

big bills knock their socks 

off. So you send, lots of little 

bills; you don’t wait until 

the jobs complete and send 

one big bill. Its easier for 

them to swallow the little 

bills -MW. 
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arc not immune to the snigger-and-wink. “Joel 

Grey was very specific about what he wanted," 

John Sakdino once reminisced, "He said he went 

around the house without a shirt, so every ming he 

sat in had to be comfortable. He'd take fabrics and 

run them across his chest, then the fabric was put 

out to his cats to see if they'd daw it." Ever since, in 

Saladinos office they run what they smirkingly call 

the Joel Grey Test on fabrics, "It becomes a teal 

strain," one decorator 

says, "because no matter 

how much a client might 

annoy you with their 

likes or dislikes'— how 

dare they!—"and no mat- 

ter how much you wish 

they would see things 

your way, their input is 

always gonna make the 

project unique," 

To be fair, of course, 

clients sometimes de¬ 

serve the contempt their 

mwah-mwah ki$$y-face 

designers privately heap 

on them. According to 

press reports, Nancy 

Reagan has spent this 

year bothering her dec¬ 

orator Ted Graber by phone day and night, fussing 

endlessly over details in the Reagans new Bel Air 

the time the returned house. And in Malibu, where John McEnroe and 

his famous wife are refurbishing their house, 

from het vocation neighbors have reportedly taken to calling her Tan¬ 

trum O’Neal for the screaming fits she directs at 

and b a hold the flashy, the refurbishes. 

lavish redecoration 

for the first time, 

Tmo Brawn had 

changed her mind — 

and promptly had 

almost everything 

ripped out 

The beautiful people are also, after all, high- 

strung, fussy, mercurial people. Tina Brown has 

had Chester Cleaver; yet another designer-to-the- 

stars, as her decorator ever since she arrived in the 

ILS, back in die middle of the Nancy Decade. He 

had made her East Side apartment look Mayfair- 

esque in 1986, after which he was the subject of 

a flattering article in Brown's Vanity Fair in 1987. 

Last spring, Cleaver was engaged to make over her 

office on the fourth floor of Conde Nast’s Madison 

Avenue headquarters. A flashy, lavish redesign was 

proposed by the decorator and approved by Tina 

in April: custom blond wood cabinetry, cranberry- 

red carpet, glittery sevendes-style violet walls, jazzy 

fluorescent lights, a huge black and white marble 

slab desk. But by the time shed returned from her 

vacation in July and beheld the redecoration for 

the first time, Tina had changed her mind. Brown 

(who is notorious for assigning and then killing en¬ 

tire issues' worth of articles and photography) 

promptly had everything but the cabinets ripped 

out and replaced. Now the walls are off-white, 

the carpet is off-white, the lights standard fix¬ 

tures, the desk plain wood —and it may ail re¬ 

main that way, unless the magazine's editorial 

art director comes up with yet another redecora¬ 

tion scheme, as Brown suggested after the Cleaver 

fiasco. 

Even though she has been "doing stone together 

for years' with her decorator; Cher can be a very 

naught}' client, too. After work was substantially 

complete on rhe kitchen in her lower Manhattan 

paleothon, Cher decided the new kitchen^ which 

had been built open, should be rebuilt enclosed. 

Fine* Ron Wilson said. Then she decided that no, 

she wanted the kitchen opened up after all. Fine* 

Ron Wilson said, “That’s not unusual for he£;', 

he explained to Architectural Digest. “She's a very 

strong Taurus, and I'm smart enough, being a 

Taurus myself, not to argue with her" 

Or, as one society designer has said, apropos his 

many moneyed clients: ’What I do is hold the 

hands of a lor of rich cunts." 

WnrCH LEADS USs SOMEHOW', TO THE ULTIMATE 

question: Do we really need interior decorators? 

The vast majority of designers, of course, would 

answer affirmatively; and the majority of designers 

perform low-key, competent services for ordinary 

people who haven't the time or inclination to 

furniture-shop or visualize traffic flow from the 

mud room to the breakfast nook, 

“Theoretically, if you have a well-defined enough 

sense of taste, what the hell do you need a deco¬ 

rator for?" asks a decorating client who never¬ 

theless continues to use one. "They do lend a cohe¬ 

sion, and they go out and shop. Which is why I hire 

them —not to impose their taste on me, but to do 

a lot of the legwork I don't want to do." And, as we 

have seen, designers, for good or ill, hold the keys 

to the castle. "People with quite good taste will use 

a designer because they need the access fto the 

showrooms and other craftsmen]" says Karen 

Fisher. “Do you knowr a good carpet installer? Right. 

Do you know' a good painter? The fact is, the hor¬ 

ror stories you hear about decorating tend to come 

from people who tried to {do it] themselves on the 

cheap." 

So weTe stuck with the interior-decorator pro¬ 

liferation. And, to be sure, the designers who cling 

to New York society do serve an indispensable 

function — which is to give the very, very rich a 

privately appalling way to spend their money. As 

long as social climbing remains the precarious 

journey it is, the path littered with the bodies of 

those who decorated wrong and lost their footing, 

there will be a decorator standing by with a stout 

coil of rope and a plummy voice to lead the rest of 

the wray up, And the nouveaux riches —even the 

not-so-nouveaux riches — will pay up and follow. 

Gladly, even. As Sister Parish said, it’s important 

that they feel comfortable...and grateful. 1 
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December 1986 
Brats 
Brats want everything —fame 

without achievement, money 

wirhour employment, fun without 

effort. And brats get what they 

want. " 

March 1967 
True Confessions 1|h$ 

''Hacking through the celebrity IK* %jpt 

memoir glut,. The sex! The drugs! 

The awkward prose!' Rock 

Hudson, Charles Manson, Tina 

Turner and much, much more in 

Our easy-to-read foldout chart, M September 1967 
The Men Who Defend the Mob 
”Our American system of justice 

requires that every defendant, no 

matter how vicious or contempt¬ 

ible, receive the best legal defense 

possible," 

October 1967 I n o t 
The SPY 100 4.'' 

Our annual catalog of the truly ap- 

palling, the unintentionally amus- ^ | 

ing and the unrelievedly banal." —- 

11'^®^':' November 1967 
mBmHB Kr \N F [ :>'i H ASI [[ V, 

ft SO 

In the age of Everythingseam 

and Whacevergare, how, after IS 

years, can the Chappaquiddick 

cover-up remain so airtight? Good 

question/' 

For back issues of SPY, send $4.00 per copy to SPY, 

The SPY Building, 5 Union Square West, New York, N.Y. 10003. 

March 1986 
The Fiiofax Generation 

"They're always jotting, jotting, 

jortingt seemingly intent on 

co mm it ring to paper every facet of 

their existence and systematically 

cramming it all between rhe covers 

of thei r bulging planners.' 

September 1968 
Life style Hell! Our Special 
Los Angeles Issue 

The sex, the spandex, the pastels, m ^ 

sr 7 the car phones, the irony shortage 

Queens." 

May 1966 
Welcome tu Rat Cm 3 
"It munches concrete, ir swims like 

a fish, it multiplies faster than a 

rabbit. It can leap from rooftop to 

rooftop, it tan pop in through the 

toilet. It's Rat; it numbers in the 

millions," 

June 1968 
COASTERS 

"For the world s Coasters, there is 

no stature of limitations on the 

rewards and privileges of early 

success," 

July/August 1966 
Party Guy*! 

“Nightlife Decathlon.'1 SPY private 

eyes tailed rhe city's most relentless 

night crawlers for an evening and 

kept score. And the winner is . . . 

osity that make Los Angeles a 

shrine to vapid fun," 

V IRA April 1986 TTT u jft* Our Nic k Issue A\! 
"Donald Trump—a heck of a guy. 

Glamorous Gals , . , Who Never 

Age. It’s Fun . , , to live in 
■ p 
Ml_ 

October 1988 
The SPY 100 
"Our annual census of the 100 most 

annoying, alarming and appalling 

people, places and things. ” 

November 1968 
Feuds! 

"It's not enough for some people to 

be well-to-do and well known; they 

need ro be well-to-do and well 

known and belligerent/' 

December 1968 
SEVEN 1IHS-SUME I HI NO 

"A return to the decade of the jtumk! 

rings, ultrasuede, sideburns and 

disco sex-machine Tony Orlando/' 

The Following Back Issues Are Available 

1986 December only 

1987 
March. September, October 

and November only 

1988 All issues 

1989 All issues 
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Wen the reviews of the hig summer spectaculars phoned 

in from the beach? Were the reviews of 

the hig summer spectaculars all strangely similar? 

B Y H £ H H Y DUTCH HOLLAND 

R IStiQtQ 
Of j 

wus 

For months now, Rolling Stone movie reviewer Peter Travers has 

been swerving across the border into Boffoland, once solely the 

domain of such movie publicist's friends as spy's own Eric 

Kaplan™ and his estimable successor, the re¬ 

nowned boulevardier/eineasthnessenger Walter 

Monheic™ (see page 46). Of ScandaL Travers ac¬ 

tually wrote, "Prepare to be wowed." A month 

later, he found that in Indiana Jones and the Last 

Crusade ‘the thrills are nonstop.' (If you don’t believe me, check 

the back issues of Rolling Stone in your kid 

brother's closet.) Combing Travers’s 

writing for hints of irony — we Hollands 

always try to give people the benefit of 

the doubt —I detected none. Then, in 

one issue in August, Travers lost it com¬ 

pletely: lethal Weapon 2 was "joking, 

jacked-up entertainment"; the animated 

short Tummy Trouble was "wilder, wackier 

and wittier than most full-length films"; 

A Hungarian Fairy Tale was a "potent 

piece of bureaucracy-bashing'; The Music 

Teacher was 'hypnotic, haunting"; Twister 

was a "fiendishly funny farce." 

The pleasure wasn’t all alliterative. 

"Whenever the going gets tough, the 

movie gees going," said the phrasemaker 

regarding Great Balls of Fire. "Attention, 

sequel sufferers {okay, a little allitera¬ 

tion],'' our straight-faced towrn crier 

wrote, "Rob Reiner offers welcome relief" 

(When Harry Met Sally,., was a "ravishing, 

romantic lark,1’ by the way,) Travers con¬ 

cluded, "Harry and Sally may be a match 

made in hell.,/' Will anyone have trou¬ 

ble completing this sentence? 

\fes, I'm afraid sor 

"... watching them is movie heaven/ 

Simple concepts like movie heaven 

and movie hell didn’t suffice for most crit¬ 

ics when it came time to discuss the over¬ 

rated Batman, and specifically Gotham 

City (In case you’re wondering, Travers 

said Gotham looked "dazzling, decadent” 

and that Nicholson's Joker was "a wild, 

warped winder”) Batman gave reviewers 

the chance to show' what theyd learned in 

undergraduate creative-writing courses, 

leaving readers up to their utility belts in 

adjectives and ambitious descriptions. 

Here is a roundup of some review's: 

(1) In Tim Burton's Batman, the sky¬ 

scrapers are 

(a) "dulied-out" (David Denby New 

York) 

(b) "elongated" (his pal David Edel- 

stein, the New York Post) 

(c) ’ thickly clustered" (their mentor, 

Pauline Kael, The New Yorker) 

(Pauline, if the skyscrapers aren't elon¬ 

gated, surely something must be? "[The] 

tenements/) 

(2) The two words that best describe the 

feel of Gotham City are 

(a) “bunched together1' (Denby) 

(b) “bunched together" (Edelstein) 
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(3) Most creative opening: “The camera 

drops in leathery glide, swoops over a 

wall, dips again, and coasts deeper into 

night, What is this place, these dim abut¬ 

ments and empty, roofed streets (canals?), 

a coliseum undiscovered in the desert? 

Credits play. The camera continues its 

winged prowl. At last it rises, circles, and 

looks down at where it's been: inside the 

intaglio of a great bat, the one salient 

feature in a world of darkness. The de¬ 

sign may be as big as a temple roof or as 

tiny as a signer ring. Whichever, inside 

it s where we have been, too” — Richard T. 

fame so n, 7 Days, (Suggestion to the edi¬ 

tors of 7 Days: in keeping with the college- 

newspaper -cum-small-literary-press 

feel of that paragraph, why not just pay 

Jameson in course credits, or copies.) 

(4) Best mistake: “We hear music so 

doomy you might think it to be Mahler, 

though it's really Prince in a cosmic 

mode”—Vincent Canby, The New 

Times, 

\bu might, if you were Vincent Canby, 

think it to be Prince in a cosmic mode, 

but it's really Danny Elfman who scored 

the movie (Prince did the songs). Memo 

to Canby; We can t stand 2 see U embar¬ 

rass yourself— time 4 U 2 pull out your 

copy o(Direy Mind and get reacquaimed 

with His Royal Badness mw, 

(For more on Batman crit, see page 

36 J 

Another critic who slipped up briefly 

last summer was the Voices Georgia 

Brown. “Now," she wrote, John j, Q'Gon 

nor-like, in her review of Indiana Jones 

and the Last Crusade* tomes Irish actress 

Alison Doody in her first screen role." 

Well, it was Doodys first screen role if 

you discount her featured appearances 

in A View to a Kill, A Prayer fir the Dying 

and Taffin. 

Now two lovesmick writers. David 

Edelstein, a fine if easily smitten critic, 

continues his valiant struggle for control 

over his hormones, “The corners of his 

mouth dribble gross white viscous froth 

resembling... never mind? he wrote, 

maturely, of the dog in Turner and Hooch. 

And in sex, lies, and videotape, one 

character "always looks as if he's just 

finished masturbating or is about to 

start."' More encouragingly, although he 

was clearly taken by Caroline MiLmoc in 

The Magic Toyshop —he described her as 

“beginning to exude that young-woman 

aroma that drives boys (and movie cam¬ 

eras) wild"— Edelstein ended his review 

with an amusing, self-knowing wink; 

“For such young women do patriarchs 

overstep their bounds, ensuring their 

overthrow. And film critics have to be 

careful, too.” Exactly. 

And someone else's emotions have 

spilled over, Here is this month's Vanity 

Fair profile excerpt: They are astonish¬ 

ing, those eyes.. ..The perfect conforma¬ 

tion of azure eyes, dark brows, lashes so 

thick they would make Loretra Young 

envious — these things are startlingly evi¬ 

dent the moment he greets me....He 

pogoes toward me, eager and breathless, 

a puppy flicking its frisky tail.,..The 

gods... created him in the form of a 

heamhrob. ♦.. Hls physical perfection... 

He looked too young and too pretty.... 

His beat performances are in romantic 

roles...in which his boyish gusto can 

come to seem something more: ardent, 

overwhelmingly sensual.™ 
Right; Stephen SchifFon Mel Gibson. 

While my friend Pendleburys French 

vocabulary is limited, it seems twice its 

actual size owing to his habit of repeating 

each phrase, particularly w hen he’s agi¬ 

tated — as in **Us billetsf les billets" or “vite, 

tdte." No such padding is required for 

New York Post movie critic Jami Bernard, 

whose facility with Italian was celebrated 

in this column two months ago. This 

time Bernard has added that certain elk 

ne salt qmi to two otherwise perfectly 

good review's. Four Adventures of Reinette 

and Mirabelk is an "Erie Rohmer baga¬ 

telle?' in which one of the characters, who 

is "studying something tres chic? does not 

teach her cousin "the ins and outs of the 

metro or anything like that.” And Wayne 

Wangs Eat a Bowl of Tea takes place "in a 

stir-fry of Chinese and American cul¬ 

tures." Can't wait to hear what Bernard 

has to say about the next Fellini anti¬ 

pasto, or perhaps a disappointing Berg¬ 

man comeback smorgasbord, or an un¬ 

discovered Fassbinder gem of a worst. 

When all the pans (not the stir-frying 

kind) were finally in, just who was the 

main offender — the offender di tutti offend¬ 

ers, as Bernard might put it —in Joseph 

Pap p's sta ruddied production of Twelfth 

Night (formerly by William Shakespeare) 

in Centra! Park last summer? 

The worst offender is Jeff Goldblum,.'' 

— Clive Barnes, the New York Post 

“By far die worst offender is Goldblum.” 

—William A, Henry III, Time 

"Easily the most shocking offender is 

Mr. Goldblum." 

— Frank Rich, The New York Times 

That's not mimicry that’s critical con¬ 

sensus—the reviews appeared on the 

same day. 

Takfs piece in Fame on shipowner 

Stavros Niarchos was surprisingly enter* 

taming. Still, in managed to contain 

(1) too many lessons in Greek culture 

that we don't remember signing up tor 

('Greeks like to spoil their children"; 

' Greek society was very closed ; TGreeks] 

consider ambition and strengrh ad¬ 

mirable qualities’; Cultivating aloneness 

is a common Greek trait"; "In the,,, 

Greek culture, a man is expected to wom¬ 

anize'; "Greeks are among the world's 

greate st ru mo rm ongers"); 

(2) too many bokey Niarchos nick¬ 

names {“the Golden Greek,” "the Delphic 

oracle’1), 

(3) Takfs trademark heavy-handed lib¬ 

eral-bashing (shah, yea; Papandreou, 

nay—plus choice Taki sarcasm built 

around such phrases as “the outraged 

liberals? Piof the liberal persuasion?’ "like 

true liberals’ and 'naive bleeding 

hearts"); 

(4) classic Taki snoblesse oblige ("I 

spent my honeymoon on the (185-foot, 

three-masted schooner] Creole, and I 

must admit it was very hard to sail on any 

boat after that1’— precisely why / gave up 

getting invited to sail the Mediterranean 

on schooners); and 

(3) one bad grammatical error (“he in¬ 

vited my wife and I"). 

Finally hard-liner John Simon, who al¬ 

most never makes grammatical or factual 

errors, has apparently started serializing 

his autobiography. Look for it under the 

heading Theater in New York/Cue maga¬ 

zine Here is Simon reviewing Up V 

Under,; a play abour an underdog rugby 

ream: "When I was playing rugby at the 

Leys School, Cambridge, I never heard of 

a miniaturized version of this thirteen-a- 

team game with only seven players and 

ten minutes a hah. At Harvard, l made 

the rugby ream immediately...," 

Next issue: Simon, while reviling a 

production of Macbeth, is reminded of 

the A + he got in third grade for a story 

he wrote about some witches. } 
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Ones a Reaganaut, /Ae other 

hates the system—but they love 

each other like brothers 

■ Y JOHN » R O O I E 

Earlier this year, Attorney General Rich¬ 

ard Thornburgh recommended to Presi¬ 

dent George Bush that William Lucas, a 

Detroit lawyer and former 

FBI agent, be nominated 

to serve as assistant at¬ 

torney general in charge 

of the justice Department's 

Civil Rights Division, Bush agreed. Ac 

the rime, the nomination seemed polit¬ 

ically elegant: Lucas, who is black but 

is opposed to affirmative'action quotas, 

would be regarded as a strong man by the 

right yet be acceptable to the left because 

of his race. All that remained was a pro 

forma Senate confirmation hearing. Un¬ 

fortunately, a week before the president's 

official endorsement the Detroit chapter 

of the NAACP (a chapter Lucas was sup¬ 

posedly active in) condemned the can¬ 

didate and issued this succinct state¬ 

ment: 'At the Justice Department, he 

would be a nonleader." Quickly, Thorn¬ 

burgh's Stealth nominee tripped the 

radar of the organized left across the 

country, and the man Ronald Reagan had 

dubbed Cool Hand Luke found himself 

undergoing a confirmation hearing more 

contentious than any since John Tower's — 

and one with the same end result, 

William, however, isn't the only Lucas 

attracted to high-pitched publicity: his 

brother, Father Lawrence Lucas of the 

Resurrection Roman Catholic Church in 

Harlem, is as committed a shoot-from- 

the-hip radical as his brother is a Repub¬ 

lican-come-lately opportunist. Indeed, 

while William was fighting for his politi¬ 

cal life in Washington last summer, mak¬ 

ing floundering GOP sounds before 

Congress, Father Lucas was loudly de¬ 

fending the teenagers w ho were accused 

of raping a jogger in Central Park. 

Two ideologically opposed brothers 

sprung to political prominence from the 

same Harlem household—the uncanny 

thing is that Norman Lear has not yet op¬ 

tioned the Lucases’ story Indeed, like a 

made-for-TV remake of Angels with Dirty 

Faces (the Jimmy Cagney movie in which 

one childhood pal grow s up to be a gang¬ 

ster and the other a priest), the Lucases 

have matured to become each other's 

theoretical political nemesis. But in this 

version, it is difficult to decide which 

brother to cast as the ne'er-do-well: wfith 

one embracing Lee Arwarer and the other 

Louis Farrakhan, the question of egre¬ 

giousness is clearly relative. 

True to script, Father Lawrence Lucas 

entered the world in the back of a Har¬ 

lem taxicab in L933. His brother William 

was five at the time. They were raised 

together by immigrant parents from the 

West Indies, devoted Roman Catholics 

who died w'hen the boys were still young. 

Separated, they were raised by different 

relatives. 

In 1962 William graduated from Ford- 

ham Law School, which he attended 

nights while working as a New York City 

cop. He was recruited by rhen Attorney 

General Robert Kennedy (who was seek¬ 

ing to integrate the justice Department) 

and hired on the contingency that he pass 

the DC. bar exam wirhtn nine months. 

After flunking the test, he joined J, Edgar 

Hoover's FBI in 1964 as a special agent. 

Until that time there had been five blacks 

among the 5,500 FBI agents —mo of 

whom acted as Hoovers office footmen, 

while another served the director as a 

dog walker and occasional cook, As a 

special agent from 1964 to 1968 in 

Detroit, Lucas — whom Bush wanted to 

manage all federal civil-rights enforce¬ 

ment—was perfectly situated to get the 

scoop on the civil-rights movement. 

During these years the bureau devoted 

its resources to developing the “Ghetto 

Informant Program" and producing a 

greatest hits cape of sexual sounds boot¬ 

legged from Martin Luther King Jr/s 

room in Washingtons Willard Hotel 

Meanwhile, back in Harlem, Father 

Lawrence Lucas was forging a liberation 

theology from his pulpit at the Church 

of the Resurrection, where he became 

pastor in 1969- Among his first acts as 

parish priest were painting the statue of 

Jesus near the altar brown and estab¬ 

lishing a working relationship with the 

Black Panthers (wrhich probably earned 

him a file in his brother’s agency). In 

1970 Random House published his ac¬ 

count of race relations within Catholi¬ 

cism, Black Priest/White Church, which 

expressed views he described as "a 

discomfort to many." By this time, 

Lawrence Lucas had begun to acquire the 

four handguns that later won him the 

description "pistol-packing priest" from 

the tabloids. 

His pistol-packing brother left the 

FBI in 1968 and became Wayne County 

(Detroit) sheriff, a job he held for 13 

years, William Lucas oversaw a depart¬ 

ment that used fire hoses on prisoners and 

confined them in a feculent holding area 

known as the Hole. "He didn’t control the 

system” explains one Lucas apologist 

(correct: he controlled the department). 

In 1982 Lucas, a lifelong Democrat, 

was elected Wayne County executive. 

Nevertheless, in July 1984 Ronald 

Reagan asked Lucas to accompany him 

to a campaign stop in Michigan. During 

the ensuing months George Bush, then 

vice president, met with him four times. 

Neither Bush nor Reagan seemed con¬ 

cerned that seven years earlier Lucas 

had withdrawn his name from Jimmy 

Carter s short list of potential FBI direc¬ 

tors because it was revealed that he had 

accepted a free junket to Las Vegas from 
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an indicted gambler. 

Ten months after Lucas met Reagan, 

he switched patties, in one stroke becom¬ 

ing the highest-ranking elected black 

Republican in the country. As a Demo¬ 

crat lie would have been way down the 

List as a candidate for the Michigan 

statehouse. When asked upon his con¬ 

version about a run for governor; Lucas 

told reporters, "It would be presump¬ 

tuous of me to believe as a new member 

I could step to the front of the line and 

seek that office." Needless to say, Lucas 

ran for governor as a Republican and got 

whipped in the 1986 general election. 

Lawrence Lucas's aspirations have re¬ 

mained both more ambitious and more 

circumscribed: he has run for no politi¬ 

cal office, bur he would still like to demol¬ 

ish the present political and economic 

system by whatever means necessary. In 

an interview with Spy, he was quick to 

point out that carrying firearms is per¬ 

fectly in keeping with the Catholic doc¬ 

trine of self-defense. “If you must injure, 

you must do only that injury required in 

order to save your life. *.. If it is necessary 

under those circumstances to take a life, 

then you are morally justified in so do¬ 

ing.' Father Lucas adds the exegesis, ’The 

approach to abortion is consistent with 

this, but unfortunately there seems to be 

concern only for the nine months that 

Frra inside mania's womb. When I come 

out’— here he seems to shift: gears —"and 

they see what T look like, then they don't 

care about white Catholic cops killing 

black folks left and right and whole poli¬ 

cies of genocide coming from the White 

House right down to Grade Mansion ." 

But when it comes to his brother's 

collaboration with the white police 

establishment, and now the Bush ad¬ 

ministration, Lawrence’s indignation has 

a blind spot. He's even campaigned with 

his brother. When asked today about his 

brothers alliance with Ronald Reagan, 

Father Lucas finds a good all-purpose 

leftist dodge: "As far as Fm concerned, 

Democrats and Republicans are just op¬ 

posite arms of white supremacy.... J'm 

not a slave to the Democratic Party." 

In July, when William was being pil¬ 

loried by the NAACP and abandoned by 

Jesse Jackson, Father Lawrence was one 

of the few activists to stand by him* “He 

was a Democrat turned Republican 

says the priest of his brother, “which 

apparently is wrong, if you're African, 

to do so, bur it's all right if you're a Ron¬ 

ald Reagan or a Rudolph Giuliani " 

With a similar, leftward outflanking 

maneuver, he dismisses his brother’s an¬ 

tagonists among civil-rights leaders: “l 

call them 194Gs-sryle, NAACP handker¬ 

chief heads," he says. But he reserves his 

most caustic criticism for the wrhite 

liberals wrho opposed the nomination: 

“They say; Hey, boy, hey, girl —we re go¬ 

ing to dictate your values and priorities. 

If you do it, you’re a good nigger; if you 

don't, you’re a bad nigger.” 

During his brother’s Senate confirma¬ 

tion hearing, the white liberals and the 

handkerchief heads were merciless, bat¬ 

tering William Lucas, and for a moment 

the political arena seemed turned upside 

down. Howard Metzenbaum, the pre¬ 

dictably liberal Ohio senator, repeatedly 

asked Lucas about a 1985 customs decla¬ 

ration in which Lucas had failed to dis¬ 

close more than $8,000 worth of jewelry 

and clothing. Senators Joseph Biden and 

Paul Simon challenged the nominee's 

ability lo be a leader in the civil-rights 

movement. And Senator Edward Ken¬ 

nedy on the twentieth anniversary 

of Chappaquiddick, asked whether 

Lucas would defend women's rights. 

To Lucas it must have been strange 

to turn for comfort to old segregation¬ 

ist Strom Thurmond and Orrin “The 

Democrats are a Party of Homosexuals" 

Hatch during his lashing by the liberals. 

Despite Thurmond’s efforts, the nomi¬ 

nation was dismissed after a 7-7 vote; 

Lucas was later consoled with the no¬ 

confirmation-needed title of director of 

the Justice Departments Office of Liaison 

Services, 

On the first day of hearings, though, 

there occurred a fraternal juxtaposition 

as telling as the political fracas itself 

Father Lawrence Lucas arrived in the 

Senate hearing room alone and disarmed. 

He was escorted by a Bush administra¬ 

tion handler past the well-scrubbed Wil¬ 

liam Lucas dan to his own row. As the 

room filled to capacity, Father Lucas sat 

cordoned off for most of the morning. 

While his brother stood before the 

Judiciary Committee fending off allega¬ 

tion after allegation with only an effusive 

smile —just like his political succubus, 

Ronald Reagan—Father Lucas, dressed 

in his habit, rested a hand on his empty 

holster, and smirked, 1 
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While Time Warner 's generals 

rhapsodize about the takeover, the 

cheerleading cant convince the troops 

»T MACAULAY CONNOR 

If ever a word confused the wage apes 

who stalk the corridors of Time Warner, 

the giant cabJe-TV and movie concern, 

it is the one so regularly 

mini s Tt y bandied about during the 
'■“•■9CJ- ‘ __ . - — iF months leading up to the 

a t 1 o n takeover of Warner Com- 

munications by Time Inc, 

The magic word, needless to sayt is 

synergy. No amount of wishful, carefully 

crafted agitprop memorandums — at least 

one written by Peter Quinn, who worked 

on Mario Cuomo's dramatic keynote 

address at the 1984 Democratic Na¬ 

tional Convention — was able to establish 

the precise working definition of synergy, 

or how it would apply to Times once 

lustrous stable of magazines that in- 

eludes Titm1 Sports illustrated. People, For- 

turn. Money, Life and, of course. Cooking 

Light. 

The journalists at Tree's Washington 

bureau were given an insight into what 

this exciting buzzword might mean to 

them, however, over lunch recently with 

Dick Munro, Time Inc/s pious, excitable 

chairman, and teeny Reg Brack, the ferret¬ 

eyed magazine*d[vision head. Fielding a 

question from a bureau member regard¬ 

ing what this blather meant, Brack testily 

made clear the company's intentions. ' By 

this time next year," he raged, ' there will 

be 10 million Batman videocassettes out 

there. And each and every one of them 

will have a subscription coupon for Enter¬ 

tainment Weekly stuffed inside. Now, that's 

what 1 mean by synergy!” 

Jt must fairly be said that Munro and 

his fellow executives have worked tire¬ 

lessly at mustering enthusiasm among 

the troops for the Warner merger. Such 

was his passion for the deal that Munrds 

very mood would apparently suffer vio¬ 

lent swings in the course of a single meet¬ 

ing with colleagues; he was furious one 

moment and on the verge of weep ing the 

next. At the many such meetings, long 

and bitter discussions ensued about the 

fact that, among other minor merger- 

related problems, the company would 

suddenly cease being profitable and 

wrould turn no profit in the foreseeable 

future —and therefore would be unlikely 

to continue its policy of awarding profit- 

sharing sums to its employees, which can 

amount ro at least 10 percent of a Time 

Inc. employees annual pay, When editor 

in chief Jason McManus was asked about 

this early last summer, he hemmed and 

hawed and pawed the floor a bit before 

finally confessing, ' Well, gosh —we really 

hadn't given that any thought. Fm kind of 

unprepared to commit to anything on 

that right now.” 

iK^ Munro was making one of 

his jacket-off, man-ofthe-people 

visits to the cafeteria, the assembly 

quietly booed him 

Ac Munro and Bracks little get-to¬ 

gether with the Washington bureau, it 

fell to one brave correspondent to ask the 

really tough question: “Are you making as 

much as the rest of the press says you're 

making?” Although Munro and his co- 

conspirator and putative successor, the 

height-enhandng-shoe-wearer Nick Nicho¬ 

las, Time Inc.'s president, will come out 

$52 million ahead because of the take¬ 

over, Munro boldly said before a roomful 

of people whose pay and job-security 

prospects have not exactly been improved 

by the merger, "Money has never mat¬ 

tered to me, / make more than I need!' 

That's not to say Dick Munro can’t be 
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a very sensitive guy. When, at one of his 

postmerger morale-boosting forums, he 

was asked what Time Warner cochair¬ 

man Steve Ross's people would be doing 

to tighten their belts, a tear fairly formed 

in the corner of Munros eye. Took,'1 he 

said softly “If you knew Steve the way I 

know1 Steve, you’d feel about him the way 

1 do. He's a real softy and just doesn't fire 

people. Besides," Monro continued, J,he 

looks after talent, and you really have to 

coddle talent.’ In other words: No. Warners 

will not he cutting hack. Ross will continue 

to airlift his laundry and Steven Spiel¬ 

berg’s dog out to Hast Hampton, because 

Warner deals with talent, as opposed to 

the expendable editors and writers ivho 

helped make Time Inc. one of the most 

respected magazine empires in the world. 

Now, to get closer to his buddy Steve, 

Munro and the friendless Nicholas had 

decorators and workmen fashioning new 

office space for themselves even before 

they had been given the final go-ahead 

for the takeover. Not in chose cold, 

cruddy Sixth Avenue offices of the Time 

Sc Life Building, mind you, but on the 

superexecutive floors of Warner's much 

tonier offices at 15 Rockefeller Plaza, 

where they would be closer to Steve — 

and all that coddled talent. 

But for all his efforts at convincing 

Time employees that encumbering them¬ 

selves with $15 billion in debt was a good 

idea, Munros propaganda campaign 

served only to confuse and frighten. In a 

speech to shareholders back when the 

Time Warner deal was a comparatively 

sensible merger, not a pointlessly expen¬ 

sive acquisition, Munro assured Time Inc. 

employees that their jobs were not in danger; 

they were the most valuable pari of Time Inc.; 

he could see the pain in their eyes when he 

ate lunch in the employee cafeteria. Weeks 

later, when Munro wFas making one of his 

jacket-off, man-of-the-people visits to the 

cafeteria, the assembly quietly booed 

him. Around the same time, a directive 

reassured employees that although man¬ 

agement did not foresee any layoffs, it 

had decided to sweeten the company's 

severance pohey. A follow-up memo to 

Time journalists asked ominously, "Is a 

system designed several decades ago still 

appropriate for the L990s? Is there a 

more effective way to get things done?'1 

If the editors and writers at Time 

Inc. were looking for help from above, 

they appeared to be out of luck. Jason 

McManus is certainly more popular 

than his predecessor, Henry Grunwald, 

but he never quite seemed to get a handle 

on the whole takeover His salary was 

almost double what it wras when he first 

took the job — he knewr that. But w hen he 

and his fellow executives met with 

editors and writers to discuss the take¬ 

over of Warner, it became apparent that 

nobody on the 34th floor reads business 

magazines, least of all the ones they pub¬ 

lish, One editor asked, reasonably, what 

management would do if, in a year, the 

Time Warner stock price didn't equal 

what it would have been under the Para 

mount offer. "By then it will be a dead 

issue"' was the matter-of-fact answer, 

demonstrating a cynical disregard not 

only for the interests of the shareholders 

but also for how the business press would 

cover the story a year hence. (The "\feat 

After the Merger" story, with much atten¬ 

tion devoted to the stock price, is a basic 

business-journalism standby.) Soon after 

the merger was consummated, McManus 

seemed to go out of his way to look like 

a play-ball, bottom-line executive: Kath¬ 

erine Bonniwell, the publisher of Life, 

asked him to sack Pat Ryan, the manag¬ 

ing editor of Life (and a 28-year Time 

Inc. veteran), and McManus complied, 

subjecting Ryan to his customary, chill¬ 

ing Tm-about-to-fire-you greeting, My 

friend'..,. 

But come the mergers first anniver¬ 

sary, many of those who conspired to 

effect the merger may be gone. Munro is 

due to jump ship next spring, the honey¬ 

moon between Nicholas and his coequal- 

to-be Ross is probably over already, and 

there has been considerable posttakeover 

talk of McManus stepping down and be¬ 

ing replaced by Time managing editor 

Henry Muller, 

Bets are being hedged all over the 

place “indeed, it’s virtually corporate 

policy. Weeks before Delaware Supreme 

Court chancellor William Allen ruled in 

Time's favor on the takeover, well-placed 

officials of the company seemed almost 

uncannily certain that the deal was 

theirs. What wras not made widely know n 

to anyone but Paramount's attorneys was 

that Allen used to be a partner at Mortis, 

Nichols, Arscht & Tunnel!. And Moms, 

Nichols, Arscht & Tunnell just happens 

to be the firm that represented Time in 

the proceedings. So that’s wThat they mean 

by synergy. } 
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On Wall Street, why 

knowing who doesn't know 

beats knowing who knows 

§ T WILLIAM SMITH 

AND f D D t E STERN 

Wall Street i nvestors are always looki ng for 

new ways to predict the ebb and flow of 

financial markers* They collect tips, sub¬ 

scribe to abstruse news- 

t h t letters and follow any of a 

STRICT number of seers who em¬ 

ploy complex mathemati¬ 

cal models. But one of the 

most effective approaches is the theory of 

dumb money: the idea of studying where 

Wall Street's dopes advise you to put your 

money* and then doing the opposite. 

Perhaps the most reliable tools for such 

antiprognostication are Time, Newsweek 

and USNews & World Report. The theory 

holds that popular opinion is a solid in¬ 

dicator of what not to do. According to Wall 

Street analyst Paul Macrae Montgomery, 

there are few better expressions of conven¬ 

tional wisdom than the cover stories of the 

newsweeklies. 

Montgomery has researched Time covers 
back to the 1920s. He has found that 

whenever an executive or financial trend is 

famous or obvious enough to warrant a 

cover story, its days are dwindling. For an 

executive, a cover indicates that his 

downfall is twro to three years off. Ivar 

Kreugei; who once controlled three-quarters 

of the world s match trade, made Times 

cover the day before the 1929 crash. Two 

years latex; he was a suicide. A more recent 

victim of the cover-boy curse w as Steve 

Jobs* who appeared on Timis cover about 

three years before Apple chairman John 

Sculley engineered his purge. 

More useful to dumb money-ists are 

Cover stories dealing with interest rates 

or the future of a particular industry. 

Such stories will signal the practiced dumb- 

money watcher to heed the trend in the 

short run — say; for one to three months — 

and then to reverse cou rse, in March 1982, 

for example, as three-month T-bill rates hit 

12.5 percent, Time ran a cover story on IN¬ 

TEREST RATH ANGUISH. Over the next 

month, three-month T-bill rates rose to 
13.5 percent and then began to fall drama¬ 

tically. By August, five months after the 

cover story interest on three-month T-bills 

had sunk to 8.4 percent, prompting 

Newsweek to run its own cover story on 

August 30, 1982. This would have sig¬ 

naled the dumb money-ist that interest rates 

would, in fact, go up, and, sure enough, 

after a month passed and rates dribbled 

down to 7.7 percent, a rebound occurred, 

and interest rates retu rned to double digits 

before the year was out. 

Mere coincidence, you think? The Oc¬ 

tober 1987 crash inspired dark, desperate 

cover stories in both Time and US. News & 

World Report. Dumb money-ists who 

bought shares a month after the crash in 

any of the so-called Index Funds that rise 

and fall with the Dow Jones Industrial 

Average would have made 36 percent on 

their investment by last May. 

Dumb money-ists are also fond of Wall 

Street Week, the PBS scries hosted by 

Louis Rukeyser that features stock tips 

from big-time brokers and analysts. Ac¬ 

cording to Norman Fosback, president 

of the Institute for Econometric Research, 

Rukeysets viewers get stale advice. Fos¬ 

back tracked 200 predictions made on 

Wall Street Week and concluded that one 

can make money betting agamst the rec¬ 

ommended stocks. Just call Wall Street 

Week two weeks before a given show and 

ask for the names of the analysts sched¬ 

uled to appear. Then call the analysts1 

firms* find out what stocks they've been 

recommending to their clients (and will 

soon recommend on TV) and buy them. 

Then, two weeks after the show airs, you 

sell. The touted stocks, claims Fosback, 

rise gradually during the two weeks that 

precede their mention on the show, and 

surge on the following Monday as view¬ 

ers across America rush to act on tips 

they heard Friday night. The stocks then 

fall an average of 3.2 percent over the 

next six weeks. 

Rukeyser, a dispassionate observer of 

these findings, disagrees. “Were talking 

about a ri di culously bad study, full of ba¬ 

loney," we were told by rhe man who 

wrote Playboy's "Women of Wall Street” 

feature. “The only reason [Fosback] did it 

is because he wasn't invited on the show " 

Rukeyset, however, corroborated our 

research on another dumb-money bell¬ 

wether, Barron’s editor and columnist 

Alan Abelson, saying he had been “much 

too bearish lately." Well, so he has. We 

tracked Abelsohs record for a 30-month 

period and found him to be usefully un- 

presrienc. Abelson missed four of the six 

major stock-market surges chat occurred 

between January 1987 and May 1989“ 

yet wras not bearish enough to call the 

crash. Indeed, his predictions throughout 

1987 explain wrhy he is such a favorite of 

dumb money-ists. From January to March 

1987, Abelson wras bearish as the market 

rose over 400 points. On March 23 he 

turned bullish, just as the market dropped 

98 points over the following monrh. Evi¬ 

dently chastened by that downturn, he 

became bearish in May, just as the mar¬ 

ket began its climb to its precrash high of 

2,722 in August. By that point, Abelson 

had again turned bullish, even jesting in 

July that the market might crack 5,000. 

He remained bullish into the fall, even 

after the wrild selling chat preceded Black 

Monday, which prompted him to hypoth¬ 

esize cheerfully that he "may have seen 

the w'Ofst" and was "encouraged" by the 

economic climate of the day. Those un¬ 

characteristically sunny words appeared 

on October 19T the day of the crash, f 
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/ have always been fascinated by the idea of 

Noahs ark gnus, sheep, penguins and arma- 

diihs ail milling around together discussing the 

weather The entire gamut of natural couples 

bound haplessly by a single goal. A unity of ex¬ 

perience there, surely, of a sort. The wildebeests 

panic “Well never get off of this hat! Neper! 

Well never,.,yaaaaargh* But the solid ones — 

not necessarily the ones you'd expect—pull 

together: the gnats, the tortoises. How long did 

the voyage last? Forty days? You know there 

was some slipping around\ which is how we got 

the platypus, for instance. 

So I thought i would throw together a lot of 

animals in this puzzle and see what came up. 

Not very much. A new word, for what it is 

worth, at 16 Down, but m new life-forms, Vm 

afraid. The beef ah is m breakthrough. In fact, 

for all l know the beefak may be extinct: it's 

been years since /to seen any reference, in an in¬ 

flight newsmagazine, to that hybrid meat- 

source for which so many had such hopes. I 

have never eaten any beefalo myself, wouldn't 

feel right about itt because / doubt l have 

enough Indian blood in me to deserts to eat 

anything thafs three-eighths bison, 

l am mi going to eat warms, either, self- 

pitying as / happen to feel at the moment for 

reasons of a personal nature (yes, crossword peo¬ 

ple have personal natures) involving a fow care¬ 

less (and. yes, cross) words. 

On that ark, III bet. the animals mixed at 

first warily, but then they began to make con¬ 

tacts, A dove had something to say to a casso¬ 

wary, an otter to a pangolin. One wants to believe 

that: that me creature can relate to another, if 

the right language can somehow be found. 

This puzzle is dedicated to that proposition. 

And if finding the right language this month 

does not induce the usual frisson, well, bey. 

Listen. This puzzle, this month, has done its 

level best to get down to a raw animal level— 

we do have here, after all, a horse, a rat, a 

monkey, an alligator, a mythical beast and so 

on. What more do you want for your.., what¬ 

ever this magazine costs, Vm sure it doesn't cost 

any more than ifs worth. I get a free copy. And 

when I need an extra one. I buy it off the street. 

Homeless people (l assume they are homeless, or 

trying to be homeless) who sell magazinest and 

books, and <3arretf Morris albums, and shoes, 

and so on, all laid out on the sidewalk as mis¬ 

cellaneously as the cast of the ark, often include 

copies of SPY among their wares, l support this 

industry, l give it my extra books, although / 

could get money for them at the Strand. When 

l give a sidewalk bibliovtndor a big bag of 

blurb-begging bound galleys tn return for, say, 

an extra copy or two of SPY or a nice first- 

edition lurid-covered paperback of All the 

King's Men or a mystery entitled Dea.d Men 

Don: Give Seminars, which I intend to give 

me of my academic friends for Christmas, that 

vendor tends to show spontaneous gratitude. 

Not that I deserve more gratitude than l get or 

anything, but: you lake it where you find it. 

Which leads me back, at last, to the mam 

question l would like to leave you with this har¬ 

vest-season month: Were the animals that were 

chosen to be on the ark grateful? Or did they just 

sort of swank around saying, “Were survivors*? 

And did they all edge hungrily — some out of 

sheer appetite, some for reasons of self- 

abasement— toward she earthworm couple? 

Was the earthworm couple a single worm? 

What did the ark animals eat? The carnivo¬ 

rous ones. — R.B, 

ACROSS 

4. An uncut horse is one that has not been 

gelded. (A horse h by definition male; 

females are mares. Don't complain to me 

about this, its just the way the language is 

set up.) Geldings get along with mares 

much better than stallions do. I am just 

saying that. I am not taking sides. But 

sometimes when you step back from the 

whole thing, you wonder: did nature mean 

for intercourse and companionship to 

mix? Hey, listen, I hope the answer is yes. 

I'm just asking, hats backward with lion. 

11+ Tote plus monkeys first letter, 

12* Tea plus r plus gas (as in "the party 

was a gas"). 

15, With r and h, eat worms would be 

earthworms. Right? 

2D* State rearranged ("dislocated3')* 

23* We hear “Polly3' and "tick." 

28* Tinseled is gaudy; tin h a metal and 

Edstl rearranged ("smashed”) is seled. Have 

you ever tried to write a quatrain in which 

each line had a word that used the same 

letters in a different order? For instance: 

Shim vainglory Don’t enlist. 

Medals are but tinsel. 

Sail calm inlets. Don't insist. 
Listen, Be prehensile. 

But would that work if you went through 

life like that all die time? Being receptive 

rather than pushy? Oh, welf it’s just word 

games here, we don't answer searing moral 

questions, We feel that just raising them 

is enough, 

DOWN 

2* Olafis the Norwegian, 'climbing" makes 

him backward in a dow n due. 

3* Roty a* Of “climbing* with aU over, 

8, "Putting a handle on" is the definition* 

Nam plus gin rearranged ("spritzer*). I 

shouldn't be doing this, I should he wrif> 

mg a major novel* 

9. Nessie is the Loch Ness monster. A shot 

is a picture. 

H, Unfashionable is out, a wisetracker is 

a wit and a lee is a tiny platform, A person 

who is outwitted is a gull. 

Iff* The Roman numeral A1 represents a 

grand. A kind is an ilk, 

22, UPS over hot C'sexy")- 

You don't need any more explanations, surely. 

You are a lover of language for its own weird 

sake, or you would not have come this far; And 

don't you find it fascinating that in the dic¬ 

tionary a shrimp and a shrew are pictured on 

the same page and they are just being cool, not 

looking at each other, even though (on the me 

hand) a shrew might snap up a shrimp and (on 

the other hand) you'd think the two of them 

might have same things to say to each other 

about the shared experience of being small? And 

yon wonder: Is it all just language? Would shrew 

and shrimp hang out together at ail if it weren’t 

for the dictionary? Or maybe you don't wonder 

this. Maybe we have nothing in common. 1 

m $rt ocmnm vm 
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Superdaddy Spelling is off TV, 

fuddy-duddy William Morris 

is just TV muddkhaded CAA 

wants a client only on TV 

ft Y CELIA BRADY 

Tori. Tor/. Tori: Aaron Spelling — the man 
who once likened the television business 
to Death of a Salesman by saying, "We are 

all Willy Lomans in this 
business. We make our 
trips to the networks and 
tell them an idea, and they 
either buy it or turn it 

down"— has recently been exhibiting be¬ 
havior typical of an altogether different 
type of family drama, one more in keep¬ 
ing with the glamorous sop he himself 
produces. It seems that Spelling is a 
father with a heart so big that he has set 
aside a handsome portion of the eighteen 
acres that his 65,000-square-foot Holmby 
Hills house spreads across for his 
daughter. Tori, so that when she grows up 
her heart, body and furniture will always 
belong to daddy. 

Generous to a fault. Spelling has also 
taken to shoe horning Tori's name into 
various production contracts that land 
on his desk. Furthermore, as if oblivious 
to the fact that this is the first time in 25 
years that he has no series on the air — 
and to the layoffs in his company— 
Spelling recently had to be talked out of 
giving the young actress a Rolls-Royce 
for her sixteenth birthday Yes, a seem¬ 
ing extravagance — but then again, giv¬ 
en that Spelling furnishes his wife, Candy 
a Los Angeles beauty w ith the complex- 
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ion of a lovingly burnished turd, with 
510,000 a night in gambling funds when¬ 

ever they go to Las Vegas, his gift of a Rolls 
would simply have been the sign of a 
man who knows howr to treats# his girls 

right. 
Image Is Everything: If you were Nor¬ 

man Brokaw, chief executive of the sleepy 
old William Morris Agency how would 
you have reacted to the awed, loving pro¬ 
file of Mike The Manipulator ’ Qvitz in 
The New York Times Magazine last sum¬ 
mer? Would you have (a) offered Mike 
his old job back; (b) convened a meeting 
of all major William Morris agents to gee 
them working together toward making 
the firm a force in movies once again; (c) 
forgotten everything else and called your 
public-relations firm? 

The answer, of course, is (c). Brokaw; 
now surrounded by the hum of decora¬ 
tors and workmen who are busy pulling 
up the old, mildewed carpets in the agen¬ 
cy's chronically dark Los Angeles offices, 
apparently feels that the firm would ben¬ 
efit from an enhanced stature on the East 
Coast. It falls to Lee "That's Mr. Sinatra to 
you" Sobers to make it all happen. 

To illustrate that the Morris agency's 

movie client roster is not made up en¬ 
tirely of irrelevant oldsters, Solters has 
been bandying about the names of its re¬ 
cent (and young) conquests, such as Uma 
Thurman and Tim Robbins. (The only 
William Morris movie star who is big 
and young is Tom Hanks.) Solters also 
has been dutifully repeating the wishful 
company mantra that it is still the pre¬ 
eminent agency in television. 

AndFinally, the CAA News: Ron "Agent 
Meyer" Meyer has been caught once 
again exercising his inviolable agent’s 
rights. It seems that CAA seduced Jane 
Seymour, the pouty miniseries queen, 
over to the agency by promising the re¬ 
spect-starved actress she would somehow 
get feature-film pans. However, wrhen a 
producer called jane to discuss her pos¬ 
sibly acting in an upcoming feature with¬ 
out first having consulted Meyer, the 
banty Warren Beatty impersonator tele¬ 
phoned the producer and berated him 
migheily. Not for violating Hollywood 

protocol, not for his lack of respect. No, 
Meyer apparently (and somew^hat inex¬ 
plicably) upbraided him for forgetting 
that Jane Seymour is a ministries star. 

Sec you Monday night at Mortons. } 
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She told him she wanted to have 

his child. Sou■ shore has come to push 

BY flLIS W f I N i n 

First, the news: Nathaniel "World's Cutest 

Human' Weiner has a new sister — 

Gillian "Epithet to Be Announced" Wei- 
net She is, of course, ter¬ 

ribly naive; 1 don t want to 

say she was born yesterday, 

but, as oi this writing, she 

was literally born yesterday. 

Mother, baby, father, brother, pediatri¬ 

cian, nurse and obstetrician are all doing 

fine. Don't laugh. For an obstetrician to 

be doing anything these days, let alone 

Tme," seems to be little short of miracu¬ 

lous. As this magazine's younger; childless 

or illiterate readers may not know, obste¬ 

tricians are bailing our of the profession 
Eke so many D. 8* Coopers — something 

about skyrocketing malpractice insur¬ 

ance rates, although for a wan OB (say 
wan ob-bte) the rates would probably best 

be described as skywalkering. 

I haven't slept much. 

Not that J lack the mental lucidity to 

lee] deeply ashamed of the blatant behind 

handedness and uochicitude of our 

whole "birthing experience." The hap¬ 

pening trend, after all, is to have baby 

delivered by a midwife —a development 

I consider a mixed blessing. Miduife is so 

much easier to say than obstetrician. Then 

again, obstetrics sounds dean and techni¬ 

cal, while midwifery is pronounced, against 

all common sense, mid-WIFF-ery, and 
sounds like an intermediate juncture in 

the process of striking out. (Fooled by the 

pitcher's ob-and-two slider, Hernandez deliv¬ 
ered himself of a colorful midwifery mi fa.) 

Then there's the likely revitalization of 

the (arguably already too revitalized) 

stand-up comedy industry Look for wom¬ 

en to be the main beneficiaries. I'm talk¬ 

ing about a virtual parallel universe of 

stand-up comediennes breathing (via the 

La maze technique) new life into old 

material. “My midwife is $o far, when she 

sits around the bit tiling suite, she sirs 

around the birthing suite!" 

Speaking of which. I’ve just down in 

from about 16 hours of sirring around 
the birthing suite, and boy, is my wife 

tired, Of the several surefire* cant-miss, 

tax-free ways to be a grown-up available 

to modern man, childbirth is not one. 

(Some that are: participating in armed 

combat, attending a patent’s funeral, ex¬ 

plaining daylight saving time to a three* 

year-old.) Child birth is, however, avail¬ 

able to modern woman, and it is to being 

a grown-up as boot camp is to being a 

soldier, ft is arduous, not to say labor- 

intensive. \fou are subjected to astronomi¬ 

cal doses of what chirpy nurses euphemize 
as "discomfort:,* It can even be fraught 

with physical peril. All this, and you 

don’t kill anybody, bury anybody or end 

1/sex is Nature's way 

of making humans want to reproduce\ 

childbirth is Her way of making 

sure they don't o verdo it 

up, after a meticulous 15-minute ex¬ 

planation about "setting die clock" and 

"spring” and "fall" and "an bout/' being 

asked, "But what's daylighiT 

If sex is Natures way of making human 

beings want to reproduce their species, 
childbirth is Her way oi making sure 

they don’t overdo it. Meanwhile, as mod¬ 

ern woman lies there grimacing and 

groaning at what, by all accounts, is more 

or less unimaginable pain, modern man 

has several options. He may caress mod¬ 

ern woman, coach her through some 
gimmicked-up (and, improbably effec¬ 

tive) breaching exercises the sole pur¬ 

pose of which is to distract her from the 

worst agony of her life, and tell her she’s 

“doing great.' He may, during the ten¬ 

tative calm between labor contractions. 

indicate die LED numbers and unspool- 

ing Rocky Mountain trace on the fetal 

monitor, and declaim m pedantic irrele¬ 

vance on the difference between digital 

and analog forms of data processing. Or 

he may eat his stupid roast beef sand¬ 

wich and hope for the best. 
As for the actual birth, during which a 

baby emerges from ones wife’s body — 
clearly, such a thing is impossible. Con¬ 

ception, fine. Gestation, okay. One's wife 

walking around with a cantilevered med¬ 

icine-ball belly in defiance of gravity, no 

problem. But I submit there's no way 

such a creature, with a body the size of a 

decent leg of lamb and a head die dimen¬ 

sion of a softball, can traverse the "birth 

canal." Why, 20, or 12, or even 2 hours 

down the birth canal would be enough to 

make 15 years on the Erie Canal seem 
like a day ar the beach. 

somehow; the baby makes the trip, 

Something comes out. ^bu see hair, you 

see an ear, and you think. My God, thafs 

a head. What in human experience can 

be stranger than this? The alien bursting 

out of John Hurt's stomach? The Snow 

White-Rob Lowe opening of this year's 

Oscars? Dan Quayk calling his Samoan 

reception committee "happy campers ? 

After a few seconds, and absent old- 

fashioned and now obsolete slapping, 

she cries. A few minutes later —and her 

brother did this, too; they all do; it's fas¬ 
cinating—she stops crying and looks 

around,. It would take either the best or 

the worst writer m America to approx¬ 

imate the contrast between where she 

was in the womb and where she is now. 

The doctor does this and that, dien hands 

Daddy (by now dad in stylishly rumpled 

surgical greens) an angled sdssorslike 

device with which to cur the umbilical 

cord. With the thought Sorry kid. but 

therex no turning back MW, 1 do so. Have 1 

mentioned that its texture is like slightly 
overcooked caiamari? 

And then the face. Pardon my parental 
pride, but at that moment she looked 

very much like Deng Xiaoping* In bur 

two days, she has that creamy-sweet baby 

look. By then she spends most of her 

time sleeping, crying and nursing; when 

she opens her eyes and looks at you, h is 
like being granted an audience with the 
pope. \bti are in The Presence. Later — by 

the time this sees the print that the 

reader sees — she will look even more like 

herself. Whoever that is* P 
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ACROSS 

I. Spoiled Los Angeles 

child may help us 

conquer cancer. (3,3) 

4, Uncut horse gets 

muscles backward. 

Leo. (8) 

10. Retain! Release! 

Maintain flexibility! 

(4,5) 

II. Carry monkey's 

head as emblem. (5) 

12. Drink right at 

hilarious occasion, and 

it causes weeping. (4,3) 

13. Snake found next 

to Indiana, around 

Rhode Island, eases 

pain. (7) 

14. Concerning a 

match. (5) 

15. Wigglers without 

Rh factor devour 

German city. (3,5) 

IS. DeviLlassoer is out 

of line. (8) 

20, Dislocated state of 

discernment, (5) 

23. Parrot* bloodsucker, 

we hear, are 

diplomatic. (7) 

25, No cur in messy 

mythological beast, (7) 

25. Low droning sound 

precedes an animal 

that murders. (5) 

27, Forced against 

Mother's laws. (9) 

28, Gaudy metal Edsel 

smashed. (8) 

29, What cowboys did 

to her Doctor of 

Education, (6) 

Nobody Loves AUt Everybody Hates ,1k. Guess Lit Go 15 At mss 

The dtttwen to the Un.Brilish Crossword dpfrear on page 122. 

DOWN 
*■ + HP I I a il + -fa 4 t ■ ■ 

1* 'The name of the 

place is I Like it 

(4,4) 

2. Cow-bison combo 

puts bee on climbing 

Norwegian, (7) 

3. Decadence; a 

soldier climbing 

all over big reptile. 

(9) 

5. That oviparous 

rabbit, if you believe. 

(3,6*5) 

6. Slack off and allow 

to rise. (3,2) 

7+ Break in wrong 

time around* right? (7) 

B. Putting a handle on 

place where we lost war 

over gin spritzer. (6} 

9. Nessie shot Creature 

feature. (7*7) 

14. Unfashionable 
w'isecracker on tiny 

platform becomes gull. 

(9) 

17. Caged, Barbie's 

significant ocher 

has need around 50. 

(8) 
19. Grand kind fellows 

w'ho bring what Bossy 

gives, (7) 

21. Not exactly so 

crude when scrubbed 

hard.(7) 

22, Consequence of 

over sexy delivery 

service. (6) 

24. Bound up in past* 

perhaps. (5) 
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THREE STOOGES Hats off to three of the special people who make New York 

City the crazy, mixed-up place we can t get enough of — Donald "Stinky" Trump, 

Liz ‘Leatherpuss" Smith and Alfonse "Home Sweet HUDH DAmato, each caught 

here cutting up in the way they know drives their fans wild. You guysl 

year-a Id Syivia 
Miks 

3\ooq AiJlP 
Auiosoq .Wd^-uwjw 

Shirlc 
y L 

DOG EAT DOG At failed 

kidnews entrepreneur 

Chris Whittles Loeb 

Boathouse party for 

girlfriend Priscilla Rat- 

tazzi's superimp Orta at 

book of photographs of 

quasi-famous people and their dogs, quasi- 

famous golddigger Susan Gutfreund forces her 

malleable pet to stand on hind legs like a 

human child, while deposed art-world despot 

Tom Moving goes tongue-to-tongue with his 

dog. Whittle, meanwhile, fascinates one out 

of twro female listeners with scin- 

i HELLO, DOLLIES! 

Back for their semi- 

annual appear¬ 

ance in these pages, 

glowing at the 

Martha Graham gala 

at the Metropolitan 

Opera, are spy's (and 

by now; surely 

everyones) favorite party 

couple, the flaxen¬ 

haired flesh-puppet 

Walter Stane and his 

chronic date, the lovely 

and watertight 

Gertrude Swrope. 

dilating talk of his plans to enter 

Tennessee politics. 

■ / inn ftn<> 

(f'ecaf/tfvit HI 

Decathlon player-coach George 

Plimpton (who surely engages in 

rounds and rounds of strenuous 

socializing only as research for his 

forthcoming best-seller. Paper 

Irownan) generously offers Knute 

Rockne-style mid-party pep talks 

to both 1989 lronman contender 

Morgan "Fairchild" Entrekin and 

1989 MVP Tama Janowitz. 
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* SWADDLING CLOTHES 

At a benefit for 

the American Ballet 

Theater, prettier- 

and more-tasteful- 

than-lvana Blaine 

Trump awaits the 

assistance of her 

husband, Robert, to 

winch her up and 

deposit her at another 

spot in the room. 

MIXED DOUBLES At a society 

wedding (1), investment banker 

John Gurfreund stares off into a middle distance, 

attempting to fix his features into a pleasant—if 

befuddled —expression as his wife, Susan, rhe 

Francophile ex-stewardess, shares a warm mo¬ 

ment with a French baron. (2) Leaving The Wall 

Street Journal's lOOth-anniversary party, ultra- 

earnest author Ken Auletta pulls the Trump- 

patented Who invited her? thumb gesture on his 

saddle-soaped wife-cunvhandler, Amanda “'Binky' 

Urban. (3) Former 

Diane Sawyer boy 

toy Laurence Tisch 

tries to give his wife, 

Billie, the slip as they 

leave a party for John 

k- Carre. 

HAIR TODAY, HANG¬ 

OVER TOMORROW 

Right: when 1988 and 

1989 Ironman runner- 

up Carl Bernstein brought a shiny 

blond hairdresser named Kim to a 

book party for P. J. O'Rourkes Modern 

Manners (Bernstein wearing his trade¬ 

mark appropriate-anywhere black on 

black, a subtle reminder that 1974 was 

his big year), the evening's patter 

turned toward matters of hair care. 

Below voice-of-hi s-gene rati o n - by- default 

Bret Easton Ellis 

proudly displays 

his wrhisker to 

humorist Emily 

Prager. 

BODY LANGUAGE Social anthropologists 

have been scratching their heads over the 

precise meaning of a strange new mating 

dance seen around town. It goes like this: 

the female (in photo No. 1, Pat Buckley) 

extends an arm 

up in the air in 

a gesture that 

suggests sup¬ 

plication; the 

male reaches a 

finger toward 

the females 

lower lip, ap¬ 

parently about 

to force her 

to make the 

sound b-b-b-b-b, 

(2) At an Al¬ 

gonquin party for Christopher Mason, 

Knopf wife and novelist Gica Mehta tries 

unsuccessfully to get walker John Rich¬ 

ardson to engage in the aforementioned 

ritual with her. And (3) ac Mirabellds 

launch party, Rupert Murdoch tries the 

male s part of the gescu re on an unrespon¬ 

sive Harry Evans, a man he once purged 

as editor of The Times of London. 

YES, MASTER 

At a luncheon 

for Gannett TV 

overlord Grant 

Tinker at The 

Pla^a, New York 

Post columnist 

Eric Breindel 

shares a couple 

of casual and 

completely relaxed 

moments with 

his boss, 

Peter Kalikow. 
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sidewalk surfers: Whin it gets dark in our New, Improved New York, skateboard over to 35th and Madison, Bring a few dollars. Look for 

Larry, the window washer If he's not at ground level, /Wj/ tug on the ropes and hell come down for you- )'iw ge/ fo the top —high above 

Madison t high above all the grittyt cratered, overcrowded Manhattan avenues—you'll find that the air is clean (or ckamsh, anyway) and the 

granite is smooth as silk and dry as a Santa Ana breeze. When the AT&T loop gets overcrowdedhead downtown to the notorious Eldorado 

Submarine Basin, 300 feet below Grand Central TerminalHere's what you do: There's this air vent with a loose grate near the Saloon door 

in the Oyster Bar—you cant miss it, When the maitre d isn't looking, crawl into the ventt lie flat on your board and fellow it down....) 
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FOLD SOT MEETS unii 
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mi diAtSsd-^u. 
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WPORTES AND SQLf 
Callow importe 

Wall Street was shaken to its foundations today when rumors were 
confirmed that two of its oldest rivals had tentatively reached an agree¬ 
ment to merge their vast industrial and service holdings. 

Lawyers for Phineas Smith of Smith, Smith. Smith and Smith 
and Zachary Jones of Jones World Corp.* delivered statements over 
breakfast at a press conference at the posh Manhattan Men's Club, 
and later signed the merger agreement that no one on Wall Street 
could have ever predicted. 

Inside sources say the process began several months ago when 
Jones secretly began buying Smith stock, amassing 21% of the issue, 
and on July third, tendered an offer to buy the remaining Smith stock 
at $12 over market quote in a hostile takeover bid. 

What Jones insiders did not know at the time was that Smith had 
also been secretly buying Jones stock through an unknown invest¬ 
ment house, and the day after the Jones offer, Smith tendered a 
counter offer to buy the remaining Jones stock at $13 over market 
value. 

I 'he simultaneous takeover bids threwr both companies into chaos, 
each adopting dangerous poison pill tactics to stop the other from 
gaining control. Smith was actually seen handing out cyanide to his 
top management, instructing them to keep it hidden in the lapels of 
their jackets at all times. 

Meanwhile, the infamous Wall Street raider C. Hubert Bone began 
moving behind the scenes, amassing a reported $6 billion warchesl 
aimed at taking over both Smith and Jones in their weakened states. 

The secret takeover move caught both Smith and Jones off guard, 
leaving the two battered, old enemies only one option to avoid being 
devoured by Bone; they had to bury the hatchet and merge their com¬ 
panies to survive. 

After five straight days of closed-door negotiations* Smith* Jones 
and their lawyers and accountants emerged with plans that effec¬ 
tively pur both companies under one management team. It wras ag¬ 
reed upon that Smith would act as CEO during odd years and Jones 

would head up the newr corporation during even years, fhe new cor¬ 
porate headquarters will be in Terre Haute, Indiana, halfway be¬ 
tween New York City* wrhere Smith is based, and Dallas Texas, where 
Jones is based. They still have not agreed upon a name for the new 
company, although they are rumored to be considering either Smith 
and Jones, Inc., or Jones and Smith, Inc, 

The fine points of the deal are not yet clear, but one source said 
that Mr. Smith is offering to trade his Aircraft Division for Mr. Jones 
stock holdings in Jones" Industries Fast Food Division, all West Coast 
drilling rights currently owned by his oil company* and two CEO s 
to be named later. Smith is said to be willing to consider the offer 
if Jones would be willing to thrown in a Midtown Manhattan business 
complex* three Atlantic City Casinos and a minor league hockey 
team* 

Jones agreed to talk it over with his mother, an octogenarian* who 
allegedly still makes most of the big decisions in the family’s linan- 
dal empire. 

C Hubert Bone, left with S6 billion and nothing to buy, is said 
to be considering a plan to finance a chain of dome-covered amuse¬ 
ment parks in Alaska and Canada, with plans to expand into Siberia, 
Mongolia and the sister cities of Mmneapolis/St. Paul over the next 
ten years. 
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SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Smoking 
By Pregnant Women May Result in Fetal 
Injury, Premature Birth, And Low Birth Weight. 


